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Case No. CV 05-2277 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba 













STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 





Third-Party Defendants. ) 
) 
corporation, 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant/Third-Party Defendant, Standley 
Trenching, IDC. (hereinafter "Standley"), by and through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Rule 
54(d)(1) and 54(d)(5) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and further, pursuant to LC. § 12-120(3) 
and Rule 54(e)(1) and 54(e)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, moves the Court to award its 
attorney fees incurred in defending this consolidated litigation in both Case No. CV 01-7777 and CV 
05-2277. 
Standley seeks its costs and attorney fees for the defense of these cases based upon the 
filing of three separate Memorandums of Costs and Attorney Fees, as follows: 
• ID Case Number CV 01-7777, pursuant to Defendant Standley's Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees, Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly, Affidavit of Kevin F. 
Trainor, and Memorandum In Support of Defendant Standley's Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees, filed April 18, 2005 (costs in the amount of$3,927.00 
and fees in the amount of$75,070.55, for a total amount of$78,997.55). 
• ID Case Numbers CV 01-7777 and CV 05-2277, pursuant to Defendant 
Standley's Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees and Affidavit 
. DEFENDANT/THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANT STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS - 2. 
963 
of Michael E. Kelly, filed November 22, 20 11 (costs in the amount of$1 0,502.70 
and fees in the amount of$73,096.00, for a total amount of$83,598.70). 
• In Case Number CV 05-2277, pursuant to Defendant/Third Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, Affidavit 
ofM. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees, and Defendant/Third Party Defendant Standley 
Trenching, Inc.'s Memorandum of Law in Support of its Memorandum of Costs 
and Attorney Fees." filed November 22, 2011(costs in the amount of $1,460.90 
and fees in the total amount of$43,412.50, for a total amount of$44,873.40). 
Standley grounds its motion for costs on the basis that it is the prevailing party in this 
matter, and that costs are allowed as a matter of right and/or discretionary costs. Further, pursuant to 
I.c. § 12-120(3) and Rule 54(e)(I), Standley is entitled to its attorney fees on the basis that it is the 
prevailing party against the Plaintiffs' in both Case Number CV 01-7777 and in Case Number CV 
05-2277, each of which involved a commercial transaction. This motion is supported by Standley'S 
Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements, and Fees, and the Affidavit ofM. Michael Sasser filed in 
support thereof. I Also, to the best of Standley's knowledge, items contained in this Motion and the 
accompanying Memorandmn and Affidavit are correct and the costs claimed are in compliance with 
I.R.C.P.54(d)(5). 
Standley requests oral argument with respect to this motion. 
DATED this 22nd day of November 2011. 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
BYL~~)~ 
M. 'chae1 Sass r, Of the FIrm 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Inc. 
1 Together with the initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, Affidavits, and Memorandum of 
Law filed by Michael E. Kelly, Standley's former attorney in Case Number CV 01-7777. 
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William A. McCurdy 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba 
BELTMAN WELDING AND 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 



















Third-Party Defendants. ) 
) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant/Third-Party Defendant, Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. (hereinafter "Standley"), by and through undersigned counsel 
and pursuant to Rules 54(d)(1), 54(d)(5) and 54(e)(I) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and 
requests that the Court award Standley its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defense of Plaintiff s 
multiple causes of action stated against Standley in Case Number CV 05-2277, in this consolidated 
litigation. To the best of Standley's knowledge and belief, the items contained herein are correct and 
that the costs claimed are in compliance with LR.C.P. 54(d)(5). 
On November 3,2011, the Court issued its Decision and Order Granting Standley's 
Motion for Summary Judgment in the above-entitled matter. Thereafter, Judgment in favor ofthe 
Defendant and against the Plaintiff was entered on November 8,2011. 
Standley, as a prevailing party, seeks its costs incurred in the defense ofthis matter. 
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COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
Description Amount 
1. N/A $ N/A 
Total Costs as a Matter of Right: $ N/AI 
DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
Total Discretionary Costs: LR.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) allows a prevailing party to 
recover additional items of cost not. enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in 
subsection (C), ofthis rule ofIdaho Civil Procedure. In order to recover these discretionary costs, 
incurred by Standley in Case Number CV 05-2277, Standley must show that the costs were (i) 
necessary, (ii) reasonably incurred, (iii) exceptional, and (iv) should be awarded in the interest of 
justice. LR.C.P 54( d)(l )(D); See also, Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 
314, 109 P.3d 161, 168 (2005). Standley claims $1,623.38 in discretionary costs that were 
necessary, reasonably incurred, exceptional and in the interest of justice should be awarded to it. 
The items of costs as set forth in this Memorandum of Costs are as follows: 
Photocopy Expenses: $ 573.40 
Mediation cost: $ 887.50 
Total: $1.460.90 
I The costs recoverable by Standley as a prevailing party and as a matter of right were incurred in Case 
Number CV 01-7777, which were previously submitted by Michael E. Kelly, Standley's fonner attorney in 
this consolidated litigation. 
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ATTORNEY FEES 
In Case Number CV 05-2277, Standley answered Third Party Plaintiff Beltrnan 
Construction, Inc. 's Third Party Complaint, Amended Complaint, and Second Amended Complaint; 
propounded and responded to discovery; interviewed numerous personnel with Standley having 
knowledge or infotmation ofthe issues alleged by both DeGroot and BeItman; analyzed the facts and 
issues presented in the litigation with potential witnesses; and prepared andJ~r filed the following 
documents: 
• Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider March 18, 2005 Order [3/25/1 0] 
• Confidential Mediation Statement of Standley Trenching [1121/11] 
• Motion for Partial Summary Judgment [5/26/11] 
• Memorandtim in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
• Affidavit in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
• Motion in Limine [5/26/11] 
• Affidavit in Support of Motion in Limine 
• Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine 
• Reply Memorandtim in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
[8/31/11] 
• Supplemental Memorandum in Support ofIts Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Motion in Limine (Indemnification Issue) [9/16/11] 
• Affidavit ofM. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Supplemental Memorandum Regarding Its Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Motion in Limine (Indemnification Issue) 
• Order Granting Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Complete Motion for Summary 
Judgment As to All Claims and Causes of Action Stated in Beltman 
Construction, Inc.' s Third-Party Complaint [11/2/11] 
• Third-Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Motion for Costs and 
Attomeys' Fees [11122/11] 
• Affidavit.ofM. Michael Sasser in Support of Motion for Costs and Attomeys' 
Fees 
• Third-Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Memorandum of Costs and 
Attomeys' Fees 
• Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees 
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This Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, in Case Number CV 05-2277 is 
supported by the Affidavit ofM. Michael Sasser. The attorney fees incurred in the defense ofthis 
matter are explained more fully in the Affidavit ofM. Michael Sasser accompanying the filing ofthis 
Memorandum of Costs. 
The attorney fees are based on a fixed rate of$100.00 to $125.00 per hour. The fees 
charged are in line with the prevailing rates in the Boise, Idaho area. The total amount of attorney 
fees is reasonable, in light of the legal and factual issues presented by this case. The total sum of 
attorney fees for services rendered through October 28,2011 is $43,412.50. 
TOTAL ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED: $43,412.50 
This Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees is supported by the Affidavit of 
M'. Michael Sasser filed herewith. 
DATED this 22nd day of November, 2011. 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
BYi'i~ 
M. IC I Sas r, Ofthe FIrm 
Attorneys for Defendant, Third Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
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Attorneys for Defendants/Third-Party 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc. 
Robert D. Lewis 
Cantrill Skinner Sullivan & King, LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
Trenching, me., dba Standley & Co. 
Honorable Gregory M. Culet 
District Judge 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Alexa Medema 
Law Clerk to Hon. Gregory Culet 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba 
BELTMAN WELDING AND 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 



















Third-Party Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant/Third-Party Defendant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. (hereinafter "Standley"), by and through undersigned 
counsel and pursuant to Rules 54(d)(1), 54(d)(5) and 54(e)(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and submits this Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees requesting 
that the Court award Standley its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defense of Plaintiffs' 
multiple causes of action stated against Standley in Case Number CV 01-7777 and Case Number 
CV 05-2277, in this consolidated litigation. To the best of Standley's knowledge and belief, the 
items contained herein are correct and the costs claimed are in compliance with LR.C.P. 
54(d)(5). 
The items set forth in this Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney 
Fees were incurred by Standley's former attorneys, the law firm of Lopez & Kelly, PLLC after 
the filing of Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees dated April 18,2005. 
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The Court, pursuant to its Memorandum Decision Reserving Issue of Attorney Fees and Costs 
Until Final Resolution of the Case, filed on August 18, 2005, declined to rule on Standley's 
initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees pending resolution of the consolidated 
litigation. As Standley's former defense counsel continued to represent Standley and provide it 
with a defense in the consolidated litigation, the items set forth herein were incurred after the 
filing of Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees and include attorney fees 
and costs up to the point of Sasser & Inglis, P.C.'s substitution for Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, as 
Standley's attorneys in the consolidated litigation. 
To the best of Standley's knowledge and belief the items set forth in this 
Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees are correct and the costs claimed are in 
compliance with LR.C.P 54(d)(5). 
I. 
SUPPLEMENTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT-I.R.CP. 54(d)(1)(C) 
Description 




M&M Court Reporting Invoices 
Expert Witrress fees: 
Denhis Burke 
Intermountain Ag. Services 
EAC Engineering, Inc. 
Copies of Depositions 
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Total Supplemental Costs 
as a Matter of Right: $10.502.70 
The supplemental costs incurred by Standley's fonner attorneys, Lopez & Kelly, 
PLLC, are mandatory and should be awarded to Standley as a matter of right. These mandatory 
supplemental costs were incurred by Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, in the time span in which that law 
finn continued to represent and defend Standley in the consolidated litigation, after the filing of 
Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, dated April 18, 2005, up to the point 
when the law finn of Sasser & Inglis, P.C.substituted as counsel of record for Standley. Further, 
Standley continues to assert its initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees in addition to 
seeking an award of its supplemental costs and attorney fees set forth herein. 
II. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ATTORNEY FEES-I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) 
TOTAL SUPPLEMENTAL ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED: $ 73.096.00 
This Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, in Case Number 
CV 01-7777 and Case Number CV 05-2277, is supported by the Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly, 
member of the law finn Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, fonner attorneys for Standley in this 
consolidated litigation. The supplemental attorney fees incurred in the defense of this matter are 
explained more fully in the Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly accompanying the filing of this 
Supplemyntal Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees. 
The attorney fees are based on a fixed rate of $105.00 to $125.00 per hour. The 
fees charged are in line with the prevailing rates in the Boise, Idaho area. The total amount of 
attorney fees is reasonable, in light of the legal and factual issues presented in this case. The 
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total supplemental sum of attorney fees for services rendered by Howard Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, 
to Standley after the filing of Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
through July, 2007 is $73,096.00. Standley further seeks award of its costs and attorney fees as 
originally set forth in its initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, dated April 18, 2005, 
on file with the Court herein. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Standley, as the prevailing party in this action, respectfully requests that this 
Court award the foregoing supplemental costs and attorney fees which are supported by the 
Supplemental MemorandllIil of Costs and Attorney Fees and the Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly 
filed contemporaneously herewith. Standley further seeks award of its costs and attorney fees 
supported by its initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees and the Affidavits of Counsel 
filed contemporaneously therewith. 
DATED this 22nd day of November, 2011. 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.e. 
ByL\4~~ l\1L iCha . sasseiJ)ftheFik 
Attorneys for Third Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
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MICHAEL E. KELLY, having been first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am a member of the firm of Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, former attorneys of 
record for Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc., (herein after referred to as "Standley"), in this 
matter. 
2. That this Affidavit is submitted in support of Defendant's Supplemental 
Motion for Costs and Attorneys Fees. 
3. That following the Court's granting a summary judgment in Case Number 
CV 01-7777 III favor of Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc., your Affiant submitted a 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, dated April 18, 2005, supported by Affidavits and a 
Memorandum of Law on behalf of Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. 
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4. That pursuant to the Court's Memorandum Decision Reserving Issue of 
Attorney Fees and Costs Until Final Resolution of the Case, filed on August 18, 2005, the Court 
did not address Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees. 
5. That following the filing of the initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney 
Fees supported by Affidavits, your Affiant continued to provide a defense for Standley in the 
consolidated litigation, incurring additional attorney's fees and costs which were not included in 
Standley's initial MemorandUin of Costs and Attorney Fees. 
6. That the additional costs and attorney fees set forth in the Supplemental 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees submitted herewith were incurred on behalf of 
Standley after the filing of Standley's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, spanning 
the May, 2005 through July, 2007 time frame. 
7. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B), Standley is the prevailing party in the 
consolidated litigation, both as a result of Standley's motion for summary judgment on March 1, 
2005, and further, as a result of Standley'S second motion for summary judgment and the ruling 
thereon, set forth in the Court's Order dated November 3,2011. 
8. That as the prevailing party in this matter, Standley is entitled to its 
attorney's fees pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(e)(I) and LC. §12-120(3) based upon the commercial 
transaction between Standley and Plaintiffs Charles DeGroot and DeGroot Farms, L.L.C. 
9. That pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(5), the method of computation of this 
firm's fees is based upon the number of hours worked on this matter multiplied by $125.00 per 
hour for partners and $105.00 per hour for associates, the customary hourly rate charged to the 
client's insurance carrier in this matter. 
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10. That your Affiant has personally reviewed the supplemental billing 
records and invoices compiled by this law finn and transmitted to the client's insurance carrier, 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
11. That to the best of Affiant's knowledge these invoices are the true and 
correct amount of fees generated by this law finn in the defense of this matter incurred after the 
filing of Standley'S initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees. Further, to the best of 
Affiant's beHef, the items set forth in the Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's 
Fees, filed herewith, are correct and that the costs claimed are in compliance with I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(5). 
12. That the attorney fees generated by this law finn are reasonable in light of 
the factors set forth in LR.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
DATED this 21st day ofNovernber, 2011. 
Michael E. Kelly I 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 21st day of November, 2011. 
Notary Publtc or Idaho 
Residing at: ~) I Q 
My Commission Expires: B-fo - f~ 
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o Z600 1(' 0 
Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
(20&) 342-4344 
Howa,s, Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
702 West Idaho Street Suite 1100 
P.O. Box 856 
Facsimile: Boise, ID 83701 
Continental Western Group 
3320 East Goldstone Way. 
Meridian, II) 83642 ©WGClAIMS-RMR 
Attn: John Mallary APR 11 2006 
RE: DeGroot v. Standley, et a1. 
Client File/Claim Number: IIF500652 
DATE DESCRIPTION HOURS 
Dec-OI-OS Continued preparation of discovery to "1.10'--
DefendantlThird Party Plaintiff (2.1). 
Dec-02-05 Receipt and review Court's Order setting Trial 0.20 
and Pretrial (0.1); telephone call with Court re: 
resetting of Pretrial Conference (0.1). ,/ 
Dec-14-05 Continued preparation of discovery to 3.10 
Defendant, Third-Party PlaintiffBeUman (3.1). 
\. 
Jan-05-06 Receipt and review Proposed Stipulation for 0.20 
Scbeduling and Planning from Plaintiffs 
counsel (0.2). 
Jan-06-06 Telephone call with Insured's counsel re: 0.20 
Plaintiff's Proposed Stipulation for Scheduling 
and Planning (0. I); telephone call with 
Plaintiffs counsel re: Proposed Stipulation 
(0.1). 
Jan-10-06 Receipt and review Plaintiff's Amended 0.10 
Proposed StipUlation for Scheduling and 
Planning (0.1). 
Jan-13-06 Receipt and review executed StipUlation of 0.10 
Scheduling and Planning from Counsel for J. 
Houle (0.1). 
Jan-17-06 Letter to Counsel of Record with executed 0.10 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning (0.1). 
Jan-23-06 Receipt and review correspondence from 0.10 
Insured's cOWlsel on Counterclaim with 
executed Stipulation for Scheduling and 
Planning (0.1). 
Feb-09-06 Review and revise Insured's Interrogatories 0.90 
and Request for Production of Documents to 





April 5, 2006 
HLK File #: 2531017 












Invoice #: 3381 Page 2 
Feb-12-06 Revise discovery prepared on behalf of Insured 
to Third~Party PlaintiffBeltman (0.7). 
Feb-28-06 Prepare Action Plan Report for Company 
(1.1). 
Mar-02-06 Review Insured's deposition and attached 
documents in further preparation of Action 
Plan (0.5); review Beltmants deposition and 
attached documents in further preparation of 
Action Plan (0.4); review UCC in further 
preparation of Action Plan (0.2); review case 
law related to common law indemnification in 
further preparation of Action Plan (0.3); 
continued preparation of Action Plan (1.5). 
Mar-06-06 Review, revise and final Action Plan report 
(0.8). 
Continue preparation of Company Action Plan 
(1.4). 
Mar-09-06 Telephone call with Insured re: case status and 
trial date (0.2). 
Mar-22-06 Draft Motion to Compel and Memorandum in 
Support of the Motion to Compel (1.4). 
Mar-24-06 Review and revise briefin Support of Motion 
to Compel (0.3); draft Affidavit in Support of 




Michael E. Kelly 
Bours 
3.40 
Wendy M. Powell 1.40 
Peg M. Dougherty 11.30 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Dec-Ol-OS Photocopies - Pleading 12 @ 0.l0 
Feb-13-06 Photocopies - Correspondence and Pleading 63 @ 
0.15 
Photocopies - Pleading 10 @ 0.15 
Mar-02-06 Online Research - Westlaw Expense 1 @ 7.43 
Mar-16-06 Telepbone • Long Distance Expense 5 @ 0.14 
985 
AprilS. 2006 
0.70 73.50 PMD 
1.10 115.50 PMD 
2.90 304.50 PMD 
0.80 100.00 MEK 
lAO 147.00 PMD 
0.20 25.00 MEK 
lAO 147.00 WMP 
0.50 62.50 MEK 
16.l0 $1,758.50 
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Totals 
Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle 
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Continental Western Group 
3320 East Goldstone Way 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
702 West Idaho Street Suite 1100 
P.O. Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701 ~0856 
©WO'~GLA'MScRM~ 
Attn: John Mallary NOV 14 20QB 
RE: DeGroot v. Standley, et al. 
Client File/Claim Number7"i l1?§QQe§~ 
0"60 t> /(,0 
DATE DESCRIPTION HOURS 
Aug-Ol-06 Bates stamp and index of discovery documents 3.50 
received from Plaintiffs re: Beltman 
Construction projects (3.5). 
Aug-02-06 Receipt and· review correspondence from 0.20 
Plaintiffs' counsel re: Stipulated Judgment and 
proposed Order re: Scheduling and Planning 
with original Stipulation as to scheduling and 
planning (0.2). 
Aug-03-06 Meet with Co-Defendant's counsel re: strategy 2.10 
r 
and schedulmg of Plamtifi7Third party 
Plaintiff depositions (0.8); prepare deposition 
Notices Duces Tecum re: C. DeGroot, E. 
DeGroot, T. Beltman. S. Beltman, D. Burke, 
D. Momson, T, Storm, D. Stubbs (0.5); 
prepare interrogatories and request for 
production of documents to Plaintiffs 
re:assignment documents (0,8). 
Aug,:,,08-06 Receipt and review executed Order for 0.10 
Scheduling and Planning (0.1). 
Index and Bate stamp discovery documents 3.00 
received from Third Party Plaintiff Beltman 
Construction (3,0). 
Aug-09-06 Revise deposition notices re: Plaintiffs' experts 0.40 
(0.1); letter to Plaintiffs' counsel re: experts' 
depositions (0.1); letters to witnesses, Storm 
and Morrison re: depositions and subpoenas 
(0.2). 
Continue indexing documents received from 4.10 





November Bt 2006 
HLKFile#: 2531017 









Invoice#: 3842 Page 2 November 8, 2006 
Aug-18-06 Organize and reconcile all documents 4.10 287.00 TAV 
produced in litigation with newly produced 
documents (4.1). 
Aug-21-06 Receipt and review Affidavit of Service from 0.10 12.50 MEl( 
process server re: Dean Morrison (0.1). 
Aug-23-06 Receipt and review Affidavit of Service re: 0.10 12.50 MEK 
Tom Storm deposition (0.1). 
Sep-05-06 Telephone call with Beltman's personal 0.30 37.50 MEK 
counsel re: assignment of claims to DeGroot 
(0.3). 
Sep-06-06 Letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: Tom Stonn 0.70 87.50 MEK 
deposition (0.1); telephone caB with Insured 
re: upcoming depositions (0.2); receipt and 
review correspondence from Plaintiffs' counsel 
re: deposition schedule (0.1); receipt and 
review correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel 
re: Tom Stonn deposition (0.1); telephone call 
with Insured re: Tom Storm deposition 
testimony (0.2). 
Sep-07-06 Telepbone call with Co-Defendant Houle's • 1.70 212.50 MEK 
counsel re: :filing of Motion for Protective 
Order by Plaintiffs counsel (0.1); letter to 
Plaintiffs counsel re: Tom Stonn deposition 
(0.1); review previous deposition testimony of 
Tom Stonn re: assessment of Insured's 
CUlpability (1.5). 
Sep-08-06 Receipt and review Plaintiffs Motion for 8.70 1,087.50 MEK 
Protective Orderre: deposition ofC. DeGroot, 
E. DeGroot and T. Stann and Affidavit of 
Counsel in Support (1.1); receipt and review 
Third Party PlaintiffBeltman's Supplemented 
Responses and Answers to Insured's discovery 
(1.5); receipt and review Plaintiffs Responses 
and Answers to Insured's discovery (0.3); 
telephone call with Co-Defendant Houle's 
counsel re: Plaintiffs Motion for Protective 
Order (0.2); prepare for deposition of Third 
Party Plaintiff representative Stati BelbnlUi 
(3.6); prepare for deposition of Tom Beltman 
(2.0). 
988 
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Sep-ll-06 Continue preparations for Stan Beltman 5.40 675.00 MEK 
deposition (1.8); attend deposition of Stan 
BeItman (2.1); meet with Beltman's WA 
counsel re: retention ofID counsel for Beltman 
(0.3); letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: vacation 
of remaining depositions scheduled for this 
week (0.1); telephone call with Plaintiff's 
counsel re: proposed Motion to Substitute as 
Third Party Plaintiff (0.2); receipt and review 
Plaintiffs Rule 25(c) Motion to Substitute as 
Third Party Plaintiff, Notice of Hearing re: 
Motion to Substitute and Motion for Protective 
Order and Motion and Order to Shorten Time 
(0.6); telephone call with Co-Defendant 
Houle's counsel re: Plaintiffs' Motion (0.2); 
receipt and review email correspondence from 
Plaintiffs' counsel re: Motion to Substitute 
(0.1). 
Sep-12-06 Review statutes and case law re: on Rule 2S( c) 0.90 112.50 MEK 
motions (0.9). I' ___ 
Continue review IRep 25 and annotations re: ." 1.90· 237.50 MEK 
transfer of interests under plaintiffs' motion 
(1.7); receipt and review Plaintiffs' Amended 
Motion to Substitute as Third Party Plaintiff 
(0.2). 
Telephone conference with cOunsel for 0.20 21.00 PMD 
Co-Defendant Houle re: response to Beltman's 
Motions (0.2). 
Sep-13-06 Draft memorandum in response to DeGroot's 2.50 312.50 MEK 
Rule 25(c) substitution motion (2.5). 
Prepare brief in response to Plaintiff's Motion 2.40 300.00 MEK 
for Protective Order (2.4). 
Sep-14-06 . Telephone conference with Co-Defendant's 0.30 37.50 MEK 
counsel re: responses to DeGroot Rule 25(c) 
motion (0.3). 
Prepare pre-trial report to Company (2.2); 2.40 300.00 MEK 
telephone call with Insured re: case status 
(0.2). 
Sep-15-06 Revise and final brief in Opposition to Motion 2.50 312.50 MEK 
for Protective Order (1.5); receipt and review 
conformed copy ofComt's Order to Shorten 
Time re: Plaintiff's Motion to Substitute and 
Motion for Protective Order (0.1); revise and 
final pre-trial report (0.8)~ letter to Company 
with pre-trial report (0.1). 
Sep-18-06 Review and revise brief and Mfidavit in 1.20 150.00 MEK 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Rule 25(c) Motion to 
Substitute (1.2). 
Review file in preparation for oral argument 0.50 52.50 PMD 
opposing Plaintiff's motions (0.5). 
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Sep-19-06 Telephone conference with Insured's expert re: 0.20 2LOO PMD 
availability for 1ria~ review of case (0.2). 
Further review in preparation for oral 1.00 105.00 PMD 
argument on Plaintiffs' motions (1.0). 
Sep-20-06 Telephone conference with counsel for ' 2.50 262.50 PMD 
Co-Defendant (0.2); continue review of 
pleadings and file (0.3); outline oral argument 
in opposition to Plaintiffs' motions (2.0). 
Sep-21-06 Review and analysis of case law re: standing 4.50 472.50 PMD 
by third-party plaintiff who has not answered 
original complaint (1.0); appear and argue in 
opposition to Plaintiffs' Motions for Protective 
Order and Motion for Substitution (3.0); 
prepare memorandum re: same (0.5). 
Sep-25-06 Email correspondence with Company re: 0.10 12.50 MEK 
pre-trial report and scheduling of roundtable 
(0.1). 
Review and analysis of issues for possible 2.90 304.50 RCP 
summary judgment and preparation of 
memorandum re: summary judgment issues 
(2.9). 
Sep-26-06 V mollS email correspondence with Plaintiffs 3.20 400.00 MEK 
counsel re: rescheduling of parties' depositions 
(0.4); prepare briefing re: Motion for Swninary 
Judgment re: Third Party Complaint (2.8). 
Sep-27-06 Telephone call with Court re: rescheduling 0.70 87.50 MEK 
pre-trial conference (0.1); telephone call with 
Co-Defendant's counsel re: rescheduling of 
Plaintiff7Third Party Plaintiff depositions (0.2); 
telephone call with Third Party Plaintiffs' 
persona] counsel re: pretrial motions! 
assignment of claims I Client's exposure (0.3); 
receipt and review executed Satisfaction of 
Judgment re: StipUlated Judgment from Court 
(0.1). 
Oct-02-06 Receipt and review Notice of Pre-trial 5.30 662.50 MEK 
Conference from Court (0.1); receipt and 
review Notice of Deposition ofW. Novinger 
(0.1); review and analysis of Plaintiff's 
economic damage claim re: detennination to 
present retained expert as witness and 
parameters of Motion in Limine regarding 
damages (0.9); review depositions of Plaintiffs 
re: economic damage claim (0.8); review and 
revision of Summary Judgment briefing (1.6); 
review and anal~f Idaho law re: than a 
negligent breach f contract to establish a tort 
claim (1.8). 
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Oct-03-06 Prepare Motion for Protective Order re: expert 5.90 737.50 MEK 
deposition and Motion for Sanctions re: 
cancelled depositions (0.9); prepare Affidavit 
in Support of Motions (0.4); prepare Motion 
Ordering Shortening of Time (0.2; prepare 
proposed Order re: denial ofPlaintifi's Rule 
25(c) Motion (0.1); letter to Court with 
proposed Order (0.1); continue review of 
Plaintiffs' previous depositions re: use in 
Motion for Summary Judgment briefing(1.4); 
continue review and revision Motion for 
Summary Judgment briefing (1.5); additional 
case law review on tort action for negligence 
arising out of a breach of contract (1.3). 
Oct-04-06 Revise Motion for Sanctions (0.6); review file 7.30 912.50 ME!( 
in preparation for roundtable meeting with 
Company (1.2); additional drafting of 
summary judgment memorandum re: negligent 
breach of contract (5.5). 
Oct-05-06 Travel to/from and attend roundtable 6.10 762.50 MEK 
conference with Company (1.7); telephone call 
with Plaintiff's counsel re: depositions and 
settlement proposal (02); receipt and review 
email correspondence from Plaintifi's counsel 
re: Motion for Reconsideration of Motion on 
Substitute (0.1); email correspondence with 
Plaintiff's W A counsel re: Motion for 
Reconsideration of Motion to Substitute, 
Defendant's Motion for Protective 
Order/Sanctions and pending Motion for 
Summary Judgment (0.3); additional drafting 
re: summary judgment memorandum re: 
=ce claim harred hy the applicahle 
. tatute flimitations and by economic loss rule 
[3.8). 
, . 
Oct-06-06 ~t and review Plaintiff's Motion for ,3.20 400.00 MEK 
Reconsideration of Motion to Substitute, 
Notice of Hearing and Affidavit in Support 
(0.8); review previously prepared jury 
instruction re: necessary revisions and 
modifications (2.4). 
Review and analysis of Defendant's 1.40 98.00 TAV 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment in case of Kimbrough v. 
Reed re: applicability to Motion for Summary 
Judgment on Idaho Consumer Protection Act 
cause of action (1.4). 
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Oct-09-06 Prepare Motion for Order Shortening Time re: 4.70 587.50 MEK 
Motion for Protective Order (OJ); prepare 
proposed Order granting Motion to Shorten 
Time (0.1); reCeipt and review correspondence 
from Plaintiffs counsel with Motion to 
Shorten Time and proposed Order re: Motion 
for Reconsideration (0.2); review file re: 
n~essary revisions/modifications pre-trial 
briefing and trial preparations (3.0); review 
additional caselaw re: Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration Motion to Substitute (1.3). 
Oct-lO-06 Prepare response brief to Plaintiffs' Motion to 7.90 987.50 MEK 
Reconsider Ruling on Motion to Substitute 
(1.5); review Plaintiff expert report in 
preparation of conference with Insured's 
engineer (0.8); telephone conference with 
Travis Katner re: Plaintiff expert report (0.4); 
continue file review re: trial preparation (2.5); 
revise negligence summary judgment argument 
(1.5); review statute oflimitation argument on 
remaining VCC/Contract claims (1.2). 
Oct-11-06 Prepare for and attend hearings re: Plaintiffs 9.30 1,162.50 MEK 
Klotion to Reconsid~r MOtion to Suostimte ana 
Insured's Motio ctions and Motion for 
Protective 011 r (5.8); aft summary 
judgment ar remammg 
VCC/Contract c1ai~o Consumer 
Protection Act clai, (3.5). 
Review Plaintiff's ~s report and 1.30 136.50 PMD 
Plaintiffs dairy assessment report in 
preparation for telephone conference with 
Insured's expert (0.7); telephone conference 
with Insured's expert re: review and analysis of 
Plaintiffs' experts' reports (0.3); review 
deposition of Tom Storm in preparation of 
deposition outline for Dennis Burke (0.3). 
Oct-12-06 Telephone call with Court re: trial setting 1.80 225.00 MEK 
(0.1); telephone call with Insured re: vacation 
of trial and Plaintiff's expert report (0.2); 
review and analysis of statute of limitations 
applicable to a VCC rescission claim (1.5). 
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Oct-I3-06 Letter to Court re: resetting of trial (0.1); letter 3.10 387.50 MEK 
to counsel re: confinnation of depositions 
(0.1); prepare proposed Order re: vacation of 
trial (0.1); preparation for deposition of 
Charles Degroot (2.5) ; telephone call with 
Court re: vacation of pre-trial conference (0.1); 
telephone conversation with Plaintiffs counsel 
re: vacation of scheduled pre-trial conference 
(0.1); receipt and review correspondence from 
Plaintiffs' counsel with proposed Order 
Granting Plaintiffs' Motion to be Substituted in 
as Third Party Plaintiff (0.1). 
Telephone conference with Insured's expert 0.30 31.50 PMD 
(0.3). 
Oct-l 6-06 Attend and take deposition of Charles DeGroot 3.30 412.50 MEK 
(3.3). 
Oct-l 7-06 Telephone call withJnsured re: case statusl 0.40 50.00 MEK 
'Bcl"tman depositions (0.2); telephone call with 
Co-Defendant counsel re: scheduled pre-trial 
conference (0.1); receipt and review 
correspondence from Plaintiffs' counsel re: 
missing fax pages (0.1). 
Telephone and email contact with Insured's 0.20 21.00 PMD 
expert re: setting meeting to review his 
analysis ofPlaintifi's economic and . 
environmental reports (0.2). 
Oct-l 9-06 Email correspondence to Plaintiffs' counsel 0.10 12.50 MEK 
and Beltman's counsel re: deposition 
availability (0.1). 
Oct-20-06 Receipt, review and send various emails 0.50 62.50 MEK 
among counsel of record and Beltman's W A 
counsel re: scheduling of Stan and Tom 
Beltman's depositions (0.5). 
Oct-2S-06 Telephone call with Co-Defendant's counsel 0.60 75.00 MEK 
re: BeItman depositions (0.1); draft Request 
for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs re: 
communication between DeGroot and Beltman 
(0.4); receipt and review Order granting 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Substitute as Third Party 
Plaintiffs (0.1). 
Oct-29-06 Revise summary judgment argument brief, 2.10 262.50 MEK 
inserting rescission argument (2.1). 
Oct-31-06 Telephone call with Plaintiff's counsel re: 0.30 37.50 MEK 
Court's request for available trial dates (0.1); 
receipt and review email correspondence from 
Plaintiff's counsel re: potential trial dates (0.1); 
receipt and review Notice of Withdrawal of 
Counsel for dismisS"ed-D8feftdant. Scott 
-starrdtey-{(1:Tr. 
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Review documents sent to Insured's expert in 
preparation for meeting to discuss his 




Michael E. Kelly 99.80 
Randal1 C. Probasco 2.90 
Peg M. Dougherty 11.10 
Todd VanHorn 16.10 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Aug-07-06 Copying Correspondencel Pleading S4 @0.10 
Copying Pleading 100 @ 0.10 
Aug-09-06 Tom Storm - Deposition Travel Fee 
Dean Morrison - Deposition Travel Fees 
Copying Pldgs 128 @0.10 
Aug-] 0-06 Copying CorrlPldg 18 @ 0.10 
Aug-23-06 Tn-County Process Serving - Invoice #48622 -
Service Upon Tom Stonn - 8119/06 
Tri-County Process Serving - Invoice #48621 -
Service Upon Dean Morrison - 8/14/06 
Copying Pleading 40 @ 0.10 
Copying Pleading! Correspondence 20 @ 0.10 
Sep-lO-06 Copying Exhibits (Deposition) 36 @ 0.10 
Sep-ll-06 Copying Exhibits (Deposition) 147 @ 0.10 
Sep-12-06 Copying - Pleading 95 @ 0.10 
Sep-16-06 Telephone - Long Distance 1 @ 0.1 0 
Telephone - Long Distance 11 @0.14 
Sep-19-06 Copying Correspondence and Pleading 96 @ 0.10 
994 
November 8, 2006 
0040 42.00 PMD 
129.90 $15,072.00 

























Invoice #: 3842 Page 9 
Sep-21-06 M&M Court Reporting Service, Inc. - Invoice 
#15462B5 - Job No. 125l3B4 - Discussion on the 
Record - Stan Beltman 
Oct-1O-06 Copying - Pleading 23 @ 0.10 
Oct-16-06 Telephone - Long Distance 51 @ 0.11 
Oct-26-06 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 30 @ 0.10 
Oct-30-06 Copying - Pleadings 9 @ 0.10 
Totals 
Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle 
Previous Balance 
Previous Payments 
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Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
(208) 342-4344 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
702 West Idaho Street Suite 1100 
P.O. Box 856 www.idahodefense.com 
TIN: 82-0536194 Facsimile: Boise, ID 83701-O~ 
CWGC~ .. liMB 
Continental Western Group 
3320 East Goldstone Way 
Meridian, ID 83642 
APR 18 2001 
April 6, 2007 
Attn: Robert Conner 
CWGCLA\MS .. RMR 
APR 10 20011 
RE: DeGroot v. Standley, et al. 
Client File/Claim Number: I1FS00652 
DATE DESCRIPTION 
Nov-01-06 Telephone call with Beltman's WA counsel re: 
scheduling of depositions (0.1); email 
correspondence to counsel of record re: 
Beltman deposition dates (0.1). 
Nov-02-06 Receipt and review Notice from Court of 
Pre-Trial and Trial Settings (0.1); receipt and 
review email correspondence from 
Co-Defendant's counsel re: Beltman 
depositions (0.1); email correspondence to 
Beltman's counsel re: depositions (0.1). 
Nov-07-06 Telephone conference with Gooding County 
Courthouse re: status of request for pleading in 
related case (0.3). 
Nov-08-06 Telephone call with Co-Defendant's counsel 
re: availability for Be1tman deposition (0.1). 
Nov-14-06 Telephone call with Co-Defendant's counsel 
re: availability for Beltman depositions (0.1); 
email correspondence to Beltman's W A 
counsel re: scheduling Beltmans' depositions 
(0.1); prepare Amended Deposition Notice 
Duces Tecum re: Tom Beltman (0.1); prepare 
Amended Deposition Notice Duces Tecum re: 
Stan Beltman (0.1). 
Telephone conference with Insured's expert 
rescheduling review meeting (0.1). 
Nov-15-06 Review data from retained expert re: Plaintiffs 






HOURS AMOUNT LAWYER 
0.20 25.00 MEK 
0.30 37.50 MEK 
0.30 21.00 TAV 
0.10 12.50 MEK 
0.40 50.00 MEK 
0.10 10.50 PMD 
1.60 200.00 MEK 
· . Invoice #: 4075 Page 2 April 6, 2007 
, I 
Review Plaintiffs' expert report in preparation 5.30 556.50 PMD 
for meeting with Insured's expert (2.1); 
meeting with Insured's expert on Plaintiffs' 
economic loss report and environmental report 
and overall damages claims (3.2). 
Nov-l 6-06 Letter to Court with deposition notices re: Tom 0.10 12.50 MEK 
and Stan Beltman (0.1). 
Nov-17-06 Follow-up telephone conference with Insured's 0.10 10.50 PMD 
expert re: additional factor causing loss of milk 
production (0.1). 
Nov-29-06 Receipt and review DeGroot responses to 0.60 75.00 MEK 
Insured's Second Request for Production of 
Documents (0.5); receipt and review 
correspondence from court reporter re: 
non-execution of deposition verification by 
Chuck DeGroot (0.1). 
Nov-30-06 Prepare for depositions of Tom and Stan 4.00 500.00 MEK 
BeItman (3.6); telephone call with 
Co-Defendant's counsel re: Plaintiffs 
discovery responses and upcoming depositions 
(0.3); letter to Insured re: Plaintiffs discovery 
responses (0.1). 
Dec-Ol-06 Receipt and review email correspondence from 0.20 25.00 MEK 
Third Party Plaintiffs re: scheduled depositions 
(0.1); telephone call with counsel for Third 
Party Plaintiffs re: scheduled depositions (0.1). 
Dec-04-06 Further preparations for depositions of Stan 5.80 725.00 MEK 
and Torn Beltman (1.3); attend and take 
deposition of Torn Beltrnan (1.7); attend and 
take deposition of Stan Beltman (2.8). 
Dec-08-06 Telephone call with Insured re: Beltrnan 0.20 25.00 MEK 
depositions (0.2). 
Dec-l 8-06 Review applicable case law re: the effect of a 0.90 94.50 HLC 
filed satisfaction ofjudgrnent on an 
assignment in support of Mostion for 
Summary Judgment argument (0.9). 
Dec-19-06 Review case law re 'Covenant not to Execute' 1.80 189.00 HLC 
and continue reviewing case law on 
satisfaction of judgment (1.8). 
Dec-20-06 Email correspondence from and to Company 0.10 12.50 MEK 
re: trial date (0.1). 
Dec-21-06 Review applicable case law in support of 2.20 231.00 HLC 
Motion for Summary Judgment argument re: 
extinguishment of assignment of rights against 
a third party (2.2). 
Dec-26-06 Issue analysis re: Plaintiff's Assignment and 3.40 357.00 HLC 
Satisfaction of Judgment in relation to claim 
against Insured (3.4). 
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Jan-02-07 Receipt and review correspondence from court 0.40 50.00 MEK 
reporter with deposition transcript of Stan 
Beltman testimony (0.2); receipt and review 
correspondence from court reporter with 
deposition transcript of Tom Beltman 
testimony (0.1); receipt and review email 
correspondence from Plaintiff's counsel re: 
additional deposition date (0.1). 
Jan-OS-07 Letter to Plaintiffs counsel re; expert 0.20 25.00 MEK 
depositions (0.1); letter to Plaintiffs counsel 
re: expiration of offer (0.1). 
Jan-16-07 Review Plaintiffs' expert's written report and 2.40 252.00 HLC 
the Northwest Dairy Association's reports in 
preparation of discovery requests (2.0); 
prepare Insured's Third Set of Request for 
Production of Documents (0.4). 
Jan-l 7-07 Review draft of Insured's Third Set of Request 0.80 84.00 HLC 
for Production of Documents (0.8). 
Jan-18-07 Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re: 0.30 37.50 MEK 
Dennis Burke deposition (0.1): telephone call 
with Co-Defendant counsel re: Dennis Burke 
deposition (0.1); prepare amended deposition 
notice re: Dennis Burke (0.1). 
Jan-22-07 Receipt and review email from Plaintiffs 0.10 12.50 MEK 
counsel re: expert, Dennis Burke deposition 
cost (0.1). 
Jan-23-07 Review notes from expert discussions and 0.80 84.00 PMD 
prepare list of significant events for time line 
(0.8). 
Jan-24-07 Review, revise and final Insured's Third 1.00 125.00 MEK 
Request for Production of Documents to 
Plaintiffs (0.8); letter to Plaintiffs expert with 
deposition fee (0.1); telephone call with 
consultant re: review of Dennis Burke report 
(0.1). 
Review deposition of Ernest and Charles 2.10 22050 PMD 
DeGroot re: production reports (0.8); revise 
final discovery requests to Plaintiffs DeGroot 
(1.3). 
Jan-25-07 Telephone call with engineer, Travis Kator re: 0.20 25.00 MEK 
Dennis Burke deposition and report (0.1); 
letter to Travis Kator wlth Burke report (0.1). 
Begin preparing timeline of events (3.3); 4.80 504.00 HLC 
prepared line summary of Charles DeGrootts 
October 16,2006 Deposition (1.5). 
Jan-26-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 1.20 150.00 MEK 
Plaintiffs' counsel with a copy of Dennis 
Burke's Amended DeGroot Dairy assessment 
report (1.2). 
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Jan-29-07 Prepare exhibits to utilize at Dennis Burke 2.40 300.00 MEK 
deposition (2.2); receipt and review 
correspondence from Court Reporter with 
original deposition transcript of Stan BeHman 
(0.2). 
Prepare line summary ofToID Beltman's 2.70 283.50 HLC 
December 2006 deposition (0.6); prepare line 
summary of Stan Beltman's December 2006 
deposition (2.1). 
Jan-30-07 Telephone call with Insured re: Dennis Burke 7.10 887.50 MEK 
deposition (0.1); letter to Insured with Burke 
report (0.1); telephone call with Travis Kator 
re: review of Burke report (0.2); preparation 
for deposition of Plaintiffs retained expert 
Dennis Burke (6.5); receipt and review 
correspondence from Court Reporter with 
original deposition transcript of Thomas 
BeItman (0.2). 
Complete draft of events timeline (0.7); revise 1.50 157.50 HLC 
line summary of DeGroot's 2006 deposition for 
use at Dennis Burke's deposition (0.8). 
Jan-31-07 Continue preparations for deposition of 7.80 975.00 MEK 
PlaintiffslThird Party Plaintiffs retained expert 
Dennis Burke (1.3); attend and take deposition 
of Dennis Burke (5.6); prepare discovery 
request re: Request for Entry of Land (0.2); 
telephone call with Insured re: Dennis Burke 
deposition (O.2); email correspondence with 
Travis Kator re: assessment of Burke report 
(0.5). 
Feb-06-07 Telephone conference with Insured's expert re: 0.30 31.50 PMD 
readable copies of reports from Plaintiffs 
expert (0.3). 
Feb-07-07 Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for 4.50 562.50 MEK 
Summary Judgment (4.5). 
Revise narrative and line summaries of Tom 0.80 84.00 HLC 
Beltman's deposition (0.8). 
Prepare follow-up correspondence to Insured's 0.10 10.50 PMD 
expert re: requests for additional infonnation 
(0.1). 
Feb-12-07 TeJephone call with new adjuster assigned to 2.00 250.00 MEK 
case re: case status (0.2); receipt and review 
correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel with 
settlement demand (0.1); continue revision and 
update of Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Swnmary Judgment with testimony of 
Third Party Plaintiffs (1.7). 
Feb-14-07 Status Report to Company (0.3). 0.30 37.50 MEK 
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Feb-IS-07 Revise and final deposition reports re: Tom 4.20 525.00 MEK 
and Stan Beltman and Delll1is Burke (1.3); 
receipt and review email correspondence re: 
Idaho engineering license of Dennis Burke 
(0.1); email correspondence with 
Co-Defendant counseJ re: ID engineering 
license of Dennis Burke (0.1); prepare 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment (0.8); revise 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment (1.9). 
Telephone message to Idaho State Board of 0.30 21.00 TAV 
Professional Engineers re: current status of 
Dennis Burke (0.1); telephone conference with 
Idaho State Board of Professional Engineers 
re: current status of Dennis Burke (0.1); receipt 
and review email correspondence from Idaho 
State Board ofProfessiona1 Engineers stating 
Dennis Burke's engineering license lapsed on 
October 31,2003 (0.1). 
Feb-16-07' Receipt and review correspondence from court 0.20 25.00 MEK 
reporter with transcript of deposition of Dennis 
Burke (0.2). 
Feb-20-07 Telephone call with Company re: case status 2.60 325.00 MEK 
(0.6); review and revise Affidavit of Counsel 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
(0.3); revise and fmal Brief in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment (1.6); letter to 
Court with Motion for Summary Judgment 
(0.1). 
Prepare deposition line summary of Dennis 0.80 ,84.00 HLC 
Burke's January 31, 2007 deposition (0.8). 
Feb-21-07 Final preparing Line Summary of Dennis 1.50 157.50 HLC 
Burke's January 31, 2006 deposition (1.5). 
Feb-26-07 TeJephone call with Co-Defendant counsel re: 0.10 12.50 MEK 
site inspection and Plaintiffs' outstanding 
discovery documents (0.1). 
Feb-27-07 Review memorandum re: outstanding 0.20 25.00 MEK 
requested documents from Dennis Burke 
deposition (0.1); letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: 
requested documents and scheduled inspection 
of DeGroot property (0.1). 
Mar-06-07 Prepare a list of the documents, etc. requested 2.00 210.00 HLC 
from Mr. Burke during his deposition (0.5); 
review and revise draft of the line summary of 
Mr. Burke's deposition (1.5). 
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Mar-07-07 Receipt and review invoice from EAC re: 1.80 225.00 MEK 
review ofCyclus assessment (0.1); receipt and 
review Plaintiffs' Response in Opposition to 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Affidavit 
in Response (1.7). 
Review the case law relied upon by the 1.30 136.50 HLC 
Plaintiff in his Memorandum in Opposition to 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment in preparation for reply (1.3). 
Mar-08-07 Status report to Company (0. 1); letter to 0.20 25.00 MEK 
Insured re: Plaintiffs' dairy inspection (0.1). 
Continue to review and analyze case law relied 3.00 315.00 HLC 
on by Plaintiff in his Memorandum in 
Opposition to Standley's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (3.0). 
Review swnmary judgment memorandum L50 157.50 PMD 
(0.3); review and analysis of Plaintiff's 
Opposition Memorandum in preparation of 
. outline of Rep]y Memorandum (0.6); initial 
preparation of outline of Reply Memorandum 
(0.6). 
Mar-09-07 Email correspondence from Company re: dairy 0.40 50.00 MEK 
inspection (0.1); telephone call with Houle 
counsel re: dairy inspection and Plaintiffs 
Motion for Summary Judgment response (0.2); 
telephone call with Insured re: dairy inspection 
(0.1). 
Continue to analyze case law in preparation for 2.50 262.50 HLC 
Reply Brief to Plaintiffs' Memorandum in 
Opposition (2.5). 
Mar-12-07 Telephone call with Houle counsel re: site 0.30 37.50 MEK 
inspection (0.1); letter to Houle counsel re: 
directions to DeGroot dairy (0.1); receipt and 
review correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel 
re: Burke deposition documents, inspection of 
DeGroot dairy and outstanding discovery (0.1). 
Continue preparation of outline of reply 3.50 367.50 PMD 
memorandum (0.5); review and flag pertinent 
deposition testimony in support of summary 
judgment on negligence claim 0.7); analysis 
of case law and treatise re: third-party pleading 
(0.6); research and analysis to support 
argument that negligence claim should be 
dismissed on basis of economic loss rule (0.7). 
Mar-13-07 Travel to Melba, ID re: inspection of Plaintiffs 4.50 562.50 MEK 
dairy (0.8); inspect Plaintiff's dairy with 
Insured, Houle counsel and Houle 
representative (2.2); return travel to Boise 
(0.8); review and revise Reply Brief in Support 
of Motion for Summary Judgment (0.7). 
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Continue preparation of reply memorandum 2.00 210.00 PMD 
including: Further argwnent on application of 
4 year limitation to negligence cause of action 
(0.8); research case law re: savings clause of 
VCC Statute of Limitations (0.8); draft 
argument against application of the savings 
clause (0.5); draft argument re: exclusion of all 
claims based on Satisfaction of Judgment 
(0.7). 
Mar-14-07 Review, revise and final Reply Brief in 2.70 337.50 MEK 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
(2.3); revise and final Affidavit of Counsel in 
Support (0.4). 
Mar-1S-07 Telephone caIJ with Company re: inspection of 0.10 12.S0 MEK 
dairy and scheduling of roundtable conference 
(0.1). 
Mar-16-07 Telephone call with Company re: dairy 1.60 200.00 MEK 
inspection and roundtable conference (0.1); 
email correspondence with Company re: 
roundtable (0.1); letter to Company with 
photographs ofPlaintiffs' dairy (0.1); prepare 
supplemental pre-trial report (1.3). 
Mar-20-07 Research and analysis of case law re: 3.20 336.00 PMD 
improvements to real property as relates to 
statute of limitations (1.7); further research on 
savings clause provision ofUCC Statute of 
Limitation (1.5); prepare outline of possible 
argument that Third Party Plaintiff's cause of 
action is for improvement to real property and 
savings clause under the UCC (1.0). 
Mar-21-07 Continue preparations for hearing re: Motion 5.40 675.00 MEK 
[or Summary Judgment (1.6); travel to Canyon 
County Courthouse for hearing (0.8); attend 
and argue hearing re: Motion for Summary 
Judgment (1.8); receipt and review 
Co-Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment re: Third Party Complaint (0.2); 
return travel to Boise (0.8); telephone call with 
Company re: Motion for Summary Judgment 
hearing (0.2). 
Review case law on the 'Savings Clause' of the 1.60 168.00 HLC 
uec in preparation for brief (1.6). 
Review cases related to uce goods vs. 0.70 73.50 PMD 
services (0.7). 
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Mar-22-07 Prepare for telephonic conference with 1.20 150.00 MEK 
Company (0.5); participate in Company 
telephonic conference call (0.5); telephone can 
with Co-Defendant's counsel re: hearing re: 
Co-Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (0.1); status report to Company re: 
Insured's Motion for Summary Judgment 
hearing (0.1). 
Continue to review case law re: savings clause 1.30 136.50 HLC 
ofUCC (1.3). 
Mar-23-07 Receipt and review Notice of Hearing re: 0.10 12.50 MEK 
Co-Third Party Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (0.1). 
Continue research and analysis of case law re: 1.40 147.00 PMD 
good vs. services and application ofUCC 
(1.4). 
Mar-26-07 Telephone can with Insured re: Motion for 0.50 62.50 MEK 
Summary Judgment hearing and assumption of 
defense by Houle (0.3); receipt and review 
correspondence from court reporter with 
original deposition transcript of Dennis Burke 
and change sheet (0.2). 
Continue reviewing case law and review 2.50 262.50 HLC 
treatises on the savings clause of the uec 
(2.5). 
Continue research and analysis of relevant case 2.50 262.50 PMD 
law supporting claim that Plaintiffs claim falls 
within the Uniform Commercial Code for 
Sales in preparation of supplemental brief 
requested by Court (2.5). 
Mar-27-07 Prepare analysis of savings clause under the 1.60 168.00 HLC 
uec (1.6). 
Preparation of brief in response to court's 4.70 493.50 PMD 
request re: uec status of Third-Party 
Plaintiff's claims, inapplicability of savings 
clause and further argument on issue of 
Satisfaction of Judgment (4.7). 
Mar-Z8-07 Continue reviewing law reviews) statute 3.00 315.00 HLC 
annotations and other authority re contract of 
sales v. contract of goods clause (3.0). 
Further research and analysis of hybrid 2.50 262.50 PMD 
transactions and the application of the vce 
(2.5). 
Mar-29-07 Review and revise supplemental briefing re: 1.30 162.50 MEK 
vee application to Plaintiffs' claims (1.3). 
Continue preparation of draft of supplemental 5.30 556.50 PMD 
brief including pertinent facts from 
depositions, documents produced, and 
previous pleadings (1.5); analysis of hybrid 
cases with facts of this case (3.8). 
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Mar-30-07 Revise and final supplemental briefing re: 
UCC and savings clause Motion for Summary 
Judgment issues (1.7); revise and final 
Affidavit in Support of Supplemental Briefing 
(0.1); letter to Cowi with briefing (OJ); receipt 
and review Plaintiff's Supplemental Motion for 
Summary Judgment briefing and cited caselaw 
re: Satisfaction of Judgment (1.8). 
Continue drafting section of brief on 
application ofUCC to Insured's contract with 
Third-Party Plaintiff (1. I); review and analysis 
of ALR and cited cases re: application of 
savings clause to different plaintiffs and 
defendants (1.3); draft section of supplemental 




Michael E. Kelly 72.20 
Heather L. Conder 42.40 
Peg M. Dougherty 39.80 
Todd Van Hom 0.60 
DISBURSEMENTS 
Nov-16-06 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 23 @ 0.10 
Telephone - Long Distance 6 @ 0.15 
Dec-Ol-06 Copying - Deposition and Exhibit 220 @ 0.10 
Dec-OS-06 Copying - Pleading 7 @ 0.10 
Dec-lS-06 Telephone - Long Distance 2 @ 0.10 
Joo-16-07 Telephone - Long Distance 32 @0.11 
Joo-18-07 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 19 @ 0.10 
Jan-24-07 Deposition Fees & Expenses for Expert - Dennis 
Burke. PE - DeGroot v. Standley, et al 
Copying - Depositions 197 @ 0.10 
Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 6 @ 0.10 
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3.70 462.50 MEK 
3.70 388.50 PMD 
155.00 $17,698.00 
















Invoice #: 4075 Page 10 April 6. 2007 
Jan-31-07 Copying - Exhitbits 68 @ 0.10 6.80 
Feb-07-07 Copying - Pleading 6 @ 0.10 0.60 
Feb-14-07 Intennountain Agricultural Services - DeGroot 4,728.75 
Litigation - Professional Services 10-11-06 -
11115106 - SS
Feb-l 6-07 Telephone - Long Distance 25 @ 0.14 3.50 
. Feb-20-07 Copying - Depositions 97 @ 0.10 9.70 
Feb-21-07 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 350 @ 35.00 
0.10 
Feb-27-07 M&M Court Reporting Service, Inc. - Invoices 793.56 
#1 6786B5 & #16801B5 
Copying - Pleading 4 @ 0.10 0.40 
Mar-07-07 Copying - Pleading 17 @ 0.10 1.70 
Mar-14-07 Travel Expense Reimbursement - Michael E. Kelly 32.98 
- Dairy Inspection - Melba, ID - 3/13/07 - Travel 
Copying - Correspondence, Pleadings and Exhibits 15.60 
156 @0.10 
Copying - Correspondence, Pleading and Exhibits 15.60 
156 @0.1O 
Mar-15-07 Outside printing - Color Copies of Photographs 38 38.00 
@ 1.00 
Mar-29-07 Copying - Pleadings 140 @ 0.10 14.00 
Mar-30-07 Copying - Pleading 6 @ 0.10 0.60 
Totals $8,739.61 $0.00 
Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle $26,437.61 
Previous Balance $15,498.92 
Previous Payments $15,498.92 






Continental Western Group 
3320 East Goldstone Way 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Attn: Robert Conner 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
702 West Idaho Street Suite 1100 
P.O. Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701-0856 
RE: DeGroot v. Standley, et al. 
Client File/Claim Number: I1F500652 
/
6ff"'l7 2 
II t-~~. 3,7 
www.idahodefense.com 
TIN: 82-0536194 
~fG -3td.JU~ _ :::tN/Fi May 15, 2007 
Mil. 
b.J.) ! ;.;, ! tllil7 
HLKFile#: 2531017 
HLKInv. #: 4159 
DATE DESCRlPTION . HOURS AMOUNT LAWYER 
Apr-02-07 Letter to Insured re: case status post Motion 0.10 12.50 MEK 
for Summary Judgment (0.1). 
Ana1ysis of Plaintiff's supplemental brief on 1.20 4~a.QQ PMD 
issue of satisfaction of judgment (1.2). 
Apr-03-07 Analysis of case cited by Plaintiffs in support 3.30 ·346.5e- PMD -
of position re: Satisfaction of Judgment (0.8); 
review and analysis of case law and statutes re: 
assignments and satisfaction of judgment in 
preparation of reply to Plaintiffs' supplemental 
brief (2.5). 
Apr-04-07 Telephone call with Insured re: 0.30 37.50 MEK 
indemnification by Houle (0.2); telephone call 
with Company re: resetting of pre-trial 
conference (0.1). 
Review and arUllysis of indemnification and 3.10 . 32:S.5G-.. PMD 
subrogation relationships as alleged by 
Plaintiffs and further preparation of 
Supplemental Reply memorandum (3.1). 
Apr-OS-07 Revise and final supplemental briefing re: 1.80 '\225.00 MEK 
satisfaction of judgment argument (1.8). 
Review and revise supplemental reply 1.10 498.5& PMD 
memorandum (1.7). 
Apr-09-07 Receipt and review Plaintifi's brief in response 1.30 162.50 MEK 
to uec briefing and Motion to Strike 
Affidavit of Counsel re: Insured's briefing 
(0.8); receipt and review correspondence from 
Plaintiff's counsel with proposed trial exhibit 
and witness list (0.5). 
Review prior testimony by parties in 1.90 195'.50 HLC 
preparation of response to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Strike (1.9). 
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Apr-l 0-07 Continue reviewing testimony submitted to the 0.90 94.50 HLC 
Court and summarize in preparation for 
Standley's response to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Strike (0.9). 
Review response to discovery re: witness 2.50 -26~ P1:.ID 
disclosure (0.7); review depositions in effort to 
identify potential witnesses (0.9); prepare 
memorandum re: witness and exhibit 
disclosure and Plaintiffs witnesses (0.9). 
Apr-13-07 Receipt and review Plaintiff's Objection to 1.50 187.50 MEK 
Timeliness of Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Request for Attorney Fees(OJ); 
P~~_W..pre-~al conference (1.2). 
Prepare Disc osure of Trial Exhibits (1.8). 1.80 ~ P1:.ID 
Apr-l 6-07 Travel to Canyon County Courthouse re: 4.10 512.50 MEK 
pre-trial conference (0.8); attend pre-trial 
conference (1.4); return travel to Boise (0.8); 
telephone call with Company re: pre-trial 
conference (0.1); letter to Companyre: 
pre-triaVcase status. (0.1); telephone call with 
Insured re: case status/trial preparation (0.1); 
receipt and review email correspondence from 
Plaintiffs counsel re: outstanding discovery 
from prior litigation (0.1); email to Plaintiffs 
counsel re: response to email (0.1). 
Telephone conference with Insured's private 0.20 21.00 PMD 
counsel re: status of summary judgment issues 
(0.2). 
Apr-17-07 Review Court's instructions for pre-trial 2.50 262.5Q.. PMD 
submissions of memorandum, trial witnesses 
and exhibits. stipulated facts, jury instructions 
and pre-trial motions (0.5); prepare pre-trial 
memorandum (2.0). 
Review and analyze file in preparation of 4.40 --462.00 ' JIB 
drafting portio~ of Motion in Limine to 
exclude Hooper and Burke testimony and 
prepare jury instructions (1.4); review and 
analyze caselaw re: consequential damages in 
order to determine if Burke and Hooper expert 
testimony is relevant to Beltman's contract 
claims (1.9); outline and analyze Motion in 
Limine to exclude Burke and Hoopets expert 
testimony (1.1). 
Apr-1S-07 Receipt and review memorandum from Court 2.50 312.50 MEK 
re: Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment 
(0.1); letter to Client re: identifying DeGroot 
Diary photographs for trial (0.1); review, 
revise and update anticipated trial exhibits 
(2.3). 
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. Review case law on consequential damages 2.40 252.00 HLC 
relating to whether DeGroot's alleged damages 
were foreseeable to contracting parties (2.4). 
Continue preparation of pre-trial memorandum 6.80 • 714.00 PMD 
(6.8). 
Continue review and analysis of Assignment 5.50 577 5CL JJB 
from Beltman to DeGroo4 Settlement 
Agreement, and Satisfaction of Judgment as to 
how relates to Motion in Limine to exclude 
expert testimony of Hooper and Burke (0.7); 
continue review and analyze ofUCC law re: 
remedies, including consequential damages, in 
furtherance of drafting portion of Motion in 
Limine to exclude all or part of Burke and 
Hooper testimony (2. I); research and analyze 
law re: assignability of tlrird-party claims as it 
relates to what evidence plaintiff7third-party 
plaintiff can seek to introduce at trial in 
furtherance of determining basis of Motion in 
Limine (0.3); draft Memorandum in Suooport 
of Mati on in Limine (2.4). 
BPr.3?,are trial exhibits nQ1s:books (3.5); revise 5.00 --350.00 TAV 
Third-Party Defendmt Standley Trenching, 
Inc., d/b/a! Standley & Company's, Disclosure 
of Trial Exhibits and index (1.5). 
Apr-19-07· Continue review and prepare summary of case 4.60 -483.0(7- HLC 
law re: consequential damages (4.6). 
Meet with counsel for Co-Defendant Houle 10.80 .l:;B4.00 PMD 
(1.3); review breach of contract remedies 
under uee (3.5); review criteria for effective 
revocation of accepted goods under UCC in 
preparation of pretrial memorandum (3.3); 
review depositions and pleadings to support 
pre-trial motion arguments re: expert 
disclosure and facts supporting exclusion (2.7). 
Continue drafting of Motion in Limine re: 2.80 ~ JJB 
assignability of third party UeC claims (2.8). 
Continue revision and preparation of Third 4.30 TAV 
Party Defendant Standley Trenching. Inc." 
d/b/a Standley & Co.'s Disclosure of Trial 
Exhibits (3.7); prepare contact information for 
trial witnesses (0.6). 
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Apr-20-07 Review and revise Insured's Disclosure of 5.30 662.50 MEK 
Trial Witnesses, Disclosure of Trial Exhibits 
and pre-trial memorandum (3.5); receipt and 
review Co-Defendint Houle's pre-trial 
memorandum and witness and exhibit list 
(0.4); receipt and review Plaintiffs' Second 
Supplemental Responses to Insured's First Set 
of Interrogatories to DeGroot (0.9) receipt and 
review Plaintiffs Sixth Supplemental 
Responses to Insured's Request for Production 
of Documents (0.5). 
Review Plaintiffs' and Third Party Plaintiffs' 6.30· "661.SQ PMD 
supplemental discovery responses re: 
additional issues to include in pre-trial 
memorandum (6.3). 
Review and compare Plaintiff's Witness and 0.20 14.00 TAV 
Exhibit List with Second Supplemental 
Responses to Defendant Standley Trenching, 
Inc. First Set of Interrogatories to Plaintiff and 
Plaintiff's Sixth Supplemental Responses to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.ls Request 
for Production of Documents (0.2). 
Apr-23-07 Prepare narrative summary of Plaintiffs' 1.7Cf,. 178.50 HLC 
expert, Dennis Burke's deposition for use at 
trial (1. 7). 
~·PMD Telephone conference with counsel for 2.60 
Co-Defendant Houle re: planned conference 
with Third-Party Plaintiffs (0.6); review and 
compare new witness list from Plaintiffs with 
previously provided list (0.2); prepare list of 
model jury instructions for proposed jury 
instructions (1.8). 
Review and analyze whether damages 5.70 ~. JJB 
available for 'rightful rejection' are same as for 
'revoked acceptancel under UCC in furtherance 
of Motion in Limine on evidence re: system 
repair costs, system improvement costs, and 
future costs to repair (1.8); continue drafting 
Motion in Limine, including sections on 
'damages limited to Beltman's third party 
claims, experts failure to produce underlying 
facts and data, and UCC limitations on Hoopes 
and Burke testimony (3.9). 
Review Plaintiffs' Revised Witness and 2.10 +-*1.00 TAV 
Exhibit List (Dated 4/20/02) and compare with 
previous Plaintiff's Witness and Exlnbit List 
for changes and additions (0.6); draft and 
revise deposition summary of Stan Beltman for 
use at trial (1.5). 
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Apr-24-07 Telephone call with Houle counsel re: vacation 3.80 ~ MEK 
of hearing oh Houlse's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (0.1); receipt and review 
correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel with 
proposed Order re: Insured1s Motion for 
Summary Judgment (0.1); receipt and review 
copy of correspondence to Court from 
Plaintiffs counsel re: Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (0.1); letter to Company 
with witness/exhibit list and pre-trial 
memorandum (0.1); receipt and review 
correspondence from Plaintiff's with revised 
witness and exhibit list and pre-trial 
memorandum (1.0); review pleadings, 
discovery and exhibits in preparation of 
proposed jury instructions (2.4). 
Prepare line summary of Chuck DeGroot's 2.20 231.00 HLC 
aeposfflon:a:atea IOTI6/06, for use at trial 
(2.2). 
Continue preparation of list of model jury 3.70 ~ PMD 
instructions (1.5); research model UCC jury 
instructions from other jurisdictions for 
X 
proposed jury instructions (2.2). 
Review and analyze VCC law re: whether can . 5.60 ~ JJB 
exclude testimony re: damages if claimant 
claims 'accepted nonconforming goods' (0.7); 
continue drafting Motions in Limme. including 
those excluding Burke testimony re design of 
dairy, Hooper testimony re: costs to get 
system 'up to specifications,' milk productioIl, 
and lost revenue (4.9). 
Begin deposition line summary of Tom Storm 2.50 175.00 TAV 
for use at trial (2.5). 
Apr-25-07 , ~iliq_C.a.n"yQ1].f.2..unty Courthouse (O.S); 2.60 325.00 l\.1EK 
attend scheduled hearing re: Houle's Motion 
for Summary Judgment on Third Party 
Complaint (0.8); return travel to Boise (0.8): 
letter to Court re: Plaintiffs proposed Order re: 
Insured's Motion for Summary Judgment (0.1); 
receipt and review Notice from Court re: 
ruling that contract controlled by provisions of 
VCC (0.1). 
Continue preparation of Memorandum in 5.40 ~.f)O P:MD 
Support of Motion in Limine (4.9); review 
deposition testimony to support Motion in 
Limine (0.5). 
Apr-26-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 0.80 100.00 MEK 
Plaintiffs' counsel with proposed exln'bit video 
tape of Plaintiffs' dairy (0.8). 
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Preparation of Statement of Fact for Insured's 2.20 231.00 HLC 
Motion In Limine (2.2). 
Prepare Plaintiffs Trial Exhibits notebook ,5.7{; ~99.e9 TAY 
(5.7). 
Apr-27-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 4.70 587.50 MEK. 
Plaintiffs counsel with Notice of Hearing, 
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting 
Motion for Summary Judgment to Insured, 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support, Motion for 
Order Shortening Time and proposed Order to 
Shorten Time (2.0); review and revise 
Memorandum in Support of Insured IS Motion 
in Limine (2.7). 
Continue preparation of proposed jury (,.30 -661.,0 PMD 
instructions (6.3). 
Apr-28-07 Continue revisions and additions to 3.70 -388.50 PMD 
Memorandum and Motion in Limine (3.7). 
Apr-29-07 Continue preparation of proposed. pattemjury 2.90 -::;04.50 PMD 
instructions (2.9). 
Apr-30-07 Prepare Affidavit in Support of Motions in 3.20 ~.OO MEK. 
Limine (0.4); telephone call with Insuredre: 
trial exhibits/anticipated testimony (1.0); trial 
preparation re: review and update Kurt 
Standley trial notebook (1.6); trial preparation 
. re: review proposed jury instructions (2.2), 
Review case law and past pleadings in 2.90 394.50 HLC 
preparation for StanOleys response to 
Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider and prepare 
draft (2.9). 
Telephone conference with counsel for Houle 1.70 -TI8.50 PMD 
re: Plaintiff's Motion in Limine and 
Memorandum Requesting Reconsideration 
(0.2); continue research ofUCC case law in 
support of jUry Instructions (0.5); continue 
preparation of jury instructions (1.0). 
Review and analyze Standley's original Motion 3.40 . ...-359.00 JJB 
for Summary Judgment on savings clause, 
Plaintiffs Opposition Brie4 Standley's and 
Plaintiffs post-baring supplemental briefs on 
savings cla.use issues; review and analyze 
cases cited and discussed by parties in savings 
clause briefing in furtherance of drafting 
motion reconsideration and begin outlining 
Motion for Reconsideration on Savings Clause 
(3.4). 
Final deposition line JlJ:!!l1f:1!Q..ofTom Storm 1.90 133.00 TAV 
(0.9); prepare notebook re: Co-Defendant 
Houle's exhibits (1.0), 
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Totals 168.40 $17,602:.50 
FEE SUMMARY 
LawyerlParalegal Hours Effective Rate Amount 
Michael E. Kelly 34.00 $125.00 $4,250.00 
Heather L. Conder 18.80 $105.00 $1,974.00 
Peg M. Dougherty . 66.50 $105.00 $6,982.50 
John J. Browder 27.40 $105.00 $2,877.00 
Todd Van Hom 21.70 $70.00 $1.519.00 
DISBURSE:MENTS Disbursements Receipts 
Apr-05-07 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 22 @ 0.10 2.20 
Apr-06-07 Copying - Pleading 6 @ 0.10 0.60 
Apr-l 6-07 Telephone - Long Distance 11 @ 0.13 1.43 
Apr-I 8-07 Copying - Trial Exhibits 391 @0.10 39.10 
Copying - Color Printing 8 @ 1.00 8.00 
Apr-19-07 Copying - Correspondence and Photographs 28 @ 2.80 
0.10 
Copying - Depositions - Trial 148 @0.10 14.80 
Apr-26-07 Copying - Trial Documents 211 @ 0.10 21.10 
Copying - Color Printing - Trial Documents 18 @ 18.00 
1.00 
Apr-27-07 Bridge City Legal- Invoice #B1618 92.40 
Copying - Trial Documents 1305 @ 0.10 130.50 
Copying - Color Printing -Trial Documents 68 @ 68.00 
1.00 
Apr-30-07 Copying - Pleadings 294 @ 0.10 29.40 
Totals $428.33 $0.00 
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Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle 
Previous Balance 
Previous Payments 
Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due 
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Continental Westem Group 
3320 East Goldstone Way 
Meridian, If) 83642 
Attn: Robelt Conner 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
702 WestIdallo Street Suite 1100 
P.O. Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701~0856 
RE: DeGroot v. Standley, et al. 









DATE DESCRWTION HOURS AMOUNT LA WYER 
May-Ol-07 Review and revise Motion for Reconsideration 
on Court's denial of Motion on Summary 
Judgment re: savings clause (1.4); prepare. 
Motion for Reconsideration, Notice of 
Hearing, Motion for Order Shortening Time to 
hear Motion and Proposed Order Shortening 
time for hearing (OJ); review and revise 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs 
Motion for Reconsideration re: Motion for 
Summary Judgment decision (1.6); trial 
preparation re: review file intenriews and 
deposition testimony of fact witnesses (3.2). 
Draft Motion for Reconsideration re: Court's 
ruling on savings clause (2.8); draft Motion to 
Shorten Time for hearing all Motion for 
Reconsideration (0.2); review case relied all by 
COUlt in denying Motion for Summary 
Judgment re: Statute of Limitations and 
prepare analysis supplement to filed with 
Motion for Reconsideration (1.5). 
May-02-07 Telephone call with Insured re: trial 
preparations (0.8); receipt and review Court's 
Order on Insured's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (0.1); receipt and review COUl11s 
Order denying Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Order Granting Motion for Summary 
Judgment to Insured (0.2); receipt and review 
Order determining predominant factor of 
contract (0.1); receipt and review Order on 
pre-trial conference (0.1); trial preparations re: 
review of Parties' deposition testimony (4.5). 
1014 
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Prepare line summary of Kurt Standleys 2.10 220.50 HLC 
deposition for trial (2.1). 
May-03-07 Trial preparations re: review discovery 6.50 812.50 MEK 
responses of Plaintiff DeGroot and Third Party 
PlaintiffBeltman for use at trial (4.2); review 
file documents re: potential exhibits on cross 
examination (2.3). 
Review case law in further preparation of 2.10 220.50 HLC 
savings clause analysis for Hearing on 
Standleys Motion to Reconsider (2.1). 
Meeting with counsel for Houle 1'e: jury 3.20 336.00 PMD 
instructions and Motion in Limine (0.3); 
continue analysis of case law to support jury 
instructions on UCC causes of action (1.7); 
continue preparation of jury instructions (1.2), 
May-04-07 Trial preparations re: continue review of file 7.60 950.00 MEK 
documents re: potential exhibits on crass 
examination (1.8); outline of cross 
examination questions of Plaintiff, Charles 
DeGroot, and Third Party Plaintiffs, Tom and 
Stan Be1tman (4.8); receipt and review 
Plaintiffs Opposition to Insured's Motion to 
Reconsider Order partially denying Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs Motion and 
Memorandum for Order certifying granting of 
Motioll for Summary Judgment to Insured per 
lRCP 54(b) (0.7); email cOlTespolldence to 
Insured's counsel and Houle's counsel with 
Plaintiff's Rule 54(b) Motion (0.1); receipt and 
review court minute entry re: contract actioll to 
proceed under uce (0.1); receipt and review 
Houle's Joinder in Insured's Motions in Limine 
(0.1). 
Continue research and preparation of proposed 7.50 787.50 PMD 
jUly instructions (3.5); receipt and review 
Plaintiffs Opposition brief to Insured's Motioll 
for Reconsideratioll on issue ofUCC savings 
clause (004); prepare outline of oral argument 
on Motion for Reconsideration (1.3); review 
case law relied upon for reconsideration 
Motion (2.3). 
May-OS-07 Continue preparation of jury instructions (4.0); 4.70 493.50 PMD 
further research on uee damages for warranty 
claims (0.7). 
May-06-07 Continue preparation for hearing on Motions 4.00 . 420.00 PMD 
in Limine and Motion to Reconsider 
application ofUCC statute of limitations (2.5); 
further research on savings clause in 
preparation for oral argument on 
reconsideration motion (1.5). 
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May-07-07 Trial preparations re: review of Parties' 7.70 962.50 MEK 
deposition testimony in preparation of direct 
and cross examination (7.5); email 
correspondence among counsel of record re: 
54(b) celtification and vacation of trial (0.1): 
receipt and re'View correspondence from 
Plaintiffs counsel to court re: vacation of trial 
(0.1). 
Travel to Canyon County court (0.9); attend 5.40 567.00 PMD 
hearing and argue Motion for Reconsideration 
on issue of applicability of UCC statute of 
limitations and Plaintiffs Motion for Final 
Judgment Certificate 011 courfs previous 
summary judgment mling in favor of Insured 
(2.5); travel from Canyon County (0.6); review 
IRCP 54 re: certificate from judgments and 
recent Idaho case law re: same (0.8); prepare 
draft Order and S4(b) certificate (0.6). 
Draft revision of Third Party Defendant 6.50 455.00 TAV 
Standley Trenching, Inc." d/b/a Standley & 
CO.IS Disclosure of Trial Exhibits (0.9); 
prepare Tom Stoffil trial notebook (3.8); 
prepare Jeff Griggs trial notebook (1.8). 
May-08-07 Trial preparation re: review and revision of 7.20 900.00 MEK 
proposed jury instructions (5.8); receipt and 
review Plaintiffs proposed jury insuuctions re: 
first paIiy action v. Houle CI.4). 
Prepare Troy Hartzell trial notebook (2.1). 2.10 147.00 TAV 
May-09-07 Meet with client re: trial preparation (10.5). 10.50 1,312.50 MEK 
Revise line summary draft of Kurt Standleys 0.80 84.00 HLC 
deposition (0.8). 
Review summaries of previous witness 4.00 420.00 PMD 
interviews (0.4); contact witnesses to discuss 
testimony and aleli them to trial dates (1.1); 
prepare updated summaries of expected 
witness testimony (0.7); further preparation for 
Motion in Limine oral argument (l.8). 
Prepare Charles DeGroot trial notebook (3.2); 5.20 364.00 TAV 
prepare Ernest DeGroot trial notebook (2.0). 
May-l 0-07 Trial preparation re: telephone interview of 9.90 1,237.50 l\1EK 
Jeff Griggs (0.9); telephone interview of Troy 
Hartzell (1.4); continue outline of cross 
examination questions of Plaintiff, Third Paliy 
Plaintiffs and Insured (7.5); receipt and review 
Plaintiffs uial subpoena re: Jeff Griggs (0.1). 
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Continue preparation for Motion in Limine 8.00 840.00 PMD 
argument (2.1); oral argument on Insured's 
Motion ill Limine (2.0); review subpoenas and 
con-espondence (OJ); continue telephone 
interviews of fact witnesses and prepare 
memorandums for trial re: expected testimDny 
(1.5); review Plaintiff's Expert Ken Hooper 
repOli fDr purpDses of drafting affidavit for 
Insured's expert re: lack of SUPPDrting 
documentation (0.5); telephone conference 
with Insured's expert re: same (0.2); draft 
affidavit for Insured's expert re: same (0.3); 
begm comparison of jury instructions 
subnlitted by parties (1.1). 
Analysis of caselaw re: extent of incidental 1.40 147.00 JJB 
and consequential damages when buyer 
revokes acceptance under VCC (1.4). 
Draft and revise JUly Instructions noteboDk) 4.60 322.00 TAV 
for use at trial (1.1); revise Plaintiffs Trial 
Exhibits notebook (0.3); prepare Dennis Burke 
trial notebook (3.2). 
May-I 1-07 Tdal preparation re: continue review of 7.50 937.50 MEK 
deposition testimony of trial witnesses (7.2), 
receipt and review Plaintiff's revised exhibit 
list (0.3). 
Analysis of transcript of deposition of Ernest 6.00 630.00 RCP 
DeGroot and preparation of cross-examination 
questions for use at trial (4.5); analysis and 
preparation of citations to deposition transcript 
for reference 011 cross examination of Ernest 
DeGroot at trial (1.5). 
Continue review and comparison of jUly 8.90 934.50 PMD 
instructions proposed by all parties (2.4); 
analysis of case law relied upon by Plaintiffs in 
support of proposed jury instructions (2.0); 
prepare outline of objections to proposed jury 
instructions (4.5). 
Analysis of case law re: whether Standley is an 4.20 441.00 JJB 
lagentl of Houle in furtherance of 
drafting/revising special verdict form; continue 
analysis of oflaw re: limitations for incidental 
and consequential damages in furtherance of 
drafting-revising special verdict fOlm. and 
revising proposed jury instructions; review law 
re: notification of breach in fuItherance of 
revising-drafting special verdict form; outline 
proposed revisions to special verdict fonn 
(4.2). 
Prepare Kurt Standley trial notebook (5.2). 5.20 364.00 TAV 
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May-12-07 Trial preparation re: review and reVIse 10.20 1,275.00 MEK 
Memorandum in Support of Objections to 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Jury Instructions (1.2); 
telephone conference with Plaintiffs' counsel 
re: stipulations/objections to trial exhibits 
(0.9); revise opening statement (1.8); pull 
exhibits to utilize with examination of 
witnesses (1.5); continue review witnesses' 
deposition testimony and outline of 
questioning (4.8). 
Continue analysis and preparation of 3.50 367.50 P1vID 
objections to Plaintiffs' proposed jury 
instIuctions (3.5). 
May-13-07 Trial preparation re: receipt and review email 10.50 1,312.50 MEK 
cOl1'espondence from Company re: trial 
contacts/summary of settlement demands 
(0.1); revise and final voir dire questions (2.8); 
prepare and revise opening statement (2.6); 
revise cross-examination of Charles DeGroot 
and Emest DeGroot (2.5); review stipulated 
exhibits for use on cross examination (2.2); 
telephone conference with court and counsel 
re: potential vacation oftrial and certification 
of issues on appeal (OJ). 
May-14-07 Telephone conference 'with court and counsel 0.90 112.50 MER. 
of record re: certification of appeal issues 
(0.2); telephone call with Houle counsel re: 
vacation of trial and issues on appeal (0.1); 
telephone caIl "vith Company re: trial status 
(0.1); prepare stipUlation of parties 1'e: vacation 
of tria! and certification ofissues oflaw (0.1); 
letter to counsel of record re: stipulation (0.1); 
telephone call with Insured re: vacation of trial 
and appeal issues (0.1); telephone call with 
trial witnesses, Jeff Gdggs and Jon Roth re: 
vacation aftrial (0.1); telephone call ,villi 
Insured's counsel on counterclaim re: vacation 
of trial (0.1). 
Telephone conference with consulting 0.30 31.50 PMD 
agricultural expert re: revisions to affidavit 
(0.2); receipt and review affidavit from 
Insured's consulting expert re: analysis of 
Plaintiffs' economic loss report (0.1). 
May· 15-07 Email correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel 0.50 62.50 MEK 
re: Stipulation to Vacate Trial Setting (0.1); 
telephone call with Houle's counsel re: 
Stipulation (0.1); revise Stipulation and 
recirculate to counsel (0.2); receipt and review 
correspondence fi.'Om Insured's counsel re: 
vacation of tria! (0.1). 
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May-16-07 Email cOlTespondence among counsel of 0.20 25.00 MEK 
record re: language of Stipulation to Vacate 
and for 54b certification (0.2). 
May-l 7-07 Letter to Company re: vacation of trial (0.1). 0.10 12.50 MEK 
May-18-07 Receipt and review con'espondence from 0.30 37.50 MEK 
Co-DefendamHoule's counsel with Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Notice of Hearing 
(0.3). 
May-23-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 0.10 12.50 MEK 
DeGroot counsel re: Ken Hooper file (0.1). 
Jun-l1-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 0.20 25.00 MEK 
Houle's counsel with Reply Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for SUDllnmy Judgment 
(0.2). 
Jun-lS-07 Travel to Canyon County (0.8); attend hearing 2.90 362.50 MEK 
re: Go-Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (1.1); retum travel to 
Boise (0.8); telephone call with Insured1s 
counsel re: Motion for Summary Judgment and 
pending appeal (0.1); receipt and review 
Co-Defendant Houle's proposed Order re: 
dismissal of Third Pmty lawsuit by Beltman 
(0.1). 
Jun-21-07 Receipt and review correspondence from 0.10 12.50 MEl( 
Houle counsel with proposed Order dismissing 
DeGroot action v. Houle (0.1). 
Totals 189.40 $20,965.00 
FEE SUMMARY 
Lawyer/Par~legal Hours Effective Rate Amount 
Michael E. KeI1y 95.20 $125.00 $11)900.00 
Randall C. Probasco' 6.00 $105.00 $630.00 
Heather L. Conder 5.00 $105.00 $525.00 
Peg M. Dougherty 49.50 $105.00 $5,197.50 
John J. Browder 10.10 $105.00 $1,060.50 
Todd Van Horn 23.60 $70.00 $1,652.00 
DISBURSElVIENTS Disbursemen ts Receipts 
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May-O 1-07 Copying - Correspondence and Pleadings for Trial 
Preparation 578@0.10 
May-02-07 Copying - Correspondence and Pleading 30 @ 0.10 
May-03-07 EAC Engineering, Inc. Michael Mitchell, P .E. -
Invoice #2177 - TIN 20-0103452 
Copying - Pleading 19 @ 0.1 0 
May-08-07 Copying - COl respondence and Pleadings 120 @ 
0.10 
Copying - Trial Documents 381 @0.1O 
Copying - Color Printing - Trial Documents 87 @ 
1.00 
May-09;-07 Copying - Trial Documents 34 @ 0.10 
May-IO-07 Ernest DeGroot - Trial WitnesslMileage Fees 
Andy Ward - Trial WitnesslMileage Fees 
BlUce Cooper -Trial WitnesslMileage Fees 
Office Depot - Trial Binder Exhibit Supplies 
Copying - Trial Documents 449 @ 0.10 
Copying - Pleading 5 @ 0.10 
May-lI-O? Greg Troost - Trial WitnesslMileage Fees 
Jon Roth - Trial Witness/Mileage Fees 
Copying - Con'espondence and Pleading 25 @ 0.10 
Copying - Color Printing - Photographs for Trial 
Exhibits 170 @ 1.00 
Copying - Witness Documents 103 @ 0.10 
11ay-14-07 Copying - Pleading 10 @0.10 
May-15-07 Copying - Pleading 3 @ 0.10 
May-16-07 Copying - Subpoenas 12@ 0.10 
Telephone - Long Distance 79 @ 0.16 
May-I 8-07 Office Depot - Additional Trial Exhibit Supplies 
Ivlay-31-07 Tri-County Process Serving - Invoices #54799 
Tri-County Process Serving - Invoices #55231, 
#55201 
Jun-16-07 Telephone - Long Distance 3 @0.16 
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Unishippers - Invoice #1003106091 - Overnight to 
Jeff Griggs, Jerome, ID - 5/9/07 
Totals 
Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle 
Previous Balance 
Previous Payments 










M. Michael Sasser [ISB No. 1666] 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.c. 
Attorneys at Law 
1902 W. Judith Lane, Suite 100 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone No. (208) 344-8474 
Facsimile No. (208) 344-8479 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant, 
Standley Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
_F .~, A.k l~y 
NOV 2 2 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
KeANO, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 






STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba, 
STANDLEY & CO.; J HOULE & FILS, Inc., 
a Canadian corporation; 
Defendants. 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 




















Case No. CV 01-7777 
Case No. CV 05-2277 
AFFIDAVIT OF M. MICHAEL SASSER 
IN SUPPORT OF STANDLEY 
TRENCHING, INC.'S MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
AFFIDAVIT OF M. MICHAEL SASSER IN SUPPORT OF STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES -1. 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba, 














STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba, 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 
J. HOULE & FILS, INC., a Canadian 
corporation, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 














M. MICHAEL SASSER, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says as follows: 
1. That your Affiant is an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the state 
ofIdaho. In that capacity, your Affiant is the senior partner in the law finn of Sasser & Inglis, P.C., 
attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co., 
(hereinafter "Defendant"), in the above-entitled action. The infonnation contained herein is based 
upon your Affiant's personal knowledge. 
2. That this Affidavit is submitted in support of Defendant's Motion for Costs 
and Attorneys Fees. 
AFFIDAVIT OF M. MICHAEL SASSER IN SUPPORT OF STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 2. 
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3. That the Defendant is the prevailing party under Rules 54(d)(1)(B) and 
54( e )(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in the above-captioned litigation as a result of this 
Court having granted Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment which disposed of Plaintiffs' 
claims. 
4. That to the best of Affiant's knowledge and belief, the items of costs set forth 
in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees are correct and were necessarily incurred by 
Defendant in defense ofthe above-entitled action. 
5. That the total costs are set forth in the Memorandum of Costs filed herewith 
and the items of costs are set forth as costs as a matter of right and/or discretionary costs under rule 
54(d)(1)(C) and (D). 
6. That said costs were exceptional, necessary, and reasonably incurred which, in 
the interest of justice, should be assessed against Plaintiffs. These costs were incurred in the defense 
ofthis matter. These costs were not incurred for the purpose of harassment or in bad faith or for the 
purpose of increasing the cost to any party. 
7. That the costs set forth in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees are in 
compliance with Rules 54( d)(5), 54( d)(1)(C) and 54( d)(1 )(D) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
The total costs incurred in defense ofthis case were $1,460.90. 
8. That to the best of Affiant's knowledge and belief, the total amount of attorney 
fees set forth in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees is correct and was necessarily incurred 
by Defendant in the above-entitled action and is in compliance with Rules 54(e)(5) and 54(e)(3). 
AFFIDAVIT OF M. MICHAEL SASSER IN SUPPORT OF STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S 
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9. The attorneys who have worked on this case and their billing rates are: 
AttorneyslParalegal 
M. Michael Sasser 
James F. Jacobsen 
Clay Shockley 




The attorney fees charged were based on the flat rate of$125.00 per hour when billed 
byMr. Sasser or $100.00 per hour when billed byMr. Jacobsen and Mr. Shockley. Theattorneyfees 
were not based on a contingency fee basis. The fees were calculated by multiplying the hourly rate 
by the time expended for services rendered. The firm bills on increments of 1110 of an hour. The 
attorney fees in defense of this case total $43,412.50. M. Michael Sasser has billed a total of238.4 
hours from August 7, 2007 through October 28, 2011, for attorney fees in the amount of$29,800.00; 
James F. Jacobsen has billed a total of61.5 hours from August 7,2007 through October 28,2011, 
for attorney fees in the amoUIit of$6, 150.00; and Clay Shockley has billed a total of72.6 hours from 
August 7, 2007 through October 28,2011, for attorney fees in the amount of$7,260.00. The total 
amount of attorney fees incurred to date equals $43,412.50. 
10. A summary billing statement reflecting the fees and costs incurred in the 
defense ofthis matter is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and by this reference, incorporated herein. 
11. The attorneys who have worked in the case have had many years of experience 
in litigation. M. Michael Sasser has practiced law for 34 years, and practices in the areas of 
litigation, insurance defense, environmental law, products liability, and employment law. James F. 
Jacobsen has practiced law for 7 years, and practices in the areas of insurance defense, construction 
litigation, general business, and estate planning. Clay Shockley has practiced law for 18 years, and 
AFFIDAVIT OF M. MICHAEL SASSER IN SUPPORT OF STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S 
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practices in the areas of insurance defense, construction litigation, general business, family and estate 
planning. 
12. The billing rates for the attorneys working on the case set forth in paragraph 
nine are comparable to the rates charged for similar work in Boise, Idaho. 
13. All ofthe Plaintiffs' claims and causes of action were dismissed pursuant to 
the Court's granting Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
14. The results obtained were reasonable in light ofthe Plaintiffs' claims, which 
arose out of the commercial transaction entered into by the Plaintiffs and Defendants regarding 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s provisions of professional services. 
15. The defense of this case was not undesirable. 
16. Attorney fee awards in similar cases have been made based on a prevailing 
party in a commercial transaction. 
17. Further, Affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this 22nd day of November, 2011. 
............ 
~~ •• ··Cf.l.Rca~RIBED AND SWORN to before me this 22nd day of November, 2011. 
I~·Z··········~· .;$>~ " -• NO~ \':~.' ~ • ~~ .'V. ~ : (I.) , . t""' :. 
: ~:..'\\ ., '?.,t. ! tTl S~ !f' .. ~ /' 
\ ~ \. D~ {I 1 ;;oJ Not~~ Public forJ9ahq ~ 
~ •• v' -.. C •• -... I ReSIding at: & k:J.<...; ,df£ d4 
•• o,p ••••••••• .... .. . J / 
....... y lDAuO .......... My CommIssIOn ExpIres: 7/ 10 2.£;1:>-
if •• , 110 •••• I i "., ....... . 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of November, 2011, I caused to be served, 
by the methode s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants 
Charles DeGroot and DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A.McCurdy 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 1100 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendants/Third-Party 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc. 
-RobertD.Lewis--
Cantrill Skinner Sullivan & King, LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
Honorable Gregory M. Culet 
District Judge 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Alexa Medema 
Law Clerk to Hon. Gregory Culet 
6834 Aff ofMMS in Supp of Mot for Atty Fees and Costs.doc 
Hand Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 475-0101 
Harid Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 947-5910 
Hand Delivery . 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 345-7212 
_x_ Hand Delivery 
United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 455-6048 
_x_ Hand Delivery 
__ Email-amedema@3rdjd.net 
M.ldllSass 
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Telephone No. (208) 344-8474 
Continental Western Group 
11201 Douglas Drive 
Urbandale, IA 50322 
Attn: Joseph G. Burkle 
l 
J 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
1902 W. JUDITH LANE, SUITE 100 
P.O. BOX 5880 
BOISE, ID 83705. 
Re: Beltman Construction, Inc. v. Standley Trenching, Inc. 
Claim No. 02000160 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION 
08/07/07 M:MS T/confwith R. Connor re basic case facts and 
assignment (.2); review letter from Atty M. 
Kelley to R. Connor re facts and status (.2). 
08/08/07 M:MS Review portions of case pleadings re case 
facts and issues (.5); review letters re case 
facts (.2). 
08/09/07 M:MS Review plfs complaint and answer of 
Standley Trenching (.7); prepare outline of 
claims of parties (.5). 
08114/07 M:MS Review portions of case pleadings re claims 
of parties (.7). 
09/26/07 M:MS T/confwith Atty M. Kelly re file documents 
and transfer of case (.2); tlconfwith B. 
Connord re case documents and transfer of 
case (.1); emails to B. Connors re case 
documents and transfer of case (.2). 
10110/07 M:MS Review and respond to emails from J. Mallary 
re file of Atty M. Kelly (.3); tlconfwith J. 
Mallary re file of Arty M. Kelly (.1); review 
letters from J. Mallary and Arty M. Kelly re 
case files (.2); tlconfwith Arty R. Lewis re 
copies of case documents (.2). 
10112/07 M:MS T/confwith Arty W. McCurdy re case issues 
and facts (.3). 
Employer I.D. #82-0392840 
Billing Date: 10/31/2011 

















Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All 30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
Thank You For r O!9'rompt Payment 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.c. 
Continental Western Group Page 
11201 Douglas Drive 
Urbandale, IA 50322 Billing Date: 
Attn: Joseph G. Burkle Account No.: 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
10115/07 MMS Conference with Arty B. McCurdy re case 2.00 
issues and facts (1.8); tlconfwith clerk of 125.001hr 
court re case status issues (.2). 
10116107 MMS T/confs with Artys M. Kelly and R. Lewis re 3.00 
substitution of counsel issues (.4); prepare 125.001hr 
checklist of documents received from Arty B. 
McCurdy (.3); email to Arty M. Kelly re 
substitution of counsel (.1); prepare notice of 
substitution of counsel (.2); review portions 
of case pleadings (2.0). 
10117/07 MMS Review portions of case pleadings and 1.50 
documents (1.2); tlconfwith Arty B. 125.001hr 
McCurdy re court's order re MSJ (.3). 
10118/07 MMS Review portions of case pleadings (2.0); 2.50 
review letter from Arty M. Kelly to J. Mallary 125.00Ihr 
re transfer of case ftle (.1); tlconfwith Arty B. 
McCurdy re case motions (.4). 
10/19107 MMS Review portions of case pleadings (1.3); 1.50 
email to J. Ma1lary re transfer of case files 125.00/hr 
(.1); prepare email to Arty M. Kelly re 
transfer of case ftles (.1). 
10122107 MMS Review portions of case pleadings and 2.30 
documents (2.3). 125.00/hr 
10123107 MMS T/confwith Arty B. McCurdy re case 1.50 
pleadings and case history (.3); review 125.001hr 
portions of case pleadings (1.2). 
10/24/07 MMS Review and sign notice of substitution (.1); 1.80 
email to R. Connor re status of obtaining case 125.00Ihr 
documents (.1); review portions of case 
pleadings (1.6). 
10/25/07 MMS Review Idaho Supreme Court order 0.20 
dismissing appeal (.1); tlconfwith Arty B. 125.00Ihr 
McCurdy re file documents (.1). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AU30-Day Past Due Accouq,fs 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 















SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
Continental Western Group Page 
11201 Douglas Drive 
Urbandale, IA 50322 Billing Date: 
Attn: Joseph G. Burkle Account No.: 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
10/31/07 MMS Review portions of case pleadings and 1.30 
documents (1J). 125.00lhr 
11/01/07 MMS Review portions of project documents of 1.30 
Standley Trenching (1.0); tlconfwith Atty B. 12S.00/hr 
McCurdy re case issues and events (.3). 
11105107 MMS Review portions of case pleadings (2.8). 2.80 
125.00/hr 
11/07/07 MMS Review portions of pleadings and case 1.50 
documents (1.3); tlconfwith Atty B. 125.00/hr 
McCurdy re depositions taken in case (.2). 
11115/07 MMS Review letter and portions of claim file 2.80 
documents received from R. Connor (.8); 125.00lhr 
review portions of claim file documents (2.0). 
11/20107 MMS Review portions of case pleadings and 2.50 
documents (2.5). 125.00lhr 
12/13/07 MMS T/conf with R. Connor re status of case and 1.70 
collection of file documents (02); prepare 125.00lhr 
letter to R. Connor re case status and issues 
(J); review portions of case depositions (1.2). 
12118/07 MMS Review court orders of district judge re case 0.50 
issues and schedules (.5). 12S.00/hr 
12/28107 MMS Letter to R. Conner re case status and 2.20 
development (.3); letter to K. Standley re case 125.00lhr 
status and conference (.2); review portions of 
Standley's project documents (1.7). 
01110/08 MMS Prepare for and attend conference with 5.50 
insured K. Standley to discuss facts of case 125.00lhr 
and the construction project (5.5). 
02/13/08 :MMS Conference with R. Connor re claims of 3.70 
DeGroot and defense strategy (.2); review 125.00lhr 
portions of documents of Standley Trenching 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All 30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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Attn: Joseph G. Burkle Account No.: 
DATE lNDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
(1.8); analysis re defense strategy and 
possible pre-trial motions (1.7). 
02/14/08 :MMS Review portions of deposition transcripts and 8.00 
referenced exhibits (3.3); analysis re case 125.00Ihr 
motions for summary judgment issues, 
memos of law, and rulings by judge (3.2); 
prepare action plan report to R. Connor (1.3); 
tlconfwith Atty W. McCurdy re case issues 
(.2). 
02115/08 :MMS Preparation of action plan report (.6); review 2.20 
and analysis re portions of documents of 125.00/hr 
Standley Trenching re construction project 
(1.6). 
02119/08 :MMS Review email from R. Connor re case issues 1.20 
and strategy (.1); analysis re pre-judgment 125.00/hr 
issue and Beltman's claim for pre-judgment 
interest (1.1). 
02/20108 JFJ Analysis re recovery of prejudgment interest 2.40 
(1.2); prepare memo re recovery of 125.00/hr 
prejudgment interest (1.2). 
:MMS T/confwith R. Connor re case issues of 1.50 
prejudgment interest and attorney fees (.2); 125.001hr 
review portions of Sta1:).dley Trenching 
project documents (1.3). 
02/21108 :MMS Analysis re DeGroot's and Beltman's 1.80 
corporate negligence (.8); analysis re 125.001hr 
DeGroot's right to recover damages greater 
than those claimed by Beltman (1.0). 
02125/08 :MMS Analysis re DeGroot's compensatory damage 1.00 
claims (1.0). 125.00Ihr 
02129/08 :MMS T/confwith R. Connor re case defense 0.80 
strategy issues (.3); analysis re Beltman's 125.001hr 
contract damage claim (.5). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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03105/08 MMS T/confwith R. Connor re action plan report 0.50 
(.1); prepare second amended action plan 12S.00lhr 
report (.2); review court order re case 
schedule and rulings (.2). 
03/13/08 MMS Prepare email to R. Connor re dismissal of 0.50 
case for lack of prosecution and related issues 12S.00lhr 
(.2); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re insured 
counterclaim judgment against Beltman and 
defense strategy (.3). 
05/19/08 MMS Analysis re deposition testimony ofK. 1.00 
Standley (.8); tlconfwith clerk of court re 12S.00lhr 
potential dismissal ofBeltman Construction 
claims (.2). 
06/06/08 MMS Review portions of insured's documents re 1.00 
project design and installation of system (1.0). 12S.00/hr 
08/08/08 MMS T/confwith B. Connor re case status (.2); 0.50 
prepare checklist of depositions and discovery 12S.00lhr 
items to be completed (.3). 
08/09/08 MMS Review portions of case documents, pleadings 2.50 
and court orders to prepare for tlconfwith 12S.00/hr 
CWG representatives (2.0); prepare outline 
for conference with CWG representatives re 
case issues and defense strategy (.5). 
M:MS Tlconfwith CWG representatives re case 1.80 
status and defense strategy (.8); prepare 12S.00lhr 
letters to B. Connor re defense strategy (.4); 
review court filing log for key court orders 
(.6). 
08112/08 M:MS T/confwith Atty of J. Fisher re case status 1.30 
and conference with presiding judge (.1); 12S.00lhr 
email to Atty J. Fisher and B. Connor re case 
conference (.2); prepare memo re defense 
strategy (1.0). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AU30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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08125/08 MM:S T!confwith Arty J. Fisher re potential appeal 2.00 
of case to Idaho Supreme Court (.3); analysis 125.00/hr 
re current claims ofBeltman against Standley 
(1.7). 
08/26108 MMS Review portions of discovery pleadings of 1.50 
DeGroot Farms (1.0); tlconfwith Arty!. 125.00/hr 
Fisher re claims of DeGroot Farms and 
Beltman (.3); tlconfwith Arty R. Lewis re 
Standley's judgment and claims (.2). 
08/27/08 MMS Review portions of case pleadings and orders 1.40 
to prepare for case conference with Judge 125.00Ihr 
Culet and all counsel (.7); prepare summary 
of case issues for discussion at case 
conference (.5); tlconfwith B. McCurdy re 
case issues (.2). 
08/28/08 MMS Attend and participate in conference with 2.20 
Judge Culet and all counsel re case review, 125.00/hr 
pending issues and potential appeal (1.2); 
conference with Arty B. McCurdy and Arty R. 
Lewis re defense strategy issues (.8); prepare 
memo to file re case conference (.2). 
08/29/08 MMS T/confwith B. Connor re events at case 1.30 
conference with Judge and Culet and counsel 125.00/hr 
(.2); analysis re case pleadings re issues to 
appeal to Idaho supreme court (.8); tlconf 
with Arty J. Fisher re appeal to Idaho supreme 
court (.3). 
09/03/08 MMS T/confwith Arty M. Kelly re case issues (.2); 1.20 
tlconfwith B. Connor re case issues (.1); 125.00Ihr 
analysis re appeal issues to Idaho Supreme 
Court (.9). 
09/04/08 MMS Prepare email to all counsel re appeal to Idaho 0.70 
Supreme Court (.2); tlconfwith Arty B. 125.001hr 
McCurdy re appeal issues (.2); tlconfwith 
Arty M. Kelly re case and documents (.3). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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:MMS 
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10/13/08 :MMS Review portions of documents of Standley 1.00 12S.00 
Trenching (.8); tlconfwith Atty B. McCurdy 12S.00lhr 
re appeal issues (.2). 
10114/08 :MMS Review portions of Standley Trenching 0.50 62.S0 
project documents (.5). 12S.00/hr 
10/15108 :MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re stipulation for 0.30 37.S0 
appeal (.1); tlconfwith Atty J. Fischer re 12S.00/hr 
stipulation for appeal (.1); review letter re 
stipulation for appeal (.1). 
11/19108 :MMS Review and respond to emails from R. 0.20 25.00 
Musselman and Atty R. Lewis re case status 125.00/hr 
and issues (.2). 
11120108 :MMS T/confwith Atty J. Fischer re case documents 0.30 37.50 
and status conference (.2); review notice of 125.00lhr 
status conference (.1). 
11/21/08 :MMS Review DeGroot's damage claim calculation 0.30 37.50 
(.3). 125.00lhr 
12/08/08 :MMS Analysis re proper appeal issues and 1.20 150.00 
procedures (1.0); tlconfwith Atty P. 12S.00/hr 
McCluskey re appeal stipulation (.2). 
12/12/08 :MMS Review and respond to emails from Atty J. 1.50 187.50 
Fischer and Atty R. Lewis re appeal issues 12S.00lhr 
(.3); analysis re appeal issues and portions of 
court orders re motions for summary 
judgment (1.2). 
12/17/08 :MMS Review and respond to emails from Atty R. 1.30 162.S0 
Lewis and Atty J. Fischer re stipulation for 12S.00lhr 
appeal of case issues to Idaho Supreme Court 
(.3); prepare proposed changes to stipulation 
for appeal of case (1.0). 
12/18/08 :MMS Review and respond to emails from Atty J. 0.50 62.50 
Fischer, Atty B. McCurdy and Atty R. Lewis 125.00lhr 
re stipulation for appeal (.5). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AIl30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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01113/09 M:MS Analysis re appeal issues related to Standley 1.80 
Trenching's MSJ (.6); review portions of case 125.001hr 
pleadings re MSJ of Houle (1.0); tlconfwith 
Atty B. McCurdy re appeal issues (.2). 
01114/09 M:MS Analysis re facts of case related to Standley's 1.10 
defenses of claims by Beltman (1.1). 125.00Ihr 
01/15/09 M:MS Analyze appellate arguments of Beltman re 1.00 
warranty claims (.8); tlconfwith Atty J. 125.00/hr 
Fischer re appeal of case issues (.2). 
01116109 M:MS Review portions of MSJ memorandum and 1.30 
documents re Standley Trenching's motions 125.00/hr 
(1.0); tlconf with J. Fischer re appeal issues 
(.3). 
01120109 M:MS Prepare and review of proposed order for 0.80 
appeal of case (.5); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis 125.00Ihr 
re order for appeal of case (.3). 
01/22/09 M:MS Review and preparation of draft order for 1.00 
appeal of case (.5); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis 125.00Ihr 
re order for appeal of case (.2); email to Atty 
R. Lewis re order for appeal of case (.1); 
tlconfwith Atty J. Fischer re order for appeal 
of case (.2). 
01123/09 M:MS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy re draft order 0.20 
for appeal of case (.2). 125.00Ihr 
01126109 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis and Atty B. 1.30 
McCurdy re draft of order of court for appeal 125.00Ihr 
of case (.5); analysis re remaining case issues 
against Standley Trenching (.8). 
01/29/09 MMS Review portions of motions for summary 1.50 
judgment orders and related documents for 125.001hr 
analysis of claims to be appealed (.9); prepare 
chait of parties and claims (.6). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All 30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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MMS 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate AMOUNT 
01130/09 :MMS Review portions of pleading files by Beltman 1.00 125.00 
Construction (.8); review emails from R. 125.00Ihr 
Musselman (.2). 
02/02/09 :MMS T/confwith R. Musselman re preparation for 0.50 62.50 
roundtable and case issues (.2); tlconfwith S. 125.00/hr 
Kenyon at Idaho Supreme Court re appeal 
timeline (.2); review court order re appeal (.1). 
02/05/09 :MMS Prepare for and participate in tlconfwith 1.50 187.50 
CWG representatives re case status and 12S.00Ihr 
defense plan (1.0); tlconfwith Arty J. Fischer 
re order for appeal of case (.3); prepare memo 
to file re status conference decisions (.2). 
02117/09 :MMS T/confwith Arty R. Lewis and Arty J. Fischer 0.30 37.50 
re appeal to Idaho Supreme Court (.3). 12S.00/hr 
03/09/09 :MMS Prepare letter to R. Musselman re case status 0.50 62.50 
(.2); tlconfwith Arty R. Lewis filing of appeal 12S.00/hr 
documents (.2); tlconfwith Idaho Supreme 
Court re filing of appeal documents (.1). 
:MMS Analysis re appellate issues of contract claims 1.00 125.00 
relating to Standley Trenching (1.0). 12S.00/hr 
03111109 MMS T/confwith Arty J. Fischer re appeal of case 1.00 125.00 
to Idaho Supreme Court (.2); analysis re 12S.00/hr 
appellate issues re claim against Standley 
Trenching (.8). 
04121109 :MMS T/confwith Arty B. McCurdy re status of 0.80 100.00 
DeGroot Farm's appeal of case (.2); analysis 12S.00Ihr 
re appellate issues (.6). 
05/22/09 MMS Review letter from B. McCurdy re appeal of 1.30 162.50 
case status (.1); prepare email to al artys re 125.00Ihr 
appeal of case status (.1); review portions of 
case pleadings re appellate issues (1.1). 
06/23/09 JFJ T/confwith Arty R. Lewis re motion for 0.20 20.00 
permission to appeal (.2). 100.001hr 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on Al130-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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06124/09 JFJ T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re teleconference 0.10 10.00 
on appeal issues (.1). 100.00lhr 
06/25/09 :MMS Tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re case status (.2); 0.50 62.50 
review letter from C. Mackey re 12S.00lhr 
representation of DeGroot Farms (.1); 
analysis re response to Idaho Supreme Court 
re appellate status (.2). 
06/29/09 :MMS T!confwith Atty B. McCurdy and Atty R. 1.20 150.00 
Lewis re strategy issues for appellate 12S.00lhr 
proceeding (.2); tlconfwith Atty K. Dinius' 
office re appeal of case (.1); prepare checklist 
of appellate issues (.9). 
07117109 :MMS T!confwith R. Musselman re case 0.50 62.50 
developments (.2); tlconfs with Atty R. Lewis 12S.00/hr 
and Atty K. Dinius re appeal of case and 
motion for Idaho Supreme Court to hear 
appeal (.3). 
07/21109 :MMS T/confwith Atty K. Dinius re appeal of case 0.70 87.50 
(.2); prepare email to Atty K. Dinius and Atty 12S.00/hr 
W. McCurdy re appeal of case (.2); review 
portions of court orders re district court case 
(.3). 
08/13/09 :MMS T/confwith Atty K. Dinius re appeal of case 0.20 25.00 
(.2). 12S.00lhr 
08117109 :MMS T/confwith B. McCurdy re status conference 0.30 37.50 
with court and case strategy (.3). 12S.00/hr 
08/25/09 MMS Prepare for and participate in status 1.50 187.50 
conference with Judge Culet and other 12S.00lhr 
counsel re appeal of case (.8); preparation of 
stipUlation re appeal of case (.5); tlconfwith 
Atty B. McCurdy re appeal of case (.2). 
09/02/09 MMS Review stipulation and order for rule to 0.30 37.50 
appeal of case (.2); tlconfwith Atty K. Dinius 12S.00lhr 
re order for appeal (.1). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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MMS 
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09103/09 MMS T/confs with Atty B. McCurdy and Atty R. 0.50 62.50 
Lewis re strategy for appeal of case (.3); 125.00/hr 
prepare memo to file re appeal of case (.2). 
09/04109 MMS T/confwith Atty K. Dinius re appeal of case 0.30 37.50 
and appellate issues (.3). 12S.001hr 
09/15/09 MMS Review portions of district court motions for 1.50 187.50 
summary judgment claims and arguments 125.00Ihr 
(1.2); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re appellate 
issues (.3). 
09/29109 MMS Review motion for permissive appeal and 0.70 87.50 
supporting affidavit and documents to file 12S.001hr 
with Idaho Supreme Court (.5); tlconfwith 
Atty K. Dinius re appeal documents (.2). 
10102/09 MMS Analysis re appellate issues related to 0.50 62.50 
Standley Trenching (.5). 12S.00/hr 
11106/09 MMS Review DeGroot's memo in support of 0.70 87.50 
permission to appeal (.3); tlconfwith Atty R. 12S.00Ihr 
Lewis re appeal strategy and issues (.4). 
11119109 MMS Review order of Idaho Supreme Court 0.70 87.50 
denying appeal of case (.1); review and 125.00Ihr 
respond to email ofR. Musselman re appeaJ 
(.1); review portions of trial court documents 
and orders (.5). 
02/01/10 MMS Review and analysis of DeGroot's motion to 1.50 187.50 
reconsider MSJ rulings (.9); analysis re 125.00/hr 
portions of case law cited by DeGroot in 
motion to reconsider MSJ rulings (.6). 
02/09110 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re case strategy 0.50 62.50 
and status conference to address case status 125.001hr 
with judge (.3); tlconfwith Atty B. McCurdy 
re status conference with judge (.2). 
02/11110 JFJ Analysis of plfs memo in support of motion 0.70 70.00 
to reconsider (.7). 100.00/hr 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AIl30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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02111110 :MM:S Review and respond to emails from K. Dinius 1.30 162.50 
re DeGroot's motion to reconsider MSJs (.3); 125.001hr 
analysis re DeGroot's memorandum of law re 
motion to reconsider MSJs (1.0). 
02112110 :MM:S Prepare email to R. Musselman re DeGroot's 0.50 62.50 
motion to reconsider MSJ rulings (.2): tlconf 125.00Ihr 
with Arty B. McCurdy re DeGroot's Motion 
to reconsider MSJ rulings (.3). 
02115110 :MM:S Review portions of case pleadings and 0.80 100.00 
documents (.5); 'T !conf with Arty R. Lewis re 125.00Ihr 
Degroot's Motion for Reconsider MSJ Order 
(.3). 
02116110 JFJ Analysis of plfs memo in support of motion 0.80 80.00 
to reconsider (.8). 100.00/hr 
02/25110 JFJ Analysis of legal and factual issues re plf's 3.00 300.00 
motion to reconsider (3.0). 100.001hr 
03/02110 MMS Analysis re response to DeGroot's motion for 0.50 62.50 
reconsideration (.5). 125.00Ihr 
03103110 MMS T/confwith Arty B. McCurdy re J. Hule's 1.00 125.00 
response to DeGroot's motion for 125.00/hr 
reconsideration (.3); review portions of case 
pleadings and documents re proper strategy 
for response to DeGroot's motion for 
reconsideration (.7). 
03/08110 JFJ Analysis of summary judgment briefmgs in 2.40 240.00 
preparation of response on motion to lOO.OOlhr 
reconsider (2.4) 
03/09/10 JFJ Analysis of summary judgment briefmgs in 1.90 190.00 
preparation of response to motion to consider 100.00/hr 
(1.9) 
03115110 JFJ Analysis of legal and factual issues re motion 3.20 320.00 
to reconsider (1.6); analysis of legal and 100.00/hr 
factual issues re third party beneficiary (1.6). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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03116110 JFJ Prepare memorandum in opposition to motion 1.60 160.00 
to reconsider (1.6). 100.001hr 
03/18110 JFJ Analysis of hearing transcript on court's 2.30 230.00 
ruling of Houle's MSJ (1.3); analysis of legal 100.00/hr 
issues and strategic issues re agency and third 
party beneficiary (1.0). 
03119110 JFJ Analysis of case law re third party beneficiary 3.30 330.00 
(1.0); prepare memorandum in response to 100.001hr 
motion to reconsider (2.3). 
03122110 JFJ Analysis of case law re third party beneficiary 5.70 712.50 
(.9); analysis of case law and legal issues re 12S.00/hr 
privity requirement for recovery on warranty 
theories (.8); prepare memorandum in 
opposition to motion to reconsider (3.4); 
revise and edit memorandum in opposition to 
motion to reconsider (.6). 
03124110 MMS Review portions of court pleadings and 1.30 162.50 
project documents relating to DeGroot's 12S.00/hr 
motion for reconsideration (1.3). 
03/30110 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis regarding 0.50 62.50 
DeGroot's motion for reconsideration (.2); 12S.00/hr 
tlconfwith Atty B. McCurdy regarding 
DeGroot's motion for reconsideration (.2); 
review Houle's joinder in Standley's 
memorandum in opposition to DeGroot's 
motion for reconsideration (.1). 
03/31110 JFJ Analysis of case law and legal issues in 2.20 220.00 
preparation for oral argument on DeGroot's 100.00/hr 
motion to reconsider (1.2); prepare outline for 
oral argument on DeGroot's motion to 
reconsider (l.0). 
04/01110 JFJ Analysis of case law and legal issues in 2.80 280.00 
preparation for oral argument on DeGroot's 100.001hr 
motion to reconsider (.6); travel to and from 
oral argument on DeGroot's motion to 
reconsider (1.0); attend oral argument and 
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argue in opposition to DeGroot's motion to 
reconsider (1.2). 
04/06110 MMS T/confwith Arty K. Dinius re status 1.00 
conference with court and DeGroot's plan to 12S.00/hr 
seek a permissive appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court (.3); tlconfwith R. 
Musselman re nature of remaining claims 
against Standley Trenching and permissive 
appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court (.3); 
prepare email to R. Musselman re case status 
and remaining claims against Standley 
Trenching (.2); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re 
permissive appeal issues (.2). 
04/07110 MMS Prepare for status conference with counsel 1.00 
and court re Rule 12 appeal (.3); participate in 12S.00/hr 
status conference with counsel and court re 
Rule 12 appeal (.4); tlconfwith Arty R. Lewis 
re appeal procedures (.2); prepare email to R. 
Musselman re case status and developments 
(.1). 
04/13/10 JFJ Analysis of legal issues and standards re 0.20 
permissive appeal (.2). 100.00/hr 
MMS Review order denying DeGroot's motion to 1.00 
reconsider summary judgment ruling (.1); 12S.00lhr 
. 'review proposed stipUlation for Rule 12 
appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and court's 
motion for summary judgment orders (.3); 
prepare email to counsel and all parties re 
content to Rule 12 stipulation (.3); tlconfwith 
Atty B. McCurdy re Rule 12 appeal issues 
(.3), 
04114110 MMS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy and Atty R. 0.50 
Lewis re Rule 12 appeal issues and 12S.00/hr 
procedures (.3); prepare email to Arty K. 
Dinius re form of Rule 12 stipulation (.2). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on Al130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
05/04/10 MMS T/confwith Atty K. Dinius re status of Rule 0.20 
12 Appeal (.2). 125.001hr 
05/10/10 MMS Review DeGroot's motion for permission to 0.50 
appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and all 12S.00/hr 
supporting documents (.5). 
06/15/10 MMS Review order of the Idaho Supreme Court re 0.50 
Rule 12 Appeal (.1); prepare email to R. 125.00lhr 
Mussulman re Idaho Supreme Court order 
(.l); tlconfs with Attys B. McCurdy and R. 
Lewis re issues related to continuation of case 
(.3). 
06/22110 MMS Review portions of extensive case pleadings 2.00 
and documents to analyze district court case 125.00/hr 
status and manner in which case will proceed 
(1.8); tlconfwith Atty K. Dinius re intentions 
of DeGroot FarmslBeltman re case (.2). 
07/01110 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re status of case 0.20 
and defense strategy (.2). 125.00lhr 
07120/10 MMS T/confwith Atty K. Dinius re intentions of 0.30 
his clients re case (.2); tlconfwith Atty B. 125.00lhr 
McCurdy re defense strategy (.1). 
07/29110 JFJ Analysis and calculations re judgment 1.20 
amount, pre and post judgment interest, and 100.00lhr 
atty fees and costs (1.2). 
MMS Review and respond to email from R. 0.50 
Mussulman (.3); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re 125.00lhr 
judgment on Standley Trenching and position 
regarding potential mediation (.2). 
07/30110 MMS T/confwith R. Mussulman re possible 0.50 
resolution of case and statute of limitation 125.00lhr 
issues (.2); review portions of file documents 
re previous mediations conducted in case (.3). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AI130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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08102110 M:MS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re judgment in 1.50 
favor of Standley Trenching (.3); prepare 125.00Ihr 
email to R. Mussulman re judgment in favor 
of Standley Trenching and related issues (.4); 
tfconfwith R. Mussulman re current status of 
case and defense strategy issues (.3); review 
portions of court orders re previous ruling of 
court re claims of DeGroot, Beltman 
Construction and Standley Trenching (.5). 
08111110 M:MS Analysis re motion in limine concerning 0.80 
scope of DeGroot'slBeltman's claims against 12S.00/hr 
Standley (.8). 
MMS Prepare for and participate in conference with 2.00 
company representatives re status of case, 125.00/hr 
liability issues, and defense strategy (1.3); 
tfconfs with Atty B. McCurdy and Arty R. 
Lewis re pre-trial motions; discovery issues 
and position of defs for continued defense of 
case (.7). 
08112110 M:MS Review Beltman Construction's request for 0.50 
trial setting and analysis re response (.3); 125.00/hr 
tfconfwith Arty K. Dinius re possible medical 
and settlement issues (.2). 
08118110 MMS T/confwith clerk of court re status conference 1.00 
and related matters (.2); review plfs request 125.00/hr 
for trial setting and prepare response to 
request for trial setting (.8). 
08119/10 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re counterclaim 0.50 
and scheduling of case for trial (.3); tfconf 125.00/hr 
with Arty B. McCurdy re trial witness, trial 
issues and scheduling (.2). 
08/30110 MMS T/conf with Arty B. McCurdy re Houle's 0.50 
defense position and potential settlement 125.00/hr 
negotiations with DeGroot (.4); prepare 
memo to file re Houle's position and potential 
impact on defense of case (.1). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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09102110 MMS Prepare for and participate in status 1.50 
conference with all counsel and court re case 125.001hr 
status,scheduling case for trial, anticipated 
motions and related matters (1.3); prepare 
email to R. Mussulmann re status conference 
with court (.2). 
09/17110 MMS Review and analysis of trial setting order and 0.50 
disclosure deadlines (.2); tlconference with 125.001hr 
Atttys R. Lewis and D. McCurdy re court's 
trial setting order (.3). 
09/24110 MMS Review and analysis of DeGroot's damage 1.20 
claims and documents, as well as Beltman's 125.00Ihr 
damage claims and documents (1.2) 
09/30110 MMS Preparation of scheduling stipulation re case 1.30 
events and discovery practice (.6).; 125.00/hr 
tlconference with Artys R. Lewis and B. 
McCurdy re scheduling stipUlation and 
mediation issues (.3). tlconference with K. 
Standley re case issues and status (.4). 
10/01/10 MMS T/conference with Arty R. Lewis re mediation 0.50 
of case and potential mediators (.2); prepare 125.00/hr 
letter to K. Standley re current status of case 
and mediation (.3) 
10104110 MMS Prepare emails to Artys B. McCurdy, R. 0.50 
Lewis and K. Dinius re mediation and 125.00/hr 
potential mediators (.3); tlconference with B. 
McCurdy re mediation issues and potential 
mediators (.2) . 
10/20110 MMS . T/confwith all counsel regarding selection of 0.70 
mediator (.5); tlconfwith legal assistant of 125.001hr 
mediator J. Magel re mediation (.2). 
10/26110 MMS Review portions ofPlfs documents regarding 1.50 
case issues and evidence (1.2); telephone 125.00/hr 
conference with Arty R. Lewis re mediation 
issues (.3). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on Al130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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11/01110 MMS Preparation of email to all counsel re 0.70 
mediation scheduling (.2); telephone 125.001hr 
conference with Attys R. Lewis and B. 
McCurdy re mediation scheduling and related 
issues (.3); review documents received from 
mediator J. Magel (.2). 
12/01110 MMS Tel conf w/ Atty B. McCurdy, Atty R. Lewis, 0.50 
and K. Dinius re mediation planning and 125.00/hr 
scheduling (.2); prepare emails to all counsel 
of record and clients re mediation scheduling 
(.3). 
01112111 MMS Tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re mediation issues 0.70 
(.2); analysis re mediation issues and strategy 125.00/hr 
(.5). 
01/13111 MMS Tlconfwith R. Mussulman re mediation 1.80 
issues and strategy (.2); tlconfwith Attys R. 125.001hr 
Lewis and B. McCurdy re mediation issues 
(.6); preparation for mediation (1.0). 
01117111 MMS Analysis of legal and factual issues for 6.10 
preparation of mediation statement (3.0); 125.00/hr 
preparation of mediation statement (3.1). 
01118111 MMS Analysis of legal and factual issues for 5.80 
preparation of mediation statement (3.0); 125.00/hr 
preparation of mediation statement (2.8). 
01119/11 MMS Analysis of legal and factual issues in 4.50 
preparation of mediation statement (3.10); 125.00Ihr 
preparation of mediation statement (104), 
01/20111 MMS Review portions of file documents and 2.00 
pleadings to prepare for mediation (2.0). 125.00/hr 
01124111 MMS Prepare outline of key talking points and 2.50 
arguments for mediation (2.5). 125.001hr 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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01124111 :MJv.[S T/confwith C. Stanley re mediation issues 3.00 375.00 
and strategy (.3); tlconfs with Atty R. Lewis 125.001hr 
and mediator J. Magel re mediation (.4); 
prepare for mediation proceeding (2.3). 
01/25111 :MJv.[S Attend and participate in case mediation 4.50 562.50 
(3.8); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re mediation 125.00Ihr 
(.2); prepare checklist of pre-trial motions to 
consider (.5). 
01/26111 :MJv.[S Prepare memorandum re mediation events 0.80 100.00 
and issues (.5); tlconfwith Arty R. Lewis re 125.00/hr 
defense strategy issues (.3). 
01128111 :MJv.[S T/ conf with Atty R. Lewis re mediation and 0.50 62.50 
settlement issues (.3); tlconfwith Arty B. 125.00/hr 
McCurdy re mediation and settlement issues 
(.2). 
02/01111 MMS Telephone conference wi Atty B. McCurdy re 0.30 37.50 
settlement authority and issues (.1); telephone 125.00/hr 
conference wi Atty R. Lewis r~ settlement 
authority and issues (.2). 
02/02/11 MMS Telephone conference with Atty R. Lewis re 0.20 25.00 
mediation issues, settlement issues, and 125.001hr 
request for case analysis (.2). 
02/09111 :MJv.[S Review and analysis of revised reservation of 0.50 62.50 
rights letter to Standley Trenching (.3); 125.00/hr 
telephone conference with Atty R. Lewis re 
reservation of rights letter (.2). 
02/23111 :MJv.[S Preparation for and participate in round table 2.50 312.50 
conference with R. Musselman and J. Mallary 125.00Ihr 
(1.7); review portions of court filings relating 
to previous orders and decisions made by 
presiding judge (.8). 
03/22/11 :MJv.[S T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re remaining 0.50 62.50 
claims in case and potential MSJ (.3); prepare 125.001hr 
letter to Atty R. Lewis re proposed MSJ (.2). 
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DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
03/25/11 MMS Prepare letter to Atty R. Lewis outlining case 2.70 
analysis and status (2.7). 12S.00/hr 
03/28/11 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re continued 0.20 
defense of Standley Trenching (.2). 12S.00/hr 
03/31111 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re defense of 1.00 
Standley Trenching by Continental Western 12S.001hr 
(.2); review portions of discovery pleadings 
and documents (.8). 
04111111 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re MSJ issues (.3); 0.50 
tlconfwith Atty B. McCurdy re MSJ issues 12S.00Ihr 
(.2). 
04/15/11 MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re MSJ and 0.30 
defense of insured issues (.3). 12S.00/hr 
04/18/11 MMS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy re discovery 0.70 
issues (.2); tlconfwith K. Standley re case 12S.00/hr 
facts and evidence relating to plfs breach of 
contract claims (.5). 
04/27/11 JFJ Analysis offacts and deposition ofS. 2.80 
Beltman in preparation of brief supporting 100.00/hr 
partial summary judgment motion (2.8). 
04/29/11 JFJ Analysis offacts and deposition ofT. 4.70 
Beltman in preparation of brief supporting 100.00/hr 
partial summary judgment motion (.5); 
analysis of case law re application ofUCC 
warranties (2.3); prepare brief in support of 
motion for partial summary judgment (1.9). 
05/02/11 JFJ Analysis of case law re application ofUCC 5.00 
warranties (2.8); prepare brief in support of 100.001hr 
motion for partial summary judgment (2.2). 
05/09/11 JFJ Analysis of case law re contract rescisison 1.70 
(.7); prepare brief in support of motion for 100.001hr 
partial summary judgment (1.0). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All 30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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DATE INDN DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
05109111 M:MS Analysis regarding motion in limine and 1.30 
supporting legal authorities (1.3). 125.00/hr 
05/18111 JFJ Prepare brief in support of motion for partial 2.80 
summary judgment (2.8). 100.00/hr 
M:MS T/confwith all counsel and court re motion 0.50 
for summary judgment and discovery matters 125.00lhr 
(.5). 
05/19/11 JFJ Preparation of brief in support of motion for 2.50 
summary judgment (2.0); prepare motion for 100.00/hr 
summary judgment (.5). 
OS/20/11 M:MS Prepare affidavit ofM. Sasser and supporting 3.20 
documents re motion for summary judgment 125.00/hr 
(3.0); tlconfwith Atty R. Lewis re motion for 
summary judgment (.2). 
OS/23111 JFJ Prepare brief in support of motion in limine re 4.50 
precluding DeGroot's damages claims (4.5). 100.00lhr 
OS/24/11 JFJ Preparation of brief in support of motion in 3.50 
limine (3.0); preparation of motion in limine 100.00lhr 
(.5). 
OS/26111 M:MS Review portions of deposition testimony of 1.40 
DeGroot representatives and K. Standley 125.00lhr 
(1.4). 
06/03/11 M:MS Review and analysis of court's order setting 0.20 
case for trial (.1); tlconf with insured re new 125.00lhr 
trial setting (.1). 
06/08/11 M:MS T/confwith Attys K. Dinius and B. McCurdy 0.80 
re scheduling stipUlation issues (.5); tlconfs 125.00lhr 
with Atty K. Dinius and Atty R. Lewis re 
Standley's MSJ (.3). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on Al130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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1111S 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION RrslRate AMOUNT 
06/10/11 MMS Tlconfwith Atty B. McCurdy re scheduling 1.20 150.00 
stipulation (.2); review and analysis of 125.00Ihr 
DeGrootlBeltman damage expert witness 
analysis (1.0). 
08/23111 MMS Analysis of court's order denying Standley 0.50 62.50 
Trenching's prior motion for summary 125.001hr 
judgment (.5). 
MMS Analysis ofBeltmans' assignment of claims 0.80 100.00 
against Standley Trenching to DeGroot (.8). 125.001hr 
CS Analysis of prior motions regarding express 1.30 130.00 
and implied warranties and breach of the 100.00fhr 
implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing (1.3). 
08/25/11 CS Review portions of file documents re 2.50 250.00 
Standley Trenching's motion for partial 100.00fhr 
summary judgment (2.5). 
MMS Review and analysis ofBeltman's opposition 2.30 287.50 
to Standley Trenching's motion for summary 125.001hr 
judgment and supporting affidavit of M. 
Hamby (2.3). 
08/29111 CS Analysis re Standley Trenching'S motion for 1.60 160.00 
partial summary judgment regarding express 100.00fhr 
warranty and implied warranty of fitness for 
particular purpose (1.6). 
CS Research r€ cases cited by Beltman 2.70 270.00 
Construction in opposition to Standley 100.001hr 
Trenching'S arguments (2.7). 
CS Draft reply memorandum re MSJ (5.3). 5.30 530.00 
100.00fhr 
08/30111 CS Analysis ofBeltman Construction's response 1.80 180.00 
arguments to Standley Trenching's MSJ re 100.001hr 
breach of covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing and rescission of contract (1.8). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on Al130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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08/30111 CS Analysis re general contractor's incurring atty 1.80 
fees in defense of owner's lawsuit (1.8). 100.001hr 
MMS Analysis and preparation of reply 1.30 
memorandum in support of motion for entry 125.00Ihr 
of judgment in favor of Standley Trenching 
(1.3). 
MMS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy re MSJ issues 0.30 
(.3). 125.001hr 
08/31111 CS Analysis ofBeltman Construction's response 1.50 
argument to MSJ re rescission of contract 100.00/hr 
(1.5). 
CS Prepare reply memo re rescission of contract 2.50 
and breach of covenant of good faith and fair 100.00/hr 
dealing (2.5). 
CS Prepare express warranty argument in rep ly 1.20 
memorandum re issue of reliance upon site 100.001hr 
plan for dairy (1.2). 
09/01111 CS Review and analysis of DeGroot's and 1.60 
Beltman's answers to Standley's 100.00/hr 
interrogatories concerning damages (1.6). 
CS Analysis re distinguishing DeGroot's damages 2.00 
from Beltman's damages in Standley's motion 100.00/hr 
in limine (2.0). 
CS Analysis ofBeltman's Rule 14(a) argument 1.40 
against Standley's motion in limine (1.4). 100.001hr 
.MMS Analysis re reply memorandum in support of 1.50 
Standley's motion in limine (1.5). 125.001hr 
09/02111 CS Prepare draft of Standley's reply 2.50 
memorandum re DeGroot's and Beltman's 100.00/hr 
damages (2.5). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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09/02/11 CS Prepare affidavit of Atty M. Sasser in support 1.00 100.00 
of Standley's reply memorandum for motion 100.00/hr 
in limine (1.0). 
CS Prepare draft of Standley's argument in reply 2.00 200.00 
memorandum re incidental and consequential 100.00/hr 
damages (2.0). 
CS Analysis of Beltman's case law cited in 1.00 100.00 
support of argument against Standley's motion 100.00/hr 
in limine (1.0). 
MMS Preparation of reply memorandum and 2.70 337.50 
affidavit in support of Standley Trenching'S 125.00lhr 
motion in limine (2.7). 
MMS T!confwith Atty B. McCurdy re motion for 0.30 37.50 
summary judgment issues (.3). 125.00/hr 
09/06111 MMS Analysis and preparation of reply 1.50 187.50 
memorandum in support of Lafever RoofIng's 12S.00lhr 
motion for entry of judgment (1.5). 
MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re motion for 0.20 25.00 
summary judgment issues (.2). 125.00lhr 
MMS Read and review all memorandums of law, 7.00 875.00 
affidavits and main case law re Standley's 125.00lhr 
motion for summary judgment and motion in 
limine to prepare for oral argument and court 
hearing on these motions (7.0). 
09/07111 CS Analysis and review of Beltman's amended 1.50 150.00 
third party complaint (1.5). 100.00lhr 
MMS Attend and participate in court hearing on 3.40 425.00 
Standley's motion for summary judgment and 125.00/hr 
motion in limine (3.4). 
MMS Conference w/Attys R. Lewis and B. 0.60 75.00 
McCurdy re court hearing and developments 12S.00lhr 
at hearing (.6). 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on A1l30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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09107111 MMS Prepare email to R. Mussulman re events 0.80 
relating to court hearing (.8). 125.00/hr 
MMS Analysis re indemnification and contribution 1.50 
issues relating to Beltman's claims (1.5). 125.00/hr 
09/08111 CS Analysis re indemnity cause of action and 3.00 
court's request for supplemental briefmg on 100.00lhr 
indemnity (3.0). 
MMS Analysis re Beltman's claim for 2.20 
indemnification and Idaho legal authorities 125.00/hr 
regarding this issue (2.2). 
MMS Review portions ofBeltman's legal 0.30 
memorandum re indemnification issue (.3). 12S.00/hr 
09/09111 CS Prepare Standley Trenching's supplemental 2.50 
brief on indemnity issue (2.5). 10O.OOlhr 
MMS Analysis regarding case law and legal 1.30 
authorities relating to Beltman's claim for 125.00/hr 
indemnification against Standley Trenching 
(1.3). 
MMS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy re indemnity 0.20 
issues (.2). 125.00/hr 
09112111 CS Analysis of legal authority re equitable 3.00 
indemnity for Standley Trenching 10O.00lhr 
supplemental brief (3 .0). 
09113/11 CS Analysis of legal authority re distinctions 1.60 
between contribution, subrogation and 100.00/hr 
indemnity for Standley Trenching's 
supplemental brief (1.6). 
CS Prepare Standley Trenchings' supplemental 2.70 
brief on indemnity (2.7). 100.00lhr 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AI130-Day Past Due Accounts 
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09/13/11 CS Analysis of legal authority re distinctions 2.40 240.00 
between contractual and equitable indemnity 100.001hr 
for Standley Trenching's supplemental brief 
(2.4). 
MMS Prepare notice of complete motion for 0.30 37.50 
summary judgment on behalf of Standley 125.00Ihr 
Trenching (.3). 
MMS T/confwith court reporter regarding Judge 0.20 25.00 
Culet's partial ruling on motion for summary 125.00Ihr 
judgment (.2). 
09/14/11 CS Prepare argument re indemnity for Standley 4.80 480.00 
Trenching's supplemental brief (4.8). lOO.OO/hr 
09/15/11 CS Prepare affidavit of Atty M. Sasser re 0.70 70.00 
Be1tman assignment of claims against 100.001hr 
Standley to DeGroot and DeGroot satisfaction 
of judgment to Beltman (.7). 
MMS Analysis and preparation of supplemental 1.70 212.50 
memorandum re indemnification and 12S.001hr 
contribution issues (1.7). 
MMS T/confwith Atty B. McCurdy re Judge Culet's 0.30 37.50 
partial ruling on MSJ (.3) .. 125.00Ihr 
09/16/11 CS Prepare arguments re contribution for 3.50 350.00 
Standley Trenching's supplemental brief (3.5). 10O.001hr 
MMS Analysis and preparation of supplemental 3.70 462.50 
memorandum on behalf of Standley 125.00Ihr 
Trenching regarding the indemnification and 
contribution issues (3.7). 
MMS T/confwith K. Standley regarding status of 0.30 37.50 
case and pending issues (.3). 125.00Ihr 
09/19/11 MMS Review and analysis of supplemental 1.00 125.00 
memorandum of DeGrootlBeltman re 125.00Ihr 
indemnity and contribution issues (1.0). 
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INDIV DESCRIPTION HrslRate 
MMS T/confwith Atty R. Lewis re MSJ issues and 0.30 
strategy (.3). 12S.00lhr 
MMS Review and analysis of portions of 0.90 
DeGrootlBeltman's discovery responses as 12S.00lhr 
they relate to the indemnification issues (.9). 
MMS Conference with J. Mallary and R. 0.50 
Mussulman re case status and pending 12S.00/hr 
motions (.5). 
MMS Prepare email to R. Mussulman re case status 0.20 
issues (.2). 12S.00/hr 
MMS Analysis re case documents regarding 0.60 
DeGroot's opposition to MSJ (.6). 12S~OO/hr 
es Analysis re indemnity as a tort based remedy 0.80 
(.8). 100.00lhr 
CS Analysis re basis for Standley Trenching's 0.60 
recovery against DeGroot on counterclaim 100.00/hr 
(.6). 
es Prepare memo re research issues regarding 2.40 
MSJ appeal (2.4). 100.00lhr 
es Analysis re Standley Trenching's motion for 0.80 
atty fees and costs after prevailing on MSJ 100.00lhr 
(.8). 
es Analysis re recovery of atty fees for Standley 1.50 
Trenching on commercial transaction, Ie 100.00/hr 
Section 12-120(3) (1.5). 
CS Prepare proposed order granting Standley 1.50 
Trenching's MSJ (1.5). 100.00/hr 
CS Prepare proposed judgment re Standley 0.50 
Trenching (.5). 100.00lhr 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on AIl 30-Day Past Due Accounts 
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10/25/11 CS Prepare motion for atty fees and costs (.5). 0.50 
100.001hr 
CS Prepare memorandum in support of motion 1.50 
for atty fees and costs (1.5). 100.001hr 
10/26/11 CS Review case law citations in Standley 0.80 
Trenching's supplemental memo re DeGroot's 100.001hr 
satisfaction of judgment (.8). 
10/28111 CS Analysis re DeGroot ability to set aside 2.30 
satisfaction of judgment given to Beltman 100.001hr 
(2.3). 
Total New Services: 372.50 
E:XPENSES 
DATE INDN DESCRIPTION OtylPrice 
10/31/07 CD Copy expense - 2673 @ 2,673 
$.1 O/page (in-house copying) 0.10 
11129/07 CD Copy expense - 706 @ 706 
$.10/page 0.10 
12/30107 CD Copy expense - 8 @ $.1 O/page 8 
0.10 
01/29/08 CD Copy expense - 239 copies 239 
@$.10/pg 0.10 
02/29/08 JD Copy expense - 24 copies @ 24 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
03/30/08 JD Copy expense - 76 copies @ 76 
$.10/pg 0.10 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 

















SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
Continental Western Group Page 
1 1201 Douglas Drive 
Urbandale, IA 50322 Billing Date: 
Attn: Joseph G. Burkle Account No.: 
DATE INDIV DESCRIPTION OtylPrice 
07/21108 JD Canyon County Clerk - Copy of 1 
File 18.00 
07/30/08 JD Copy expense - 14 copies @ 14 
$.10/pg 0.10 
08/30/08 JD Copy expense - 6 copies @ 6 
$.10/pg 0.10 
02/28/10 JD Copy expense - 34 copies @ 34 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
03/31/10 FD Copy expense - 59 copies @ 59 
$.10/pg 0.10 
04/30/10 FD Copy expense - 11 copies @ 11 
$.10/pg 0.10 
05/31/10 FD Copy expense - 16 copies @ 16 
$.10/pg 0.10 
08/31110 FD Copy expense - 10 copies @ 10 
$.10/pg 0.10 
09/30/10 JD Copy expense - 13 copies @ 13 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
10/31/10 JD Copy expense - 2 copies @ 2 
$.10/pg 0.10 
01/25111 JD Elam & Burke - Mediation 1 
Services 887.50 
01/31/11 JD Copy expense - 153 copies @ 153 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
02/28111 JD Copy expense - 153 copies @ 153 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
03/31111 JD Copy expense - 11 copies @ 11 
$.10/pg 0.10 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All30-Day Past-Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 






















SASSER & INGLIS, P.e. 
Continental Western Group Page 
lI201 Douglas Drive 
Urbandale, IA 50322 Billing Date: 
Attn: Joseph G. Burkle Account No.: 
DATE lNDIV DESCRIPTION OtvlPrice 
04/30111 JD Copy expense - 21 copies @ 21 
$.10/pg 0.10 
05/31111 JD Copy expense - 418 copies @ 418 
$.10/pg 0.10 
06/30/11 JD Copy expense - 443 copies @ 443 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
08/31/11 JD Copy expense - 72 copies @ 72 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
09/30111 JD Copy expense - 380 copies @ 380 
$.10/pg 0.10 
10/31111 JD. Copy expense - 12 copies @ 12 
$.lO/pg 0.10 
Total New Expenses: 
Total New Services: 372.50 
Finance Charges of 1.5% Will Be Charged on All30-Day Past Due Accounts 
Please Refer to the Account Number When Making Payments 
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1902 W. Judith Lane, Suite 100 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
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Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant, 
Standley Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
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STANDLEY & CO.; J. HOULE & FILS, INC., 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba 
BELTMAN WELDING AND 




ST ANbLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 



















Third-Party Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant/Third-Party Defendant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. (hereinafter "Standley"), by and through undersigned 
counsel, and submits this memorandum of law in support of its motion for costs and attorney 
fees in this consolidated litigation. 
BACKGROUND 
The above-captioned litigation commenced on September 12, 2001, upon Charles 
DeGroot's and DeGroot Farms, LLC's (hereinafter "Plaintiffs") filing of a lawsuit against 
Standley. In this first lawsuit, DeGroot sued Standley directly upon various claims and causes of 
action including, but not limited, to breach of contract. Plaintiffs' attempt to recover from 
Standley ended when the Court granted Standley's motion for summary judgment filed in Case 
Number CV 01-7777. Standley prevailed on its motion for summary judgment due to the lack of 
a contract and privity of contract between Plaintiffs and Standley. Thereafter, former counsel for 
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Standley, Michael E. Kelly, filed a Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees on April IS, 2005, 
supported by Affidavits and a Memorandum of Law, filed and lodged on April 19, 2005. The 
the hearing of Standley's initial request for costs and attorney fees was delayed pursuant to the 
filing of the Court's Memorandum Decision Reserving Issue of Attorney Fees and Costs Until 
Final Resolution of the Case, in Case Number CV 01-7777, i.e., DeGroot v. Standley. In its 
Memorandum Decision, the Court noted that, "[A]lthough the Court has previously determined 
that Standley is the prevailing party regarding the claims in case number CV 2001-7777, in light 
of the consolidation of these two cases, along with the addition of the general contractor as a 
party and additional third party claims by the contractor against Standley, it appears that such a 
determination of who is the prevailing party is premature." Memorandum Decision, p. 3. 
Thereafter, Plaintiffs sued Beltman Construction, Inc., dba, Beltman Welding and 
Construction (hereinafter Beltman), on March 4, 2005, and Beltman in turn sued Standley on a 
Third Party Complaint filed March 22,2005. In April 2006, Beltman stipulated with Plaintiffs to 
entry of judgment against it. As part of the stipulated judgment, Beltman assigned its rights 
under its Third-Party Complaint to Plaintiffs, who then pursued the third party litigation against 
Standley. 
The claims and causes of action that remained in the third party litigation by 
Plaintiffs against Standley were for breach of contract, breach of the implied UCC warranties, 
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and rescission. Standley again 
moved for slll11rt1ary judgment on these remaining claims. Oral argument was heard on 
September 7, 2011. The Court announced its decision to grant Standley'S Motion for Summary 
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Judgment during a telephonic status conference held on October 21,2011. Thereafter, Judgment 
in favor Standley and against the Plaintiffs was entered on November 8, 2011. 
Standley, as a prevailing party in both consolidated cases CV 01-7777 and CV 05-
2277, seeks its attorney fees and costs incurred in the defense of this matter. 
A. Standley Is Entitled to Its Attorney Fees In Both Cases. 
1. DeGroot v. Standley et. al., Case Number CV 01-7777. 
As referred to above, Standley, through its former counsel, has previously 
submitted its Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, supported by Affidavits and an 
accompanying MemorandUm of Law. The fact of the most recent granting of summary 
judgment to Standley, coupled with entry of Judgment for Standley and against Plaintiffs, 
satisfies the Court's concern at the time of the issuance of its Memorandum Decision Reserving 
Issue of Attorney Fees and Costs Until Final Resolution of the Case. The consolidated case is 
now at final resolution. Standley is the prevailing party in both Case Number CV 01-7777 and 
Case Number CV 05-2277. 
In Standley's initial filings with the Court seeking award of its fees and costs in 
CV 01-7777, Standley argued that it was the prevailing party in a commercial transaction, 
entitling it to recovery of costs as a matter of right pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(I)(C). Standley 
also argued that as a prevailing party it should recover its attorney fees under I.C. §12-120(3) and 
under I.C. §12-121. 
Standley's argument, founded upon I.C. §12-120(3), is simply that as a prevailing 
party in an action involving a commercial transaction, recovery of attorney fees are mandatory. 
Merrill v. Gibson, 139 Idaho 840, 845,87 P.3d 949,954 (2004). Standley correctly cited Idaho 
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case law for the proposition that the commercial transaction referenced by I.C. § 12-120(3) must 
constitute the gravamen of the lawsuit and be integral to the claim and constitute a basis on 
which the party is attempting to recover. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Standley's 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 4. Standley noted that the, "facts underlying this 
case relate to the coilstruction of a commercial dairy operation designed to handle over 2,500 
head of milking cows and falls within the scope of a commercial transaction under 
I.e. § 12-120(3)." ld., at p. 4. Standley then cited to Idaho case law holding that a party who 
successfully defends against the enforcement of a contract, in litigation in which the gravamen of 
the lawsuit is a commercial transaction, is entitled"to recovery of its attorney fees, even though 
no contract exists or is unenforceable. ld., at p. 4. 
At the time of filing its initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, Standley 
argued that even without a contract, in a commercial transaction, it was still entitled to an award 
of its attorney fees. ld., at p. 4-5. Since the filing of its initial Memorandum of Costs and 
Attorney Fees, the Idaho Supreme Court has conclusively ruled that a contract is not necessary 
for a prevailing party in a commercial transaction to be awarded its attorney fees under 
I.e. § 12-120(3). Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, 143 Idaho 723, 728, 152 P.3d 594,599 (2007). 
In fact, the Idaho Supreme Court held: 
From time to time the Court has denied fees under I.C. § 12-120(3) on 
the commercial transaction ground either because the claim sounded 
in tort or because no contract was involved. The commercial 
transaction ground in I.e. § 12-120(3) neither prohibits a fee award for 
a commercial transaction that involves tortious conduct (see Lettunich 
v. Key Bank Nat 'I Ass'n, 141 Idaho 362, 369, 109 P.3d 1104, 1111 
(2005), nor does it require that there be a contract. Any previous 
holdings to the contrary are overruled. 
Blimka, at p. 728-729; 599-600, (emphasis added). 
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Therefore, because Standley is the prevailing party in a lawsuit in which a 
commercial transaction constituted the gravamen of the litigation, the commercial transaction is 
integral to Plaintiffs' claims and constituted the basis upon which Plaintiffs attempted to recover 
against Standley, Standley is entitled to an award of its attorney fees. 
2. Beltman v. Standley, Case Number CV 05-2277. 
Standley is also the prevailing party in litigation involving a commercial 
transaction in this second case and is entitled to an award of its attorney fees pursuant to 
I.C. § 12-120(3). Under the I.C. §12-120(3) analysis, this second case is distinguishable from 
the first case in that Beltman did have a contractual relationship with Standley. Further, the 
commercial transaction that is the gravamen of Beltman's third party action arises from 
Standley's work as a sub-contractor for Beltman installing the manure handling system at the 
DeGroot dairy. The commercial transaction is integral to the claims stated in Beltman's Third-
Party Complaint and constitute the basis upon which Beltman attempted to recover against 
Standley. As such, Standley is entitled to recover its attorney fees as the prevailing party in a 
commercial transaction pursuant to I.C. §12-120(3). Brower v. E.I DuPont De Nemours and 
Co., 117 Idaho 780, 784, 792 P.2d 345,349 (1990). 
DeGroot is the party who actually pursued Standley in this second case, after 
Beltman stipulated to entry of a judgment against it in favor of DeGroot and gave DeGroot an 
assignment of Beltman's claims and causes of action stated in its Third-Party Complaint against 
Standley. The fact of the assignment by Beltman of its claims and causes of action stated in its 
Third-Party Complaint to DeGroot does not affect the analysis under I.C. § 12-120(3) as to an 
award of Standley's attorney fees. Thus, the pertinent elements of I.C. § 12-120(3) are still met 
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by Standley, i.e., Standley is the prevailing party in a commercial transaction. The commercial 
transaction forms the gravamen of the third party litigation. The commercial transaction is 
integral to the claims stated in the Third-Party Complaint and constitutes the basis upon which 
the party attempted to recover. Brower v. E.L DuPont De Nemours and Co., 117 Idaho, 780, 
784, 792 P.2d 345,349 (1990). 
Thus, based upon LC. § 12-120(3), Standley, as the prevailing party in litigation 
based upon a commercial transaction, is entitled to an award of its attorney fees. 
3. Standley should also recover its attorney fees pursuant to 
I.e. § 12-121. 
Standley's fornier attorney argued that attorney fees in Case Number CV 01-7777 
were also recoverable by Standley under Le. § 12-121 because DeGroot brought and pursued 
that litigation frivolously, unreasonably and without foundation, due to the fact that no contract 
nor privity of contract existed between DeGroot and Standley. Memorandum in Support of 
Defendant Standley's Memorandum for Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 5. Standley's former 
attorney further noted that, "once it is determined that an action has no legal merit against a 
named defendant it should be dismissed as to that defendant and continuing to proceed as to that 
defendant without a proper legal or factual basis by definition, renders the action frivolous. Id., 
at p. 5; citing, Ortiz v. Reamy, 115 Idaho 1099, 1101, 772 P.2d 737, 739 (Ct. App. 1989) and 
Landvik by Landvik v. Herbert, 130 Idaho 54, 62, 936 P.2d 697, 705 (Ct. App. 1997). These 
arguments provide a proper foundation upon which to award Standley its attorney fees in Case 
Number CV 01-7777. 
The above-referenced legal principals also provide a sufficient basis for Standley 
to recover its attorney fees under LC. § 12-121 in Case Number CV 05-2277. Standley 
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converted its motion for partial summary judgment to a full motion for summary judgment after 
receipt and review of DeGroot's response memorandum dated August 30,2011. m its response 
memorandum, DeGroot admitted that Beltman possessed independent damage claims, separate 
and distinct from DeGroot's damage claims against Standley. Therefore, DeGroot's acquisition 
ofBeItman's third party complaint, by assignment, did nothing more than attempt to hand back 
to DeGroot its original damage claims which had previously been dismissed through entry of 
summary judgment in the first case. Thus, there is a proper basis pursuant to I.C. § 12-121 to 
award Standley its attorney fees incurred in Case Number CV 05-2277. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the above, Standley respectfully requests that the Court award its 
mandatory costs incurred in Case Number CV 01-7777, its discretionary costs incurred in Case 
Number CV 05-2277, and its attorney fees incurred in both cases consolidated herein for the 
reason that, pursuant to I.C. 12-§ 120(3), Standley is the prevailing party in a commercial 
transaction. Further, that Standley be awarded its attorney fees in the consolidated litigation 
pursuant to I.e. § 12-121, for the reason that DeGroot brought and pursued both cases 
frivolously, unreasonably, and without foundation against Standley. 
DATED this 22nd day of November, 2011. 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.C. 
BYLlh~)~ 
M. MiCl1aeSas;eiJ)ftileFifll; 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, me., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of November, 2011, I caused to be 
served, by the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hafibyll 
5680 E, Franklin RQad, Suite 130 
Nampa, IdahO 83687 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants 
Charles DeGroot and DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A. McCurdy 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 1100 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendants/Third-Party 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc. 
Robert D. Lewis 
Cantrill Skinner Sullivan & King, LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
Honorable Gregory M. Culet 
District' Judge 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Alexa Medema 
Law Clerk to Hon. Gregory Culet 
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LED \ \ ro I A.M. ___ P.M. 
Robert D. Lewis, ISB No. 2713 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
PO Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
i 
NOV 2 9 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for CounterclaimantlRespondent Standley Trenching, Inc., 
d/b!a Standley & Co. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b!a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & 
FILS, INC., a Canadian corporation, 
DefendantslRespondents, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b!a 
STANDLEY & CO. 
Counterclaimantl 
Respondent. 




TRENCHING, INC.'S REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT 
AND RECORD 
RESPONDENT/COUNTERCLAIMANT STANDLEY TRENCIDNG, INC.'S 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
d/b/a BELTMAN WELDING AND 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation, 
and J. HOULE & FILS, INC. 
Third-Party Defendants. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APELLANTS AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF 
RECORD, KEVIN E. DINIUS, AND THE REPORTER AND CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the RespondentiCounterclaimant in 
the above-entitled proceeding hereby requests pursuant to Rule 19, LA.R., the inclusion 
of the following material in the reporter's transcript and the Clerk's Record in addition to 
that required to be included by the I.A.R. and the Notice of Appeal. Any additional 
transcript is to be provided in hard copy: 
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1. Reporter's transcript: 
a. The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in 
Rule 25(a), LA.R. for the hearing held on March 1, 2005; 
and 
b. The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in 
Rule 25(a), I.A.R. for the hearing held on May 31,2005. 
2. Clerk's Record: 
a. Affidavit of Robert D. Lewis, with exhibits, dated 
January 31, 2005; 
b. Affidavit of Kurt Standley, with exhibits, dated January 31, 
2005; 
c. Motion for Summary Judgment on Counterclaim, dated 
January 31, 2005, filed by Counterclaimant; 
d. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment on Counterclaim, filed January 31,2005; 
e. Order Confirming Summary Judgment, dated March 28, 
2005; and 
f. Memorandum Decision Reserving Issue of Attorney Fees 
and Costs Until Final Resolution of Case, dated August 18, 
2005. 
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3. I certify that a copy of this request was served upon the reporter 
and clerk of the District Court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this 29th day of November, 2011. 
CANTRILL SKINNER SULLIVAN & KING, LLP 
Robert D. Lewls - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for RespondentiCounterclaimant 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & 
Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of November, 2011, I served a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, 
upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd. - Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Attorneys for Plaintifft DeGroot & 
DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A. McCurdy 
MCCURDY LAW OFFICES 
702 West Idaho Street - Suite 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Defendant J. Houle & Fils, 
Inc. 
M. Michael Sasser 
SASSER & INGLIS 
1902 W. Judith Lane - Suite 100 
PO Box 5880 
Boise, ID 83705 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant 
Standley 
Michael Kelly 
LOPEZ & KELLY PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street - Suite 100 
PO Box 856 
Boise,ID 83701-0856 
[] Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
[] Hand Delivery 
[Xl u.s. Mail 
[] Facsimile: (208) 947-5910 
[] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[] Facsimile: (208) 344-8479 
[] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[] Facsimile: (208) 342-4344 
[] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
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Court Reporter for the 
Honorable Gregory M. Culet 
CANYON COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
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[] Facsimile: (208) 454-7442 
[] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.8. Mail 
~/g~ 
Robert D. Lewis 
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1. Reporter's transcript: 
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2. Clerk's Rocord: 
(t. Odcmlilllt Standley Trenching, Inc,' s Motion for Summnry 
Judgment. dilted Junuary 31,2005. 
h. Dcfcndnllt Standley Trcnching, Inc.'s Memorandum ill Support of 
:Motlon for SlImmary JL1demcnt, dated January 31,2005, 
c. AJlldi.l.vit of Michael E. Kelly in Support of Defendant Standley 
Trcnching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, with Exhibits, 
d~lt~d Jnnuary 31, 200S, 
d. Dcfcmlant Stnndlcy Trenching, Inc.'s Reply Memorundum on 
MOlion Jl))' S\1Il1l11ary Judgmellt, dated February 22,2005, 
c. Order Cinm!ing Defendnnt's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed 
March 22) 200S. 
f. Satislacllon of.Judgmcnt in Case No. CV 05-2277, dated 
Soptc.mher 11,2006, I.Hld mod on September 12,2006. 
g. Third·Pilrly D!J.rcndant Standley's Response to Plaintiff's Motion 
to Reconsider Order Grunting Defendant's (Standley) Mol.ion for 
Summary Juugment nntcrcd On Mnrch 13,2005 and Request for 
Rule 11 Sanctions, (hltcd May 2,2007. 
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h. Stnndlcy Trenching, Tnc.'s Memorandum in Opposition to 
PluinJlf[s' Moti()J1(o Rocomdder March IS! 2005, Order! dntc~d 
March 2S t 2010. 
P. 04 
i. ThinH)arty Defendant Standley's Motion for SUn1l1ltlry Judgment, 
dnt~~d f1chnrary 20, 2007, 
j. ThircHlal"ty D~lrt;)ndant Standley's Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for SU!11nlary Judgment, dated febnl;!ry 20,2007. 
k. Arlld*lvit ofCounscl in Support ofThinJ·Party Defendant 
Standley's Motion for Summury Judgment, with Exhibits~ dated 
Februmy 20,2007. 
I. Thirq~Pllrly Dcfcnd:.m1 Standley's Reply Memorandum in Support 
of Motion {(.w StmmUl.ry Judgment, dated March 14.2007. 
11'1. Af11dtwit OfCOlll1Scl in Support of Third-Party Defendant 
Stlmd!cis R(.\ply Mcmorlll1dl.l11l in SUppOlt oeMotion for 
Summary Judgment. with Exhibits, dated Marcl1 14,2007, 
11. SuppkmCI11i.l\ Bricfin Support of Thjrd·Party Defendant 
Stfll1dlcy's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated March 3(), 2007, 
Cl. Ant{hwit of Counsel jn SUppOJt ofSupplcmcnlaJ Bricfin flupport 
of'l'hir(H}llrlyDcf~ndant Standley's Motion for Summal'Y 
Judgment, with Exhibits, dated March 30,2007. 
p. Stlpplom~ntal Reply in Support ofThird·Party Derendant 
SUmdlcy's Motion f~')r SUll1mary Judgment, dated AprilS, 2007. 
q. Shlndlcy Trenching; Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion in 
Uminc, dated May 26, 201 I. 
r. Standley Trenching, Inc:s Mcmonmdum in Slipport of Motion for 
P~lrLi111 Summary Judgment, dated May 26,2011. 
S. All Exhibits to Amd~vit Qf M. Michael Sasser in Support of 
Stancill.,)' Trenching) Tnc. is Motion for Partial Summary Judf,TJ)1cnt, 
dated Mity 2G, 2011. (Amdavit requested by PJaintiffs/Appc:llants 
at Number 6.26 in Notice of Appeal.) 
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I. All Exhibits to AftldavJt orM. Michael Sasser In Support of 
St,mdky Trenching, Jnc.'s Supplemental Memorandum Regarding 
Its Motion lor Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine 
(indemnification lSSlJc), (Affiduvit requested by 
Plaintiffs/Appellants at Nllmbet· 6.35 in Notice of Appeal.) 
u. JudgmC'nl l dntcd November 8, 2011. 
3. I cerfi ly 111M It copy of this Request for Additional Transcript lmd Record has 
been sCT'V("d on t;nch cOllrt n~portcr Mwbo III i.llrrmscrlpt is requested as named below at thG addresses 
set out. bdmv ,mel that the estimated lHlmber of additional pages being requested is 1 00 ~ 200; 
N.rmo and lilldrcss: Laura Wltiling, Court Repolter for the lIonomblc GtegOIY 
1\-1. Clilet, O.lllyon COllllty Courthouse, ll15 Albany Street, Caldwell, ldaho 
83605. 
l I1lrthc\!' certify that this n:.quest for additional record has been served upon the clerk 
of tho dif>trlc.t court and upon ~111 pnrtlcli required to he servod pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this 30th day of November, 2011. 
SASSER & JNGLIS, p.e. 
UYl(~~r-__ 
M. M~acl Sasser, Ofthc\l?jrm ~ 
Attorneys for Defendant/Respondont 
St{Uldlcy Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
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C(i~rtu'rCATE PI? SERVICE 
P. 06 
11 lHRBBV CERTIFY !hat on Lhe 301h dnyofNovcmbcr. 2011, r cUl..!sed to be served, 
by Ill\: nwthocl(a) imiicaltd, a 1ruc and correct copy ortho foregoing upon: 
Kevin E. Dinills 
Miehael J. Hanby H 
56HO n. flnlflklin Roan, SHite 130 
Nalnpa, Idaho 83687 
A !.1m 1/1.;'), f(lr l){ninlliT::;/ J\ppdl\\HLS 
ChHrl,;,,; lkClrooi and DI'Ol'()o1 Fanns, U.C 
WiIllMll A, tvkCurdy 
71)? W. Idaho, 8ftJ. 1100 
Ilni1iCl, I~blw 83702, 
Allot !lC-YS [(It Ol)icudaotIl/Re!o>'Pollci('Ili 
.1. Hm!l{> &. f1il~, Inc, 
RotK'lt n. Lewis 
ennll ill Sld\1fll'l' t-':Hllivan & King, LLll 
144:, Tyrdl !.a!1e 
1-'.0. Box 359 
noi:;~r, Idaho 8370 I 
t\t1onICYS {()f ('(llllltcn~luinl\llltJRe~p()ndc;nt 
Ht;mdlcy Tri.'nching, [(lc.) elba Stalldley & Co. 
[hmonl,bk Gregory M, Gold 
Pis/rid Judge 
!l15 Al!lllny H1r~~1 
C(lldw~']I, Idl~h() 83605 
Al .. ;),:() MC'liI¢r't'Ol 
Lrw Vkl'k to Hon. Gregory Culct 
Lmm Whiting 
Court I{f:por~tr for the 
r [mll)j'ilbk Gn;gory M. Clllet 
1115 Albuny Stred 
Cnldwdl, Idaho 83(105 
Hand Delivery 
United States Mail 
Express Mail 
._L. Fnx Trtmstnission - 47.5-0101 
Hand [)elivcl'Y 
United S1<)tes Mail 
Express Mail 
~.L Fax Tnmsmissi()J1 - 947-5910 
Hand Delivery 
United Stales Mail 
Hxprcss Mail 
_x _ FaK Tr(lt1smission'- 345-7212 
lland Dcliwry 
United States Mllil 
Express Mnil 
J ... ~ FilX Transmission - 455~6048 
Haud Delivery 
United States Milil 
Express Mail 
_~x_.,~ Fax Transrnission-454-7442 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniustaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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___ A.M. ~& 





CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & FILS, 
INC., a Canadian corporation; 
Defendants, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., 
Counterclairnant. 
CASE NO. CV 2001·7777 
OBJECTION TO STANDLEY 
TRENCHING, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
COME NOW, Plaintiffs CHARLES DeGROOT and DeGROOT F ARMS~ LLC 
(hereinafter, "DeGroot"), by and through their counsel of record, the law finn of Dinius & 
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Associates) PLLC and hereby object to Defendant/Third Party DefendantiCounterclaimant 
Standley Trenching, Inc.'s (hereinafter, "Standley") Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees. 
A. Standard of Review 
In Idaho, we adhere to the "American Rule" which requires that the parties bear their own 
fees absent statutory authorization or a contractual right. Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. 
Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 979 P.2d 627 (1999) (citing Idaho Dept. of Law 
Enforcementv. Klu5s, 125 Idaho 682, 684, 873 P.2d 1336, 1338 (1994)). 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure entitle the prevailing party in a civil action to receive 
costs and attorney fees when those fees are provided for by statute or contract. Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(A); Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l). Determination of the 
prevailing party for pW'poses of awarding costs and attorney fees is within the sound cliscretion 
of the trial court. Decker v. Homeguard Sys., 105 Idaho 158, 161,666 P.2d 1169, 1172 (Ct. App. 
1983); Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure S4(d)(1)(B). 
However, in making its determination the triaJ court must consider the result of the action 
in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties, whether there were multiple claims or 
issues, and the extent to which each party prevailed upon each issue or claim. Chadderdon v. 
King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983)i Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
54( d)(1 )(B). 
B. Given the Court's finding of no contractual privity, I.e. 12-120(3) is inapplicable 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 
In any civil action to recover on an open account ... and in any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be 
allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
The term, "commercial transaction" is deftned to mean all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes. 
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Idaho courts use a two part test to determine whether attorney fees are proper tmder this 
I 
section: (1) there must be a commercial transaction that is integral to the claim; and (2) the 
commercial transaction must be the basis upon which recovery is sought. Brooks v. Gigray 
Ranches, 128 Idaho 72, 78, 910 P.2d 744, 750 (1996). Indeed, "It has long been held that '[t]he 
critical test is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit; the 
commercial transaction must be integral to the claim and constitute a basis on which the party is 
attempting to recover.'" Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp. 136 Idaho 
466,471, 36 P.3d 218,223 (2001), citing Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates, 133 Idaho 
at 426,987 P.2d at 1041 (1999). 
In determining the amount of attorney fees, the court is vested with discretion. De Wills 
Interiors, Inc. v. Dines, 106 Idaho 288, 678 P .2d 80 (1984). When considering the amount of 
attorney fees to be awarded under Idaho Code § 12-120, the court must consider the factors set 
forth in IRC.P. 54(e)(3). Spidell v. Jenkins, 111 Idaho 857, 727 P.2d 1285 (Ct. App. 1986). The 
Rule 54(e)(3) factors include: 
(1) the time and labor required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the questions; (3) 
the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law; (4) the prevailing charges for 
like work; (5) whether the fee is fixed or contingent; (6) the time limitations 
imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case; (7) the amount involved 
and the results obtained; (8) the undesirability of the case; (9) the nature and 
length of the professional relationship with the client; (10) awards in similar 
cases; and (11) the reasonable cost of automated legal research, if the court finds 
it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. 
The court may also consider any other factor it deems appropriate in the particular case. I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3)(L). 
Given the Court's finding that there is no contractual privity between DeGroot and 
Standley, it is patently unfair to assess fees against DeGroot based on a finding of a commercial 
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transaction. Therefore, Standley's argument that it is entitled to fees under Idaho Code § 12-
120(3) should be denied. 
C. Idaho Code 12·121 is inapplicable to this case 
Idaho Code § 12-121 is not applicable to this case. To be awarded fees under this section, 
the Court generally must determine that the action was brought or defended frivolously. See 
Thieme v. Worst, 113 Idaho 455, 745 P.2d 1076 (Ct. App. 1987). 
Here, as noted by the Court on several occasions, this case turned on the finding that 
DeGroot was not the intended beneficiary under the contract in question. DeGroot's position on 
this issue, while not adopted by the Court, is far from frivolous. In requesting a permissive 
appeal of that issue~ it was also recognized by the Court that "this construction litigation involves 
a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial rounds for difference of opinion, 
including whether privity is necessary between an owner and subcontractor, or equipment 
manufacturer." Order Approving Rule 12 Appeal by Permission. The Court also stated "the 
question whether the lack of contractual privity bars the tort claims alleged by Plaintiffs is a 
controlling question of law with respect to which there are substantial grounds for difference of 
opinion. II ld. As such, any argument that Plaintiff's claims were in any way frivolous must be 
disregarded. 
D. The amount of fees claimed is unreasonable and excessive 
What constitutes a "reasonable" fee is a discretionary determination for the trial court, to 
be guided by the criteria ofLR.C.P. 54(e)(3). Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 872, 876, 811 P.2d 48, 
52 (Ct. App. 1991). The criteria include the time and labor required and any other factor which 
the court deems appropriate in the particular case. TIle court need not "blindly accept the figure 
advanced by [an} attorney." See Craft Wall of Idaho, Inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 706, 
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701 P.2d 324,326 (Ct. App., 1985). Thus, an attorney cannot spend his or her time extravagantly 
and expect to be compensated by the party who has sanctions imposed. Id. 
Although there were admittedly multiple issues involved in this case) it cannot be said 
that the issues involved - breach of contract, breach of warranties and consumer protection act 
violations - were particularly novel or complex. Similarly, Standley has not shown that this was 
a particularly undesirable case, thereby justifying the exorbitant amount of attorney fees sought. 
Even more compelling to the argument against an award of attorney fees, however, is the 
complete lack of evidence as to who was performing the legal work for Standley and to the 
corresponding experience and hourly rates of the attorneys. For example, in conjunction with its 
memorandum of costs and attorney fees) Standley submitted affidavits of Mike Kelly! Robert 
Lewis and Kevin Trainor. Attached to each of the affidavits were billing logs for each law finn. 
Significantly, however, affidavits and billing logs submitted by Mr. Kelly and Mr. Trainor in no 
way identify which attorneys and paralegals from their firms were working on this case or the 
experience of those attorneys and paralegals. Indeed, Mr. Kelly'S affidavit merely identifies the 
hourly rates of partners and associates. Without this information, it is simply impossible to 
determine whether the attorney fees requested are reasonable. 
In addition, none of the affidavits identify the hourly rates for paralegals, nor do they 
identify that paralegal fees are requested. Yet, a review of the billing logs reveals that as many as 
three (3) paralegals may have worked on this case tbr Stephan, Kvanvig Stone & Trainor at a 
cost of $807.00. Similarly, a review of the billing logs submitted by Howard Lopez & Kelly 
reveals that someone ~ most likely a paralegal- spent 66.8 hours indexing documents received 
from DeGroot in discovery. At $70.00 per hour, this amounts to an overwhelming $4.676.00. 
This is simply unreasonable. 
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Also unreasonable is the inclusion of $851.53 in overhead costs in Mr. Trainor's billing 
log. ~he hilling log shows that this was the amount expended on such items as postage) copies 
I 
and }axes - including faxes 4Ireceived." Such costs are not properly included in an itemization of 
attoley fees and, in any event, are simply costs of doing business that should not be borne by 
I 
DeGroot. 
With respect to the fees incurred by Sasser & Inglis, P .C., a large portion of the time 
spent was purportedly in connection with Standley's decision to obtain substitute cOWlsel. Great 
amOWlts of time were spent "getting up to speed" on the facts of the case, transferring the file, 
and dealing with substitute counsel issues. See Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support o/Standley 
Trenching, llflc. Js Memorandum o/Costs and Attorney Fees. In fact, it appears that every entry of 
time from 08/07/07 through at least 2114/08 consists of Mr. Sasser getting up to speed. [d. 
Defendants cannot "double dip" and claim attorney fees and costs based on getting its new 
counsel up to speed. It would be patently unfair to allow Defendants to charge DeGroot twice for 
the same work. 
Standley seeks in excess of $200,000 for its fees and costs in this matter. The issues 
involved were not, at any stage of the litigation~ particularly novel or complex. As such, it cannot 
be said that any specific expertise was required to litigate the claims or counterclaim. Likewise, 
Standley has not shown that this type of case is particularly undesirable or that there were 
particular pressures involved in litigating the claim or counterclaim. Excessive amounts of 
paralegal time and time spent "getting up to speed" were expended in this case. In light of these 
factors, Standley's request is excessive and the Court should exercise its discretion in reducing, 
or eliminating altogether, the amount of attorney fees. 
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E. Plaintiff's have fnUed to show that the claimed discretionary costs are "exceptional" 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(D) governs an award of discretionary costs 
awardable to a prevailing party. That Rule states: 
Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that 
listed in subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were 
necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of 
justice be assessed against the adverse party. The trial court. in ruling upon 
objections to such discretionary costs contained in the memorandum of costs, 
shall make express findings as to why such specific item of discretionary cost 
should or should not be allowed. In the absence of any objection to such an item 
of discretionary costs, the court may disallow on its own motion any such items of 
discretionary costs and shall make express findings supporting such disallowance. 
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the district court's decision denying 
discretionary costs to defendant will be upheld where the district court's order clearly illustrated 
that it was aware that it had the discretion to award or deny the discretionary costs, and the court 
made express fmdings for each of the requested discretionary costs submitted by defendant and 
ultimately concluded that none of the requested costs was "exceptional." Nampa & Meridian 
Irrigation Dist. V. Washing Fed Sav., 13S Idaho 518,20 P.3d 702 (2001). A district court will 
also be deemed to be acting within the bounds of its discretion even though it may not evaluate 
the costs item by item, if the district court makes express findings as required by subdivision 
(d)(l)(D) with regard to tile general character of the requested costs. Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. 
Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idallo 466,36 PJd 218 (2001). 
In this case, none of the discretionary costs claimed by Standley can reasonably be 
classified as "exceptional." For example, Standley claims photocopy expenses of $573.40 and 
mediation cost of $887.50. Neither of these costs is in any way exceptional. 
Additionally, it would be contrary to the expressly stated public poliCy of favoring 
settlement to allow a prevailing party the ability to claim mediation expenses as a cost. Parties 
would be much less willing to participate in mediation if it was understood that they could be 
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responsible for the entire cost of the mediation if their case fails to settle. For that reason alone! 
this Court should deny Defendant!s claimed costs for mediation. 
It must also be recognized that participating in mediation is standard in almost all cases. 
Quite often! the Court will order the parties to mediate. With that in mind, it is impossible for the 
Defendant to demonstrate that the mediation charges in this case were in any way "exceptional" 
as required by the Rule. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court deny Standley's 
request for fees and costs in its entirety. Altematively, the Court should exercise its discretion to 
reduce the amount of attorney fees sought. 
DATED this 1 st day of December, 2011. 
DINIUS LAW 
BY::-::-:--A~::=::::=~~_ 
Ke n E. Dinius 
chael J. Hanby II 
ttomeys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of December, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following: 
M. Michael Sasser D US Mail 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC 0 Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 5880 D Hand Deli very 
Boise, ID 83705 [8J Facsimile - No. 344-8479 
William A. McCurdy D US Mail 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 0 I-land Delivery 
r2J Facsimile - No. 947-5910 
Robert D. Lewis 0 US Mail 
CANTRILL, SULLIVAN & KING 0 Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 359 0 Hand Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0359 [8J Facsimile· No. 345 .. 7212 
forD 
cmIT:\ClientKIDIDeOtoot Dalty, LLC\Slandley & CO.uI9213\Nofl-Dlseovety\Objectiofl to Standley Fee$.docx 
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From:CANTRILL SKINNER 2083457212 
Robert D. Lewis, ISB No. 2713 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
PO Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
12/0 1 15:57 #315 P.001/004 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley Trenching, Inc., 
d/b/a Standley & Co. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIrE COUNTY OF CANYON 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & 
FILS, INC., a Canadian corporation, 
Defendants, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO. 
Counterclaimant. 
./ 
Case Nos. CV 01-7777 
CV 05-2277 
COUNTERCLAIMANT 
STANDLEY TRENCIDNG, INC. 'S 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM 
SUPPORTING AN AWARD OF 
FEES 
COUNTERCLAIMANT STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC.'S 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
d/b/a BELTMAN WELDING AND 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Md J. HOULE & FILS, INC. 
Third-Party DefendMts. 
121 11 15:57 #315 P.002/004 
COMES NOW CounterclaimMt, Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley 
& Co., ("Standley"), by and through its attorneys of record, CANTRILL, SKlNNER, 
SULLIVAN & KING, LLP, and hereby presents this MemorMdum to the Court in support 
of its claim for attorneys' fees on the Counterclaim. 
Plaintiff has filed an objection to Standley's Request for Attorneys' Fees 
and Costs. That objection appears to focus on the Defendant Standley's Request. There 
should be no impediment to an award to Counterclaimant Standley. 
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At the hearing on July 22, 2005, the Court ruled from the bench that: 
(1) this Counterclaim is based upon a commercial transaction; and (2) there is a statute 
that governs attorneys' fees applying to this matter, Idaho Code Section 12-120. This 
was an action on "open account." The Court also ruled that: (3) Counterclaimant 
Standley was a prevailing party. Summary Judgment has been issued to Standley both on 
the Counterclaim and against all claims made by Plaintiff DeGroot. 
CONCLUSION 
This Court has ruled that Standley prevails on all of Standley's claims 
against DeGroot and all of DeGroot's claims against Standley. 
Counterclaimant Standley respectfully requests this Court to award its 
attorneys' fees. This action is final. The claim for attorneys' fees includes not only those 
fees sought in the Initial Memorandum, but also those fees sought through the 
Counterclaimant's Second Memorandum for Attorneys' Fees. ---
DATED this ~ day of December, 2011. 
CAN1RILL SKINNER SULLIVAN & KING, LLP 
Ro ert D. Lewis - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the S day of December, 2011, I served a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, 
upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd. - Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Attorneys for Plaintifft DeGroot & 
DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A. McCurdy 
MCCURDY LA W OFF1CES 
702 West Idaho Street - Suite 1100 
Boise,ID 83702 
Attorney for Defendant J. Houle & Fils, 
Inc. 
M. Michael Sasser 
SASSER & INGLIS 
1902 W. Judith Lane - Suite 100 
POBox 5880 
Boise,ID 83705 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant 
Standley 
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[] Hand Delivery 
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F I A.k~M . 
.( DEC 062011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T RANDALL, DEPUTY 
ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL 
Supreme Court Docket No. 39406-2011 
Canyon County Docket No. 2001-7777 
The Notice of Appeal filed November 16,2011 in District Court, requests the 
preparation of four transcripts. The certificate of service shows that the Notice of Appeal was 
served on Laura Whiting, who was the reporter for only two (2) hearing. Idaho Appellate Rules 
17(o)(8)(a) requires name and address of each reporter of whom a transcript is requested. 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the NOTICE OF APPEAL be, and hereby is, 
SUSPENDED for the reason it was not in compliance with the current version of LA.R. 17(0); 
however, Appellant's counsel shall file an AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL showing service on 
the correct reporter with the District Court Clerk within fourteen (14) days from the date of this 
Order. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED until further notice. 
ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Docket No. 39406 
II 
I Gr'(ttJ!lVY DATED this __ day ofN-ovemlfer 2011. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, lerk 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
, LED ~.M~P.M 
DEC U 1120il 
CANYON COUN1'Y CLERK 
LSANDOVAL,OiPUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 





s1 ANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & FILS, 














CASE NO. CV 2001-7777 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. D/B/A 
STANDLEY & CO. AND J. HOULE & FILS, INC., AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, CHARLES DeGROOT, and DeGROOT FARMS, 
LLC, for themselves and as assignees of BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC. (collectively, 
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"DeGroot"), appeal against the above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
final orders entered in the above-entitled action on the March 22, 2005; July 24, 2007, and 
November 8, 2011, Honorable Gregory M. Culet presiding. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(I), of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
3.1 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against 
Defendant Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVO 1-7777; 
3.2 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Defendant 
Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.3 Whether the Court erred in finding that DeGroot was not a third-party 
beneficiary of the contract between Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. and Beltman 
Construction pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.4 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
3.5 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary 
Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
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3.6 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim for rescission 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
3.7 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims under the Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on 
March 22,2005; 
3.8 Whether the Court erred in denying DeGroot's Motion to Reconsider the 
Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005 and the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on July 24,2005; 
3.9 Whether the Court erred in granting summary judgment in favor of 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. on its counterclaim in the amount of $20,259.57 
with statutory interest of 12% along with attorney fees and costs; 
3.10 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011 ; 
3.11 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.12 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim of rescission as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.13 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims of 
indemnification and contribution as an assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment 
entered November 8,2011. 
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4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. If so, what 
portion? N/A 
S. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
(1) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about June 18, 2007, on 
Defendant J. Hou1e & Fils, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(2) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about September 7, 2011, on 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(3) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about April 1, 2010, on 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 
200S and the Court's Order on Summary judgment entered on July 24, 200S; 
(4) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about October 21, 2011, on 
the district court's oral ruling on Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
6.1 Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about 
May 18, 2007; 
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6.2 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment - filed on or about May 18,2007; 
6.3 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.4 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.5 Defendant Houle's Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's 
Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about June 11,2007; 
6.6 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Standley's Motion 
for Summary Judgment - filed February 15,2005; 
6.7 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co.'s Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Complaint and Counterclaim - filed February 15, 2005; 
6.8 Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed March 7, 2007; 
6.9 Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed March 7, 2007; 
6.10 Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's (Standley) Motion for 
Summary Judgment Entered on March 18, 2005 - filed April 27, 2007; 
6.11 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Motion to Reconsider Order 
Granting Defendant's [Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment Entered on March 18,2005 -
filed April 27, 2007; 
6.12 April 30, 2007 Order on Summary Judgment; 
6.13 Order Determining Predominate Factor of Contract; 
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6.14 Third Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley and Co.'s 
Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.15 Third Party Defendant Standley's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's [Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment entered on 
March 18, 2005 and Request for Rule 11 Sanctions; 
6.16 Third-Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co.'s 
Supplement Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.17 Memorandum and Response to Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion III 
Limine; 
6.18 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection and 
Response to Standley Trenching Inc. ' s Motion in Limine; 
6.19 Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.20 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.21 Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.22 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice; 
6.23 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.24 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.25 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion in Limine; 
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6.26 Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.' s 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.27 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.28 Affidavit of Michael J. Hanby II in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.29 Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion in 
Limine; 
6.30 Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Reply to Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.31 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion 
in Limine; 
6.32 Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Motion in Limine; 
6.33 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Notice of Amendment of its Prior Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment to Complete Motion for Summary Judgment Against BeItman 
Construction, Inc.; 
6.34 Plaintiffs' Supplemental Briefing in Opposition to Motion in Limine; 
6.35 Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Supplemental Memorandum Regarding its Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in 
Limine; 
6.36 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Supplemental Memorandum in Support of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine; 
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6.3 7 Order Granting Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Complete Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to all Claims and Causes of Action stated in Beltman Construction, Inc.'s Third 
Party Complaint. 
7. I certify: 
7.1 That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter; 
7.2 That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee of 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants 
of the amount of the estimated fee; 
7.3 That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid 
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants of the amount of estimated fee; 
7.4 That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
7.5 That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 




Ke\l n E. Dinius 
M' hae1 J. Hanby II 
A omeys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ih day of December, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following: 
M. Michael Sasser 0 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC 0 
P.O. Box 5880 0 
Boise, ID 83705 k8J 
William A. McCurdy 0 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 0 
Boise, ID 83702 0 
k8J 
Robert D. Lewis 0 
CANTRILL, SULLIV AN & KING 0 
P.O. Box 359 0 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0359 k8J 
Laura Whiting k8J 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Gregory M. Culet 0 
Canyon County Courthouse 0 
1115 Albany St. 0 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Deborah Kreidler k8J 
Canyon County Courthouse 0 
1115 Albany St. 0 
Caldwell, ID 83605 0 
(past Court Reporter) 
Mia Martorelli k8J 
Ada County Courthouse 0 
200 W. Front St. 0 
Boise, ID 83702 0 
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Overnight Mail 
Hand Deli very 
Yvonne Hyde-Gier 
3902 Rushmore Way 
Boise, ID 83709 
(past Court Reporter) o Facsimile - No. 
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DEC 1 3 2011 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd.; Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974, 7997 
kdinius@dinius!aw. com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAVJFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & FILS, 
INC., a Canadian corporation; 
Defendants, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO,) 
Counterclaimant. 
CASE NO. CV 2001-7777 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT! 
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT! 
COUNTERCL~NTSTANDLEY 
TRENCHING, INC.'S RENEWED 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF 
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST AND 
ENTRY OF AMENDED JUDGMENT ON 
COUNTERCLAIM 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTtrHIRD PARTY DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT STANDLEY 
TRENCHING, INC,'S RENEWED MOTION FOR A WARD Of' PREJUDGMENT lNTEREST AND ENTRY OF 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON COUNTERCLAIM· 1 
1103 
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" 
COME NOW, Plaintiffs CHARLES DeGROOT and DeGROOT FARMS, LLC 
(hereinafter, "DeGroot"), by and through their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & 
Associates, PLLC and hereby object to DefendantlThird Party DefendantlCounterclaimant 
Standley Trenching, Inc. 's (hereinafter, <'Standley") Renewed Motion for Award of Prejudgment 
Interest and Entry of Amended Judgment on Counterclaim. 
ARGUMENT 
As argued previously, this case turned on the finding that DeGroot was not the intended 
beneficiary under the contract in question. This Court has recognized that this is far from a 
simple issue stating: "this construction litigation involves a controlling question of law as to 
which there are substantial rounds for difference of opinion, including whether privity is 
necessary between an owner and subcontractor, or equipment manufacturer.H Order Approving 
Rule J 2 Appeal by Permission. The Court also stated "the question whether the lack of 
contractual privity bars the tort claims alleged by Plaintiffs is a controlling question of law with 
respect to which there are substantial grounds for difference of opinion." Id. 
While DeGroot disagrees with this coures ruling, Standley cannot have it both ways. 
With this Court's ruling that there was not privity of contract and that DeGroot was not a third-
party beneficiary. awarding Standley prejudgment interest would simply be inappropriate. 
Further. all of the work done leading to the counterclaim was warranty work that DeGroot was 
entitled to have performed. As such, Standley's should be denied prejudgment interest. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregOing, CHARLES DeGROOT and DeGROOT FARMS, LLC 
respectfully requests that this Court deny Standley's Renewed Motion for Award of Prejudgment 
Interest and Entry of Amended Judgment on Counterclaim. 
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DATED this 13 th day of December, 2011. 
DINIUS LAW 
By: ____ ~~--__ --------
Ke . 
Mic el 1. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 13 th day of Decembel', 2011 1 I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following: 
M. Michael Sasser 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC 
P,O. Box 5880 
Boise, ID 83705 
William A. McCurdy 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 
Boise,ID 83702 
Robert D. Lewis 
CANTRILL, SULLIVAN & KING 
P.O, Box 359 
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\.. 
M. Mich:1;Jl Snss!:J' p~.m No, 16661 
SAS8HR &; INGUS. p.e. 
Ml(ltn~)yi\ at L;lW 
1902 W. Judith Lnne, Suite 100 
P.O, Box SaRO 
.BOi~l~~ Jdaho 83705 
TcleplJ')flO 'No. (208) ),14-8474 
flacsirnik No, (:WIS) 344-8471) 
Att()mc~Y$ tot' Dvt'(-;ndnntJThird Pal'ty Defendant, 
Stanilley Tr~nchiHg, 'Inc., (Ibn Slandluy & Co. 
LED 
A,M .. ___ P.M, 
DEC 1 4 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN T.lU:IHSTRlCT COURT OF Tfn~ THIRD .JUDIClAL DJSTRI.CT O}1' THE 
STATI'~ OF IDAHO, 'IN ANI.> FORTHE COUNTY OF CANYON 
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and 
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Dl~Ji'gN UANT STANDLEY TRENCHl NG, 
INC.'S REPJ tV MRMORANl>UM TO 
PLAINTIli'.FS' OIUECTION TO MOnON 
l{'OR COSTS AN)) ATTORN"~Y l;'BI1S 
JH,~lf'5<Nj)AN''fjTmRr".J.~Mtl\Y DKFKN1JANT STANDLEY TRRNCHlNG, INC.'S UEP1N 
.I\n;~:IOn.t\NnUl'VI TO I'LAJNTlli'FS' OfUECTlON TO MO'fION 1<'OR COSTS AND 
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FARMS, LLC, 
Jnn.:.I'MAN CONSTIH1CfION, INC. .• elba 
BELTl\·1AN Wl~LDING AND 





















S'J'ANDJ;r:~y ''fRHNCI'llNG, INC., dbn 
STA'('.JDr ,BY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 
,J, IIOl..H.,.H & FILS, INC., a CanadiMI 
c()r~K)l'atil~\1, ) 
Third-Pnny Defendants. ) 
FAX NO. 479 P. 08 
CO/ViUS NOW lhc ahOvc-l1;Hnod DelondanUThird-Pal1y Defendant Standley 
Tn··Helllng,: rfle., d/b/a Standloy & Co, (berciMllcr "Standley"), by and through undersigned 
(',QUlI!;c,1 1 nnd /iUblniLi\ Ihis I->ply memorandum of law to Plaintiff..:;' Objection t() St:mlcy 
l'n::.rH)hing, Inc.'s .M.otiol\ for Costs nnd Attorney Fees ill this c,onsoJiciated litigation. 
MGUMI!~T. 
1. Thi~ Courl.'s prior ruling of l1o~colltraC'(un.1 privity bctwe~n 
J)t.'Grool. mtd Standley does nut avoid an award of attorney f('(~s 
pur:Sll~mt to r.c' §12-120(J). 
PluillliCfs hcginli1ci(' objc'c(ion by noting Cll.::;e law regarding the two~part test for 
de(~n)linil!l(1n Man il\Van) of atl:otlloy foes under I.e. § 120~ 120(3» the "commercial trallsaction" 
nttorn..;y fcc prpvisit1n. [Objection t() Standley Trenching, Inc.)5 Motion lor CO!lts and Attorney 
F(\(:s, p. 3] Franl there, Plaintiffs next discuss the LR.C.P. 54(c)(3) factors the Court may 
COI\!;ldlW ill o?lcWlsillg it~ discrdion ,:vhen determining tbe ~l1not)nt of Iltl()mey fees to be awarded. 
()~WV.:f'nMNT/TmIU)"l>AHT\' ImFf~NIM.NT STANnI,}W rJlU~NCfHNG, JNC.'S RICI)LY 
. J"ll~I\'fmM.NIHJM TO I'LAlNTWFS' on,mCTION TO MOTION }'OR COSTS ANI) 
ATTORN tn' .,IEJtH -1.. 
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[Id.l Howevt)r, Plaintiffs 011'(:;1' no legal Iluthority for their proposition that because Ihis Court 
ruled thllt thQ("~ i~J IW conH'::wil.H11 privity between DeGroot and Standley, ", .. it is patently unfair 
10 n~>8~$511;:(~11 agHinst DeGroot on u fillding of commcn~,iallransaction." (id.] 
Hel'o, pursuanl [0 the flulhodty cited by Plainlirrs ,1l1d Standley in its opening 
IHCJ)wmwlmn of law, a cotrlmc:rcial transaction is integral Lo Plaintifts' claims and that 
C'.()lW\I~r(;I~ll jrnm:acdorl if; tl't',~ b~lSi:) upon which recovery Was sought. Brooks \I. Oigray Rqnclu.'s, 
]28 Idllilfl 72, n, 91 OP.2d 744, 750 (1996). Most notably, Plaintiffs have not taken issue with 
8li\ntll(~y's arg(.lIl1~:Jlt that tho cOl1wwrcial tnmsf\ctlon comprises the gravamen of'the lawsuit. 
[MClHorilJdum in Support of DCr011(jllnt Standley'S Momofooduill o/'Costs and AHomey Fees, p. 
4]. It. is important to note that wlwn Standley inltiqlly made this argument in April 2005, Idaho 
():!t:.C Inw WMi tln('crtf-lin liS to whether the lack of a contract would impose attorney fc.es under Le. 
§ 12M 12U(3) when II C0I11111ercia) lr<msadion w::!s involved between the litigating patties. Since 
thc',n, ilwrd:lh() SuprcIilI;) ('omt hns conclusively held that a contract is not necessary for a 
pn,lvHillng parly illVolv(~d in a commercial tnmsac.tiol1 to bo awarded its attorney fees pursuant to 
Le. §l;2,,120(3). lHimka Ii. Afy Web Wholesaler, 143 fdaho 723,728,152 P.3d 594, 599 (2007); 
see o/s(i, Standley's M enwramlutn or Ll.1w [n Support of Its Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees, 
I'lninl,iOs objerlion to Slnndloy being awarded its attorney fees under I.e. §12~ 
120(3) is coruplcLdy \vitho'Ut merit ill light of the holding in Blimka. The lack of contrach,wl 
privily (/OGR not prevent Shlndley, ,+8 ft prevailing parLy in a case involving a commercial 
lnm.~~j(~f'ion, tl) 1m nWHrdiJd its atlom~y fees pllfsmmt to I.e. §12-120(3), Therefore, awarding 
S1!1ndk:y its lilt.omq /'ot.Js undor lhis slatut(lry provision is not "patently unn.lit," rathol' slIch an 
nRrg{:N~)j\NT/TmRlJ·p'ARTY nF,FI~NnANT STANnLl~Y 'rlULNClUNG, INC.'S REPf.-Y 
i\U~M(h~t\NUUM 'fO r~J.AIN'.fIl;'FA' OlUF:eL'lON TO MOTION FOR COSTS ANl> 
A'ITOHJ"'H!!Y FlLl~S *;3, 
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aM\I'd of (lWll'nt~y fc~s i;'3 tn,1I1dakd under the mimka decision. The question of "fairness" is 
1. I.e. §12w l2l scrvc~ n~ ;'in uHerna(e basis lip on which an award of 
,H (orney fel"s nlily he m;nlc h) Shmdlcy. 
fn eaS(l No, CV 0 J "7777, Plaintiffs continued their litigation agclins( SLundlcy 
u('[er (he Courl's mling that there \yas IlO contractual privity between DeGroot and Standley, 
twice: s;;-ddng re.:onsidcmtion of Ihe CtHrees March 11 2005 Order granting Standley summary 
jmlgnh~llL Plaintiffs' decision 1'0 continuo to challenge this ruling is the behavior squarely 
impli()i1t(!d in Sl.andley's citalicm to Idaho case law holding that, "once it is determined that an 
action IWt! no lc~~~d mcril f1/jail1st il lHlITlcd defendant it shot! ld be dismissed as to that ucfcnda.llt 
lInd CNlfinuillg til proceed as to that dcfcnd~lllL without a proper legal or factnal basis, by 
deflnition, flIndel's the flction li'ivolollS. [Memonwlllt)) in SupP01-l of Defendant Standley's 
.tvlt::nl(1f(11Hhml {'or Costs and Attorney Fees, dated April 18, 2005, p. 5; ciling, Ortiz v. RC'clmy, 
115 Jd;i11o I099 j 11 01 j 772 P.2d 737, 739 (CL App. 1989) Ilnd Lalldvik by Landvik v. lJerbert, 
1,30 h:bho 54, 62, 036 P.2d ()97 j 705 (Ct. App. 1997)J. The additional time devoted to the 
litil,i.l-llion in CV 01-7777 by Plainti res fo II owi ng the granting of summary judgment to Standley 
on thl;: c(lntrnc(uul privily iSSlie renders Plaintiffs .subject to an award of uttomcy fees under I.e. 
§ 12,. 121. 
1)') Case No. CV 05-2277, as previously argued by Standley, becauso Beltlllan 
know IhM it possessed no (liImngc claims independent, scp~ratc and distinct from DeGroofs 
dalmljii:-s nllt:gcd ag,\ins( Standley, the assignment by Bcllnwn of it's third party causes of action 
to f)l~GrnLlt nmo!lnlcd to nOLhin!~ more thall yet another end nUl attempt ~lround the COllrt's "no 
l)rivity" fllliHg .in Cl~si,) No. CV OJ ·777'7. Thus, Pluintifr..~ continued to proceed against Standley 
(tllcr it 11;1(1 hCI;:n dc-tonnille\! that contn1Clu~ll privHy was lacking between DeGroot and Standley. 
RllHll:.r th:Ul dismissing Standley fronl the consolidated litigation, Plail1tiO~s chose to forge ahead. 
J)i)lng so Wi.!h{lUt it proper legal or fbdual basis renders the litig(Hion. by dc11nition, frivolous. 
Tlwrctl11'O I'lltre is N proper ba:;is ~1Jl(k~r I.e. § 12~ 121 to award Standley its attorney fees ag~inst 
Plaintirtl; 11'1 CV-OS 2277. 
D',Wfa<JI)ANl.'lrmHU,;Pi\RTV nEFl~N{)AN'1' STANOLlCY TRRNCmNG, INC.'S lU~PJ,Y 
J;U:M(HaANHUM TO r'LI\JNTWPSI OlU{l:eflON TO MOTION FOR COSTS AND 
,\TT()¥~Nm( Fli:W'. ~ 4. 
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3, ShuHHey'l1liltorMY fces life not unn'ason~\hlc or excessive. 
A. Novdiy aiHl complexity of the consoHdatcd liI:igatiOtI. 
PlainU n~,; ohjoc.t to Stnndlcy's attorney foes arguing that tho consolidated litigation 
wr.ts not overly novol or complox. l Ohj(~ction to Standley Trenching, Ino.)s Motioll for Costs and 
A!tCliTIi)Y hies, p. 5JI to,veVCI", n mere recitation of the claims or causes of action without context 
as to how lhosl.l nlkgmions Wc!"e d(wc10pcd over the course of tho decade long litigation fails to 
ftCcurMcly portray just how .novel and cOl1lplex this litigation h~ls been. The purse size and 
vol'mnl; of 1110 pkadings and llocurlWll(S generated during the course of this litigation attests to 
the novdl,Y Hnd compk1xiLy or Ih~ case. ffthe total mwwnt ofStnndley's defense costs and fees 
i!\ npportiQthxl ov(,.~r the: tetl~yc;)r life of these cases, the av(~ragc annual defense cost is 
approxillwldy $20,7S(),(}O, 
R UlHlt'sirahiHty of the case, 
PJail1filT~l nl'gu0 tlwt SInndJoy hllS not shown that the case was undesirable, 
[Objt:Gti~m to Standley Trencldng, !nc.'s Motion fbI" C()sls and Attorney Fees, p. 5J Plaintiffs 
liHlkt;: lhi~ MgUl'1wnt ;IS if assigning tllo :o;howing ol'tll1dcsirahility is part of Slandley's burden to 
o1Juliu nl.tI:'lflwy fcoes as ~l prevailing pnHy. Of course this isnjt the case, as IRCP S4(e)(3) states, 
!'rIJn 11141 event lhe c.ourt grants aHomuy fees to II party or parties in a civil action it shall consider 
l!ltJ following CfwtOfS in determining tho ,iHwunt of such 'fees: ... " The "undesirability ofa casc1, 
\::> hilt OI1G filtl.nr vnunlc::mled. under Ihis rnle, which together with the other enumerated (::\Clors, 
1.h0 COlli'! is to consider. Sti.l.ndky need not l1l11ke a showing that the Iitigatioll was pru"ticularly 
1lI1d'i~jrt)ahIIJ. The COUft is Ii) con~ickr th(! undesirahility (If the litigation, together with the other 
enu!\'lc'r<ltcd fiwlors in dGlGnnining the «Hol1ley foes to Hward to Standley. 
C. 11('rfofru::Hlc{' (~f legnl work on behalf of Standley. 
PI'lintiffs nrguc that Ihcr~~ is ~l complete Jack of showing as to who pOrfOllllcd legal 
work Jilr Sf'fmdloy ~uld Iho I.;Nl'cspondillg experience and hourly nltes of the attorneys. 
l.0bjccUon to Stamll,,~y Tn;~nching, fnc.'s Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees, p. 5J However, 
PlaintifO~ then hlur thrJ lln(\1'l be(wct:n St'Uldlcy's defense connsel and Standley's ntto1'l1cys 
rcptG$cnHng it on ils Countcrclnirn, Any i!i$ue Pln.inliffs have with attonley fees fbI' Standley on 
mWl'~NO,\'NTfrm RJ)~J~t\lnV Olj~F:'~NUANT STAN(}l ,gy TRI!~NCHING. INC.'S REPLY 
MKMOHANlllfl'vl TO j'LAINTJl?FS' OHJT':C'fLON TO MOnON FOR C{)STS AN)) 
ATTOHN'.'~:V J<,gii:~~. 5. 
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liS! Counterclaim arc mispl;'lccd ill all objection to Standley's costs and attorney fees incurred by 
S1f1l1dl~y in d(~nmsc orf'\rdntilTsl litig~ltiOll. 
Plaintiff's' nrglUllC'nts concerning who performed legal services for Standley and 
lhnt f.1tl.orm,1y's expC'rienGc /:Irc fhd()n, S(:!1. fbrlh under mcr 54(e)(3) HS follows: 
(t\) Tho time ilnd lnbo1" mquircd; ... 
(C; Th(~ skill requisite to pOrr011l1 the leg"l service properly and 
tho t~xI)cl'icnce and ability of the aHofncy in the particular 
field of lmv. 
Tho tvfGlllor.mduHL or Costs Ilnd Attorney Fees filed by the lnw finn of Silsser & Inglis, P.C., 
t(Jg~(HJ(,1r with I.he i:Jllpporiing hilling stntcmcnts, depict the attorneys in the law firm who 
porfor()lC'<l legal sul'vic()s 011 bdlalf of Standley, logethl!r with their years of experience and 
hourly fatos, As f<-it lhe 10g:tI work for Sli:lnd Icy perro1111cd by aUorncy Kevin Trainor of the law 
HrrlJ., Sb:.phull, KVaJwig, Stoll0 & TrainOl', or by aUMl1cy Michael E, Kelly of the law nl'ill Kelly 
& Lopcl~' (llillln; to s~p~\rntcly s1[((o tho liHornoy::; in those law firms, their individual oxperionce 
or h(ll:tdy {'(.lli,;s, docs not render S1<ll1oky's initial Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
inv''llid. Sonkil,.;nt billing inf(H'malio!l h:l!l be.Ull slIbmiued to the Court in support of Standley's 
initinl :tvtl!.wo1'an<illm of CostlS arid A1tOrl10Y FeGs, thlJf'i this is not a situation where the Court 
1<lel\S 1l11fl'icit.itlt inform,ltion ctmceming attornoy feo hilling and c.mnol properly exercise its 
diHcrdioli in making fin i\'vVard of Mitomoy fees. SUli Valley Potato Growers v. Texas Refinery 
Corp., 131) }(J:lho '761,769, R(i PJd 475, 483 (2004), 
Whnt governs the Court's cOllsideration of the lRCP 54(0)(3) factors iii whether 
sufficient .inlormation lw~ been provided tll tile Court so that the Court has slIch information at it~ 
dj~pos1'lj Wht.'-ll consitil':riog the factors ~!<ltt:d under this mlc. l/ackelt v, Streeter, 109 Jdaho 261, 
706 P.2d 1372 (Ct. App. J <)85). He(0, (h~) Court can slill nrrivc l:lt a reasonable dotcrrnimttion of 
nil aw~nwy te\~ to awnrd Stn,llc1l0YJ as tl\\: Court h~IS itemized billing statements sllbmitlcd by all 
altom~~y,~: Md thoir rt:sp..:divc firms who have defended Standley during the decade of litigation 
this CHSO h;:l;o rC(luin:;t]. LcltulJich 1'. I.cllmlleb, 141 rdaho 425, 111 PJd 110 (2005), In support of 
Standley's initial Mcrnonmdwn of Costs and Attorney FeelS in April 2005, more than sufficient 
jllrorm~tiLlf1 wa~1 provj(kd to (he Comt ill) to the .. lttorney fee billings concerning the timo and 
luhor MlUirl:~1. A~ to tbe <ibility of the attorneys, the fact that Standley prevailed on its initial 
f)lU' l~\\ipt\J'{T(ftUldH'ARTY mQ7ICNIMNT S'l'ANl.>lJCY TRENCHING, INC.'S Rl!:I)LY 
NJlI:MVH,t\NUUM TO l'i,AINTfliFS' {l(l·Ht:C'l'JON TO MOTION I~OR COSTS ANn 
ATT('HiNWv ¥t'EI~S r Ct, 
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motion fCI!' SW1'111.t3!'y judgment should ho sufficient for the Court's consideration on that' 
cornpow:I1L of !Rep ~4{c)(3). 
Pbintifis argue that t.,hc Affidavits provided in support of Standley's 
lYhm)opmdu1l1 of Costs find AHornoy 17';0('; fail to identify the hourly rates Cor paralegals. 
h~rakgrt[ iGi;~ art) not includc.d ill tho billing statcnlCnts submitted by Sasser & Jnglis, p.e., as 
paralwpl f(J(:g HI'(~ not contemplated :15 QwnnlabJe attorney fees or costs under TRCP 54(0)(3). 
{'crAin .... v. Us. Transji:m'uer IF., 132 Idaho 427. 974 P.2<l 73 (J 999), Standley Tronching, Tnc. 
(;()rwe,d~~'H the lHlrrt!'::gnl finlC il)cllldocl in ttl(} foc hillings submitted on behalf of Standley in tho 
illitl:l] Mt1nlOHlJ'ldull1 of COS:['$ and Attorney Fees, in the amount of $807.00 from the law firm of 
Stoplwil. J(v,:lnvig, Sfclf1G & Trainor. (Supplemental Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser In Support 
of StuJl(lI~,y 'Tn:nching, fne. '::; ]Vlcmoral1dum of Costs and AHorney Fees, '14]. 
g. Attfmwy rc~~ fOIl(;('ssioIlS by Standley. 
In 1"l1C interests of justice, and atter consideration of Plaintiffs' objections, 
StmHH(~y e()ncqdcf~ ti1() ;lijomoy ft.:cs jncllrrc~d by Standloy for the services of M. Michael Sasser 
from 1\ ngl.!st '7, 2007 through Dc(:crnbcr 28, 2007, in the amount of $4,687.50, [Supplemental 
i\fiidavil. (If M. Michael Sassor Tn SlIppo.rl of Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Memorandum of Costs 
lind AHorney FclY.:s~ '141. 
4. t-ihultllcy's IHsCfeHon<lry costs nn.' cxccpUoll~l. 
Tho Court mny ~.IWMd tIw claimed discretionary costs to Standley, as the 
pn:vailing p(1rty ill this consolidated litigation, upon a showing that tho costs were necessary and 
e.x(~cp1inr){ll, mfl~()n{\bly inClined, und should in the inlerests of justice be assessed against the 
(Iflvenk:: pariy. URCP 91(1.1)(1 )(D)]. H is important to note that "discretionary costs rUtty include 
'long di$l.\lnc~ phon~ <::;;JHs) phQt(){'opying, f,lXCS; travel expenses' and nddilional costs for expert 
w1Jn0SI)\."fi. n !!(.iydfi'li (Joke Fire P)'of<~cfion [Jist. v. Atcom, 141 rdi:lho 307, 109 P.3d 161 (2004); 
citiI1J~, ,.1(1(0 Club illS'. Co. 1'. Jackson, 124 Idaho 874. 880, 865 P.2d 965, 971 (1993); Bailey v. 
SOJJjbl'ill 139 I'cll~ho 7.cH, 755, 861'.3d 458) 469 (2004), emphasis added. 
mi~Fl'~NtMN'f/'J.'mIU)-·i·ARTY llEFF:NrMNT STANDLEY TRF:NClIING, INC. 'S llElJl.Y 
1\n~lVi()Rt,\NI)[JM TO 11Iu:\lNTJFFS' on.menON TO MOTlON f'OR COSTS ANn 
/\TT(H{.NRV F'm~s - 7. 
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''('he Idaho SupnllllO Court hns construed JRCP 54( d)(1 )(D) requiring that costs be 
cx,ccplkmal, "to il1clllde those cosls inclIm:d b(!C~HH;e of tbe nature of the case was itself 
cXC'I..'ptlnll tll.;\ F[f(l'lien [It lG8 f 314, elllphasis adt/tJc/. In Oreat Plains l!-'quipmcl1t v. Northwest 
pi{lolille, nCi fduho 466,36 PJd 218 t (2001), the 1daho Stlpremc Court upheld the trial court's 
nWHrd of txpcrt w1tni.;:is fees because tho claimed costs, ..... were exceptional given tho 
)rlngnilml(: Hlld na1llro of th() ~:,a:se." Id, at 475, 227. The corollary of the trial court dclcrmining 
(h~1t Ih(;: Jitig,ltiotl is not excf:pth.l!)a.J1 Ihercron;: denying requested disCI'ctionalY costs, has also 
heM lIph~\lrl on nppenl. Fish v. Smith! 131 Idaho 492, 493, 960 P.2d 175,177 (1998). In Great 
Plail/s, 11lJhthly, OllCt~ tho trial court dccm,,:;d the litigation exceptional, it approved certain 
Jj~;cr0tiOliary cost~) r~~'lu~;s(,~d by tho pn;v;tilillg pmty Md spccifi(i::1l1y commented upon the t1'ial 
{'ourl's n.:viow of Ihe d11ilJwd di~;re/,iomtry GOs1s whic,h included photocopying,. travel, exhibit 
prcpnmtl.on, lr<.Inscripts <Ind oxpcrlwitncss fees. Great Noins EqUip. at 226. 474. The Supreme 
CQwt flH'll.lC'r noted lhal t.lle Great Pia ills trial court expklined how those costs were exceptional, 
Jl(;:I::Q~,(-iar,Y Hlld r~asonably inclIl'rcd giv~n the nalnre and complexity of the calic. Td. The Great 
fJ/oilts 8tjuip. liligMion arose fronl a ml(lIrnl gil:: pipeline tlnd pumping station project located 
l,ctwt;tm PocHlvllo ~ltl(l BUrley. 1d~lho. Delays in the contmct resulted in the ptain1iffleaving the 
job and lIot payjng I1lllnCr(.)tlS sLlb~conlractors, who then filed mechanics liens against the project. 
ld. at 221, 469. M(')!lt n<)(ah)c in tkt0n11inlng whether this c()nsolidatcd litigation ari:1Cs Lo the 
lew;! or ,)~ccptiomll is to c()rnp~lre i.t to the Great Plains 1itig~l1ion, which did Jiot requir.o tOil years 
Qr jitig:,It\o)) bofot'o the district court, Clearly, the magnitude of the present consolidated matter 
rilles to tho luvel of an cx.eepliQnalliiig'ltioJl. 
Plaintiffs Sl1ggcst that Standley's modest photocopying expense is not 
oJo;ccprional. [Ohjee{ion 10 Stnndloy Trenching) Tuc.'s Motion for Costs and Attomey Fees, p. 7] 
H<)\\!t;Vcr, 1I11(k;.r tll<;.\ anaJysis required hy Rule 54(d)(l)(D) as set forth above, once the Court 
dC,)ltlA (ho C;t:;lj exc(:plional, it is simply a rnntter of the CourL exercising its discretion to allow 
Stlllll,lIcY'f1 dill\~rc~jorl(lry Gosts (ll]" ph()to(;opyiIlg, The ddcnnination of "ex-cept/unal" is thus not 
limited 'II) \vhcl(Wf photocopy (;\xp.;;nf,C is exceptional, but whether the consolidatod litigation, tOn 
Yi~ilrs iii rllm'lI.i()H~ arises to nil exceptional case, The Courl is well aware ofthc nature (l,ud extent 
of this Jitig.ftlion find the iH\IOllllt of (/w pkrulings generated during the litigation} thereby 
lH;~n~ftm.-\NTrrmIU)··PARTY nml'KNDANT STANnLEY TRENCHING, INC,'S REPlN 
l\n~(vIOl{;\NnlllVf TO Pl-AlNTl Fli"S' OU.lECTJON TO MOTION FOR COSTS AND 
AinJR~my fi'l'~f~S - fl. 
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l'f:.ntk1rinl,~ tht; lTwl.wr C~,llc('ptionl1l; thus providing the Court with discretion to award tho amount 
flollght by Sf.llndlcy for its photocopying expenses. 
On(iC t1l0 oxceptional elcnlCnt i.i) met, tho Court need only consider the other 
[clclon; of hre~t:;onahJCl,11 "Ileces!);u-y" lind wl1Cthcr the award of the discretionary cost is "in the 
inJcw:::!'s or jl.Lslj~:e.l' Stundley submits that in litigation of the size and magnitude of these 
c,on;1Ct}id[j/tJd pro{;ccdillgf)j it was I'camnabh; find necessary to incur the claimed photocopy 
c\.Xpcn~l). Th~ oilly l'Dll'illining prong is whether in the interest of justice. this discretionary cost 
f;!iuuld hI) n~seflgod ug~inst Plaint.iffs ('Ind llWi.mlod to Standley. In light oftile fact thai Stfmdley is 
tiN pn.:vailing pnrty, tho modest photJ;}coPY expense should be awarded to Standley. 
CONCLIJ15!Q1'{ 
Bnscd on tlit,) nbovc, Stnmlley n:speCifully fCqlJC.sts that the COlut tJ,wal'd its 
m:.lildMory costs iUGlIrfcd in Cns(: N\lmbul' CV 01-7777; its discretionary c.osts inCUlTed in 
C~l%~ Number CV 05-2277; <Ifill il~ aHorney Cees incurred in both cases consolidnted herein fM 
fhe t'C;tf,:OI11ht\I, pur£iunnt to I.e. 12~§ 120(3), SttUldlcy is the prevailing pUliy in a commercial 
tnlfls1tlc·Lion. hll'{h.;;l', I.h'lt Stand loy be awarded its attorney fees ill the consolidated litigation 
pl!nm~ml, (.0 Le. § 12-121, for the roason thnt DeGroot br01Jght and purslIed bolh cases 
IHv()lol!sly, llnw;1~onuhly, and withollt foundation against StRndley. 
DATED thi!:i !l';I,1~d(ly()rDecc.fnbcr; 201 [, 
SASSER & lNGLIS, P,C. 
BY.~r1~_%dfi_~ ___ _ 
M, Mi~~l Sasser. OI~-Firm / 
Attonlcys rot' DcfcndnntJThh'd Patty Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Tnc" d/b/a Standley & Co. 
lHi"Ff'1NllANTI'l'UmO .. ('ARTY mq,'I';NIMN'f STANnu!~Y TR~~NCHlNG, INC.'S REPl.\' 
iVmMO'~{\NU1JM TO 1"" ol\ INTWFS' OlUI~CTION TO MOTJON FOR COSTS AND 
A'I"I'ORNI':V Fl<;!,::S ~ 9, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~~""."-""'~----',-.~"''''' 
1 flHRRllY CER.'fIFY thaI. on the !fd:' day of December, 2011, 1 callf)ed to be 
~;(lrvQd, hy HICI md/l{l(l(s) indiCnicd, [I trllC tmd correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kevin H, I)inim. 
Mhih:wl.L Ihlfihy H 
5680 R Prnnkliu I<ond, Suite 130 
Nnlllpa~ Idaho 83687 
.AUorm>y li)f f']nintim;/C'OIlIlli;rdd'endai'\LS 
Chtrrh:;; OQ,Gr(JOt llnd DL)Grool Fanlls, LLC 
WiIli11m A. IvlcCurdv 
702 VI. IdalJo, Sw. 1100 
B()/.q~, 1<1;11'1033702 
l\ltnHWYS for fl,;I'endants/Thinl-Pllrty 
ncf~:l1d'\J1t .J. Houle &. I.-;-ils, ffle. 
H('!b~)1't D, Lewis 
Cnnf.dll ~;tdrmcr Sl1l1iv(m & Killg, LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lm10 
P.O, W)X 359 
Di.1jlX~, fdilho 8.3701 
At!(11l\WYS IlH' Countcrdninwllt StnmlklY 
Tn]IH~hjl1g., Inc., dba SUltld1cy &. Co. 
110j'l{)nlblu Gn)gory ft./t. ClIkt 
PifitricL .fudge 
I J J 5 AIhallY Street 
Ca\(lw.~llj Idaho 83605 
Alox:J (\i1cdenHl 
LlIw GI,."}'k to JIon. Gregory ClIlcl 
Hand Delivery 
Ullitcd States Ma.il 
Express Mnil 
_...;~.~ F,tx Transmission - 475·0101 
Hand Delivery 
United SMcs Mail 
Express Mail 
~A_ F,IX Transmission - 947·5910 
Hand Dolivery 
United Stales Ma.il 
Express Mail 
._.JL~ Fax Transmission - 345-7212 
Hand Delivery 
Unitod States Mail 
EXpress Mail 
~x ~ Fox Transmission - 455-6048 
.. _ ....... ~._~ lhmd Delivery 
__ .~'5:, __ Email ~aml;!demaul)3rdjd.net 
m'W"~NfMNT/TJ It IW-PARTY l}(tl"J<:NJ)AN'1' S'1'ANDU~Y TRI1:NCHJNG, INC,tS RF.PI.Y 
Mf:Mm~ANmJMTO ll>j,AINTllf]<'S' ou.mCTr()N TO MOTION li'OR COSTS ANO 
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DEC 2 7 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & 
FILS, INC., a Canadian corporation, 
Defendants, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY &CO. 
Counterclaimant. 




Case Nos. CV 01-7777 
CV 05-2277 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON 
COUNTERCLAIM 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
1116 
vs. 
BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
d/b/a BEL TMAN WELDING AND 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation, 
and J. HOULE & FILS, INC. 
Third-Party Defendants. 
The Court having considered the Memoranda and Affidavits filed herein, 
having heard oral argument, having granted Counterclaimant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment from the bench at the hearing on March 1, 2005, the Court having entered its 
Order Confirming Summary Judgment on March 28, 2005, and the Court awarded 
attorneys' fees and prejudgment interest to Counterc1aimant when granting 
Counterclaimant's Motion to Amend Judgment at the hearing on December 20,2011; 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ADmDGED AND DECREED, 
AND THIS DOES ORDER, ADJUDGE, AND DECREE that, 
Counterclaimant Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. have and 
recover Judgment on Counterclaim against the Counterdefendants Charles DeGroot and 
DeGroot Farms, LLC, as follows: 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
1117 
,; 
1. The sum of $20,259.57, together with interest accrued at the 
statutory rate of 12% per annum from March 16, 2001, to November 8, 2011, in the sum 
of $25,900.74, and attorneys' fees in the amount of $17,972.50, are hereby awarded to 
Counterclaimant for a total judgment in the amount of $64, 132.81; and 
2. An award of interest on the above-referenced total amount 
accruing after entry of Judgment at the highest rate allowed by law until paid in full. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d 'I day of C0 ~ , 201.L, I 
served a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method 
indicated below, upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius [ ] Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
Michael J. Hanby, II [ ] Hand Delivery 
DINIUS LAW 9' u.s. Mail 5680 E. Franklin Rd. - Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs DeGroot & 
DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A. McCurdy [ ] Facsimile: (208) 947-5910 
McCURDY LAW OFFICES [ ] Hand Delivery 
702 West Idaho Street - Suite 1100 y U.S. Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Defendant J Houle & Fils, 
Inc. 
M. Michael Sasser [ ] Facsimile: (208) 344-8479 
SASSER & INGLIS [ ] Hand Delivery 
1902 W. Judith Lane - Suite 100 
PO Box 5880 
yr U.S. Mail 
Boise,ID 83705 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant 
Standley 
Robert D. Lewis [ ] Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
CANTRILL SKINNER SULLIVAN & KING LLP [ ] Hand Delivery 
1423 Tyrell Lane y U.S. Mail 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701-0359 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
~ 
Clerk 
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F I A.k...,..,,~~-,~.M. 
DEC 2 9 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & 
FILS, INC., a Canadian Corporation, 
Defendants. 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., 
Counterclaimant. 
ORDER ON COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 1120 
Case No. CV-2001-7777 
CV-2005-2277 
ORDER ON COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
.. I 'J 




BELTMAN CONTRUCTION, INC., 
dba BELTMAN WELDING AND 
CONSTRUCTION, a Washington corporation, 
Defendant! 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation, 
and J. HOULE & FILS, INC., 
Third Party Defendants. 
This matter came on for hearing before this Court on December 20,2011. Kevin Dinius 
appeared on behalf of the plaintiff, Clay Shockley appeared on behalf of Standley as defendant, 
and Robert Lewis on behalf of Standley as counterc1aimant. No one appeared on behalf of 
Houle. 
The matters before the Court were defendant 1. Houle Fils, Inc.'s (Houle) Motion for 
Costs and Fees, Standley Trenching, Inc. dba Standley & CO.'s (Standley) Motion for Costs and 
Fees and Renewed Motion for Prejudgment Interest as counterc1aimant, and Standley's Motion 
for Costs and Fees as defendant. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Court found Standley to be 
the prevailing party, both as defendant and as counterc1aimant. The Court denied Houle's 
motion for costs and fees, and granted Standley's motions as counterc1aimant for costs and fees, 
as well for prejudgment interest. With respect to Standley as defendant, the Court took the issue 
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of attorney fees under advisement, but granted costs as a matter of right, subject to review as to 
the appropriate amounts under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l). 
Turning first to the issue of attorney fees, as the Court stated during the hearing on this 
matter, case CV -2001-7777 was largely a contract case that failed for lack of privity. Case CV-
2005-2277 was likewise comprised of contractually based claims. Although a contract was not 
found to exist between the parties in the former case, the gravamen of both cases involved a 
commercial transaction. The actual existence of a contract is not necessary for a prevailing party 
in a commercial transaction to be awarded its attorney fees under I.C. § 12-120(3)), so long as 
the gravamen of the suit involves a commercial transaction. Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, 143 
Idaho 723, 728, 152 P.3d 594, 599 (2007); Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Nw. Pipeline Corp., 136 
Idaho 466, 471-73, 36 P.3d 218,223-25 (2001). Therefore, this Court finds that attorney fees are 
appropriate pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) under the facts of this case. 
The calculation of the amount of attorney fees is committed to the sound discretion of the 
trial court. Eastern Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 987 P.2d 314 
(1999). In making its determination, the Court considered the factors set forth in Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) as follows: 
(A) The time and labor required. This Court notes that there are two cases involving these 
parties, the first beginning in 2001, and the second in 2005. During the course of litigation, the 
parties attempted interlocutory appeals on two separate occasions. Both attempts were 
unsuccessful. In any event, this litigation has been ongoing for some considerable length of time. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. While the underlying issues in this case were 
not, in and of themselves novel, the facts of this case were somewhat unusual and made the issues 
somewhat more difficult. 
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(C) The skill requisite to perfonn the legal service properly and the experience and ability of the 
attorney in the particular field of law. As set forth above, the facts of this case were somewhat unusual, 
requiring the need for experienced counsel for all parties. The attorneys handling this case are all very 
experienced, both in general, and with respect to contracts and commercial litigation. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. Lopez & Kelly, PLLC charged the hourly rate of$125 
for work performed by partners, and $105 for that performed by associates. Sasser & Inglis, P.C., charged 
the hourly rate of $125 per hour for work performed by partners, and $100 per hour for work performed 
by associates. Stephan, Kvanvig, Stone, & Trainor charged $l30 per hour. The Court finds these charges 
to be consistent with the prevailing charges in this geographical area for like work. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. The fees charged were hOUrly. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. There were no 
such limitations in this case. 
(0) The amount involved and the results obtained. Defendant Standley requests attorney fees 
spanning two cases and ten years. In case CV-2001-7777, pursuant to the initial memorandum of 
fees and costs, $75,070.55 was sought in attorney fees. Since that initial request, Standley asserts 
it incurred additional attorney fees in the amount of $73,096. In case CV-2005-2277, Standley 
incurred attorney fees in the amount of$43,421.50. 
Standley appropriately agreed to reduce requested attorney fees by $4,687.50, which 
encompasses the time he spent from August 7, 2007, through December 28, 2007, bringing 
himself up to speed in this case. He also agreed to waive $807 in paralegal fees. 
Thus, the total attorney fees requested by Standley as defendant in these two cases is 
$186,084.55. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. This was not an undesirable case. 
(1) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. There are no facts to 
indicate this is a factor in the award sought. 
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(1) Awards in similar cases. The fees requested are consistent with those in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research. No such sums have been requested. 
See Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 425,435, 111 P.3d 110, 120 (2005). 
It is important to note the course of representation of Standley in this matter. The 
representation of Standley began in 2001, with Stephan, Kvanvig, Stone, & Trainor. Cantrill, 
Skinner, Sullivan & King, LLP took over representation on approximately October 15, 2002. On or 
around November 8, 2002, Lopez & Kelly took over the representation of Standley as defendant, while 
Cantrill Skinner remained as counsel for Standley with respect to the counterclaim. In August 2007, 
Sasser & Inglis, P .C. took over representation of Standley as defendant from Lopez & Kelly. 
After carefully considering the factors set forth above, The Court awards attorney fees as 
follows: 
Stephan, K vanvig, Stone, & Trainor 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan, 
& King, LLP 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
2001-2005 
2006-present 
Sasser & Inglis, P.C. 
68.9 hours allowed @ $130/hour 
44.9 hours allowed @ $130/hour 
318.2 hours allowed @ $125/hour 
124.3 hours allowed @ $105/hour 
304.6 hours allowed @ $ 125/hour 
287.6 hours allowed @ $1051hour 
165.4 hours allowed @ $125/hour 
132.8 hours allowed @ $1001 hour 
For a total attorney fees award of$169,848.50. 










Turning to the matter of costs, in case CV-2001-7777, pursuant to the initial 
memorandum of fees and costs, Standley sought $3,927 as costs as a matter of right. Since that 
initial request, Standley asserts it incurred additional costs of$1O,502.70. In case CV-2005-2277, 
Standley asserts if incurred costs in the amount of $1 ,460.90. At the hearing on this matter, and 
in the Supplemental Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser, Standley agreed to eliminate the request for 
mediation costs and discretionary costs, in the amount of $887.50, 
Thus, the total costs requested by Standley as defendant III these two cases are 
$15,003.10. After careful consideration of the facts of this case, the following costs are awarded 











Kurt Standley, Jeff Griggs, 
and Troy Hartzell: 
2006 Through Present 




M&M Court Reporting Invoices 
Expert Witness fees: 
Dennis Burke 
Intermountain Ag. Services 
EAC Engineering, Inc. 
Copies of Depositions 
Travel Expense of witnesses: 
Earnest DeGroot 






























The total award for costs as a matter of right is $10,710.28. The remaining costs 
requested either exceed the maximum allowable by Rule or are discretionary costs and are 
simply part of the costs of doing business and as such, are denied. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this ~ day of b<:L- ,20jf 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was forwarded 
to the following persons on this J" day of '\J.>-...<.- ,20_1_1_: 
Kevin Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby, II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd. Ste. 130 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
William A. McCurdy 
MCCURDY LAW OFFICES 
702 West Idho Street Ste. 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc. 
M. Michael Sasser 
SASSER & INGLIS 
1902 W. Judith Lane Ste, 100 
Boise, ID 83705 
Attorney for Defendant Standley 
Robert D. Lewis 
CANTRILL, SKINNER SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701-0359 
Attorney for Counterc1aimant Standley 
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Deputy Clerk 
I .... II V \..1 I ,::::' ... 1 I L 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J, Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
I4J 002/010 
F I LED 
_---.-A.M. '\ b 5 P.M. 
JAN 032012 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & FILS, 














CASE NO. CV 2001-7777 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. D/B/A 
STANDLEY & CO. Al\'D J. HOULE & FILS, INC., AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1, The above-named Appellants, CHARLES DeGROOT) and DeGROOT FARMS, 
LLC, for themselves and as assignees of ~ELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC. (collectively, 
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"DeGroot"), appeal against the above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
final orders entered in the above-entitled action on the March 22,2005, July 24, 2007 l November 
8,2011 and December 27, 2011, Honorable Gregory M. Culet presiding. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(I), of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
3.1 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against 
Defendant Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.2 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Defendant 
Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.3 Whether the Court erred in fmding that DeGroot was not a third-party 
beneficiary of the contract between Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. and Beltman 
Construction pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.4 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
3.5 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary 
Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
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3.6 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim for resoission 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.7 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims under the Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on 
March 22, 2005; 
3.8 Whether the Court erred in denying DeGroot's Motion to Reconsider the 
Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005 and the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on July 24,2005; 
3.9 Whether the Court erred in granting summary judgment in favor of 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. on its counterclaim in the amount of $20,259.57 
with statutory interest of 12% along with attorney fees and costs; 
3.10 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.11 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.12 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim of rescission as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co, 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.13 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims of 
indemnification and contribution as an assignee of Beltman Construotion, Inc., against Standley 
TrenChing, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment 
entered November 8, 2011, 






3.14 Whether the Court erred in granting Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a 
Standley & Co. prejudgment interest and attorney fees for a total judgment amount of 
$64,132.81 pursuant to the Court's Amended Judgment on Counterclaim entered 
December 27, 2011. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. If so, what 
portion? N/A 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
(1) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in lA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about June 18, 2007, on 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(2) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about September 7, 2011, on 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(3) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed fonnat, of the hearing before the district court on or about April I, 2010) On 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 
2005 and the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on July 24,2005; 
(4) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about October 21,2011, on 
the district court's oral ruling on Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
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6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
6.1 Defendant Houle's Motion for Sum:mary Judgment - filed on or about 
May 18,2007; 
6.2 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment - filed on or about May 18: 2007; 
6.3 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.4 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.5 Defendant Houle's Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's 
Motion for SUIIUflary Judgment - filed on or about June 11) 2007; 
6.6 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Standley's Motion 
for Summary Judgment - filed February 15,2005; 
6.7 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co. 's Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Complaint and Counterclaim - filed Pebmary 15, 2005; 
6.8 Memorandum in Opposition to Third Party Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed March 7,2007; 
6.9 Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed March 7,2007; 
6.10 Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's (Standley) Motion for 
Summary Judgment Entered on March 18,2005 - filed April 27, 2007; 
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6.11 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Motion to Reconsider Order 
Granting Defendant's [Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment Entered on March 18,2005 -
filed April 27, 2007; 
6.12 April 30, 2007 Order on Summary Judgment; 
6.13 Order Determining Predominate Factor of Contract; 
6.l4 Third Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley and Co.'s 
Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.15 Third Party Defendant Standley's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's [Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment entered on 
March 18, 2005 and Request for Rule 11 Sanctions; 
6.16 Third~PaIty Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley &: Coo's 
Supplement Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.17 Memorandum and Response to Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion in 
Limine; 
6.18 AffIdavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection and 
Response to Standley Trenching Inc. 's Motion in Limine; 
6.19 Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.20 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.21 Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.22 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Hou1e & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice; 
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6.23 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.24 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.25 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion in Limine; 
6.26 Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc. 's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.27 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment; 
6,28 Affidavit of Michael J. Hanby II in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.29 Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion in 
Limine; 
6.30 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Reply to Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.31 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion 
in Limine; 
6.32 Aftldavit of Michr~el Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Motion in Limine; 
6.33 Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Notice of Amendment of its Prior Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment to Complete Motion for Summary Judgment Against Beltman 
Construction, Inc.; 
6.34 Plaintiffs' Supplemental Briefing in Opposition to Motion in Limine~ 
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6.35 Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Supplemental Memorandum Regarding its Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in 
Limine; 
6.36 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Supplemental Memorandum in Support of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine; 
6.37 Order Granting Standley Trenching, lnc.'s Complete Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to all Claims and Causes of Action stated in Beltman Construction, Inc.'s Third 
Party Complaint. 
7. I certify: 
7.1 That a copy ofthis notice of appeal has been served on the reporter; 
7.2 That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee of 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants 
of the amount of the estimated fee; 
7.3 That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid 
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants of the amount of estimated fee; 
7.4 That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
7,5 That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this 3rd day of January, 2012. 
DINIUS LAW 
.... 
By: . ~ 
Kev' E. Dinius 
Mi ael J. Hanby II 
A orneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 3rd day of January, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following; 
M. Michael Sasser D 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC D 
P.O. Box 5880 0 
Boise,ID 83705 L8J 
William A. McCurdy D 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 D 
Boise, ID 83702 0 
[g1 
Robert D. Lev-is 0 
CANTRILL, SULLIVAN & KING 0 
P.O. Box 359 D 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0359 [gJ 
Laura Whiting k8J 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Gregory M. Culet 0 
Canyon County Courthouse 0 
1115 Albany St. 0 

















Facsimile - No, 
cm\T:IClientsIDIOcGroot Dailj'. LLC\Standley & CQ.-ln !3\ApPQal ·20 11\2nd Amended Notice of Appcal.doc)( 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd.~ Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile; (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974,7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw. com 
mhanby@dintuslaw. corn 
Attorneys for Plaintiffsl Appellants 
F i LED 
___ J..--.M'-3~a _P.M. 
JAN 1 3 2012 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
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CASE NO. CV 2001-7777 
THIRD AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. D/B/A 
STANDLEY & CO. AND J. HOULE & FILS, INC., AND THE CLERK. OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, CHARLES DeGROOT, and DeGROOT FARMS) 
LLC; for themselves and as assignees of BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION j INC. (collectively, 
"DeGroot"), appeal against the above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
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final orders entered in the above-entitled action on the March 22,2005, July 24, 2007, November 
8,2011, December 27,2011 and December 29, 2011, Honorable Gregory M. CUlet presiding. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1 1 (a)(l)! of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules, 
3, A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
3,1 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Houle & Fils) Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against 
Defendant Houle &. Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.2 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Defendant 
Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.3 Whether the Court erred in finding that DeGroot was not a third~party 
beneficiary of the contract between Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. and Behman 
Construction pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
3.4 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.5 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary 
Judgment entered on March 22, 2005; 
3.6 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim for rescission 
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pursuant to the Court's Order On Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.7 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims under the Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on 
March 22, 2005; 
3.8 Whether the Court erred in denying DeGroot's Motion to Reconsider the 
Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005 and the Court's Order on 
Swrunary Judgment entered on July 24, 2005 i 
3.9 Whether the Court erred in granting summary judgment in favor of 
Standley Trenching, Inc., dib/a Standley & Co. on its counterclaim in the amount of $20,259.57 
with statutory interest of 12% along with attorney fees and costs; 
3.10 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims as an 
assignee of Beltman ConstrUction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.11 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.12 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim of rescission as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.13 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims of 
indemnification and contribution as an assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment 
entered November 8, 2011. 
3.14 Whether the Court erred in granting Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a 







Standley & Co. prejudgment interest and attomey fees for a total judgment amount of 
$64,132.81 pursuant to the Court's Amended Judgment on Counterclaim entered December 27, 
2011. 
3.15 Whether the Court erred in granting Defendant Standley Trenching, 
Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. attorney fees and costs for a total judgment amount of 
$180,558.78 pursuant to the Court's Order on Costs and Attorney Fees entered December 
29,2011. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. If so, what 
portion? N/A 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
(1) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 25(a), 
in compressed fonnat, of the hearing before the district court on or about June 18, 2007, on 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils. Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(2) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in lA.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about September 7,2011, on 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(3) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R 25(a), 
in compressed fonnat, of the hearing before the district court on or about April 1, 2010, on 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 
2005 and the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on July 24, 2005; 
(4) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 2S(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about October 21, 2011, on 
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the district court's oral ruling on Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment.. 
(5) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 
2S(a)t in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about December 
20,2011, on the district court's oral ruling on Counterclaim ant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Renewed Motion for Award of Prejudgment Interest, Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'8 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs and DeGroot's Objection to Attorney Fees and Costs. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: 
6.1 Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about 
May 18, 2007i 
6.2 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Hollie's Motion for Summary 
Judgment - filed on or about May 18,2007; 
6.3 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.4 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed June 5,2007; 
6.5 Defendant Houle's Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's 
Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about June 11,2007; 
6.6 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Standley's Motion 
for Summary Judgment - filed February 15, 2005; 
6.7 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co. 's Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Complaint and Counterclaim - filed February 15,2005; 
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6.8 Memorandum in OpPosition to Third Party Defendant's Motion for 
Sununary ludgment - tlled March 7, 2007; 
6.9 Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed March 7> 2007; 
6.10 Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's (Standley) Motion for 
Summary Judgment Entered on March 18, 2005 - filed April 27 ,2007; 
6.11 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Motion to Reconsider Order 
Granting Defendant's [Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment Entered on March 18,2005 -
filed April 27, 2007; 
6.12 April 30, 2007 Order on Summary Judgment; 
6.13 Order Determining Predominate Factor of Contract; 
6.14 Third Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley and Co.'s 
Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.15 Third Party Defendant Standley's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's (Standley] Motion for Summary Judgment entered on 
March 18, 2005 and Request for Rule 11 Sanctions; 
6.16 Third-Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co.'s 
Supplement Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion for Summary Judgment; 
6.17 Memorandum and Response to Standley Trenching Inc. 's Motion in 
Limine; 
6.18 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection and 
Response to Standley Trenching Inc. ' s Motion in Limine; 
6.19 Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for SUlDlllary 
Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 






6.20 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs! Opposition to 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.21 Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.22 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice; 
6.23 Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.24 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.25 Standley Trenching Inc. 's Motion in Limine; 
6.26 Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.' IS 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.27 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.28 Affidavit of Michael J. Hanby II in Suppon of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.29 Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion in 
Limine; 
6.30 Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Reply to Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6.31 Standley Trenching, Inc.' s Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion 
in Limine; 
6.32 Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Motion in Limine; 
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6.33 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Notice of Amendment of its Prior Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment to Complete Motion for Summary Judgment Against Beltman 
Construction, Inc.; 
6.34 Plaintiffs' Supplemental Briefing in Opposition to Motion in Limine; 
6.35 Affidavit of Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Supplemental Memorandum Regarding its Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in 
Limine; 
6.36 Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Supplemental Memorandum in Suppol't of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine~ 
6.37 Order Granting Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Complete Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to all Claims and Causes of Action stated in Beltman Construction, Inc.' s Third 
Party Complaint; 
6.38 Counterclaimant's Renewed Motion for Award of Prejudgment 
Interest and Entry of Amended Judgment on Counterclaim; 
6'.39 Affidavit of Robert D. Lewis in Support of Counterclabnant's 
Renewed Motion for Award of Prejudgment Interest and Entry of Amended Judgment on 
Counterclaim; 
6.40 Counterclaimant's Second Memorandum of Attorneys Fees; 
6.41 DefendantlThird Party Defendant StandJey Trenching, Inc.'s Motion 
for Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.42 DefendantIThird Party Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.43 Defendant Standley Trenching, Inco's Supplemental Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees; 




6.44 Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser in Support of Standley Trenching, 
Inc.'s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.45 Affidavit of Michael Kelly in Support of Standley Trenching, Inc. 's 
Supplemental Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.46 Defendant/Third Party Defendant Standley Trenching Inc.'$ 
Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.47 Objection to Standley Trenching Inc.'9 Motion for Costs & Attorney 
Fees; 
6.48 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Supplemental Memorandum Supporting an 
Award of Fees; 
6.49 Objection to Defendantn"hird Party DefendantiCounterclaimant 
Standley Trenching Inc.'s Renewed Motion for award of Prejudgment Interest and Entry 
of Amended Judgment on Counterclaim; 
6.50 Defendantffhird Party Defendant Standley Trenching Inc.'s Reply 
Memorandum to Plaintiff's Objection to Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.51 Amended Judgment on Counterclaim ($64,l32.81); 
6.52 Order on Costs and Attorney Fees ($180,558.78). 
7. I certify: 
7.1 That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter; 
7.2 That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee of 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants 
of the amount of the estimated fee; 
7.3 That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid 
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants of the amount of estimated fee; 
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7.4 That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
7.5 That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this 13th day of January, 2012. 
BY:_--:j~ ______ _ 
Kev' E. Dinius 
Mic ·ael J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 13th day of January, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy ofthe foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following: 
M. Michael Sasser 0 US Mail 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC 0 Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 5880 0 Hand Delivery 
Boise, ID 83705 [8J Facsimile - No. 344-84Z9 
William A. McCurdy D US Mail 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 0 Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 0 Hand Delivery 
!8l Facsimile - No. 947-5910 
Robert D. Lewis D US Mail 
CANTRILL, SULLIVAN & KING D Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 359 0 Hand Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0359 ~ Facsimile - No. 345-72.u 
Laura Whiting t8J US Mail 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Gregory M. eulet 0 Overnight Mail 
Canyon County Courthouse D Hand Delivery 
1115 Albany St. 0 Facsimile - No. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
.... 
cm\1;\Clients\O\OeGroot Dairy. LLC\Standley & Co.-19lI3\Appeal- ZOII\3( 
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M. Michael Sasser [ISB No. 1666] 
SASSER & INGLIS, P.e. 
Attorneys at Law 
1902 W. Judith Lane, Suite 100 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone No. (208) 344-8474 
Facsimile No. (208) 344-8479 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant, 
Standley Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
F I A.k±q.M. 
JAN 1 7 2012 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 





STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO.; 1. HOULE & FILS, INC., 
a Canadian corporation, 
Defendants, 
and 
STANDLEY TRENCHING, INe., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., 
Counterclaimant. 
) 
) Case No. CV 01-7777'/ 
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BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC., dba 
BELTMAN WELDING AND 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., dba 
STANDLEY & CO., an Idaho corporation; 



















Third-Party Defendants. ~ 
The Court having entered Judgment herein on November 8, 2011, following the 
granting of summary judgment in favor of Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. on November 8, 
2011, and having thereafter considered the Memoranda and Affidavits filed by Standley 
Trenching, Inc. in support of its Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, and following oral 
argument thereon on December 20, 2011, entered its Order on Costs and Attorney Fees on 
December 29, 2011. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED, AND 
THIS DOES ORDER, ADJUDGE AND DECREE that: 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc. have and recover Judgment against Plaintiffs, 
Charles DeGroot and DeGroot Farms, LLC, as follows: 
1. Attorneys fees in the amount of $169,848.50 and costs in the amount of 
$10,710.28, for a total Judgment amount of$180,558.78; and 
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2. An award of interest on the above-referenced total amount accruing after 
entry of Judgment herein at the highest legal rate allowed by law until paid in full. 
,-" 
DATED this 17 - day of January, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ) 'l day of January, 2012, I caused to be served, by 
the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants 
Charles DeGroot and DeGroot Farms, LLC 
William A. McCurdy 
Attorney at Law 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 1100 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneys for Defendants/Third-Party Defendant J. 
Houle & Fils, Inc. 
Robert D. Lewis 
Cantrill Skinner Sullivan & King, LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Counterclaimant Standley 
Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
M. Michael Sasser 
Sasser & Inglis, P.C. 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Defendant 
Standley Trenching, Inc., dba Standley & Co. 
6834 Amended Judgment for Atty Fees and Costs.doc 
Clerk 
Hand Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 475-0101 
Hand Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 947-5910 
Hand Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 345-7212 
Hand Delivery 
_x_ United States Mail 
Express Mail 
Fax Transmission - 344-8479 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos.: 5974, 7997 
kdinius@dinius!aw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw. com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
IaJ 002/011 
F I A.k~.M. 
JAN 2 3 2012 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 




STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC., d/b/a 
STANDLEY & CO., and J. HOULE & FILS, 















CASE NO. CV 2001-7777 
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STANDLEY TRENCHING, INC. D/B/A 
STANDLEY & CO. AND J. HOULE & FILS, INC., AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, CHARLES DeGROOT, and DeGROOT FARMS, 
LLC, for themselves and as assignees of BELTMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC. (collectively, 
"DeGroot"), appeal against the above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
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final orders entered in the above-entitled action on the March 22,2005, July 24, 2007, November 
8,2011, December 27,2011 and December 29,2011, Honorable Gregory M. Culetpresiding. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1), of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend 
to assert in the appeal; provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellants 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
3.1 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against 
Defendant Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777; 
3.2 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims against 
Houle & Fils, Inc., pursuant to the Court's Order of Dismissal of Claims Against Defendant 
Houle & Fils, Inc. with prejudice in Case No. CVOl-7777i 
3.3 Whether the Court erred in finding that DeGroot was not a third-party 
beneficiary of the contract between Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. and Beltman 
Construction pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.4 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims 
against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Coures Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.5 \Vhether the Court erred in dismissing DeGrooes warranty claims against 
Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary 
Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.6 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim for rescission 
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pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22,2005; 
3.7 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims under the Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on 
March 22, 2005; 
3.8 Whether the Court erred in denying DeGroot's Motion to Reconsider the 
Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 2005 and the Court's Order on 
Summary Judgment entered on July 24,2005; 
3.9 Whether the Court erred in granting summary judgment in favor of 
Standley Trenching; Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. on its counterclaim in the amount of $20,259.57 
with statutory interest of 12% along with attorney fees and costs; 
3.10 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's contractual claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc" d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3,11 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's warranty claims as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley Trenching, Inc" d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.12 \Vhether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claim of rescission as an 
assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc" against Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered November 8, 2011; 
3.13 Whether the Court erred in dismissing DeGroot's claims of 
indemnification and contribution as an assignee of Beltman Construction, Inc., against Standley 
Trenching, Inc., d/b/a Standley & Co. pursuant to the Court's Order on Summary Judgment 
entered November 8, 2011. 
3.14 Whether the Court erred in granting Standley Trenching, Inc., d/b/a 




Standley &, Co. prejudgment interest and attorney fees for a total judgment amount of 
$64,132.81 pursuant to the Court's Amended Judgment on Counterclaim entered December 27, 
2011. 
3.15 Whether the Court erred in granting Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc., 
d/b/a Standley & Co. attorney fees and costs for a total judgment amount of $180)558.78 
pursuant to the Court's Order on Costs and Attorney Fees entered December 29) 2011 and 
Amended Judgment for Costs and Attorney Fees entered January 17,2012. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. If so, what 




Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
(1) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about JW1e 18, 2007, on 
Defendant J. Houle & Fils, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(2) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a), 
in compressed [omlat, of the hearing before the district court on or about September 71 2011) on 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment; 
(3) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defmed in LA.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district comt on or about April 1, 2010, on 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on March 22, 
2005 and the Court's Order on Summary Judgment entered on July 24, 2005; 
(4) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a), 
in compressed format, of the hearing before the district court on or about October 21,2011, on 
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the district court's oral ruling on Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Summary 
Judgment.. 
(5) The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in LA.R. 25(a)~ 
in compressed fonnat, of the hearing before the district court on or about December 20,2011. on 
the district court's oral ruling on Counterclaimant Standley Trenching, Inc. ~s Renewed Motion 
for Award of Prejudgment Interest, Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Costs and DeGroot's Objection to Attorney Fees and Costs. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerkt s record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
6.1 Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about 
May 18,2007; 
6.2 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment - filed on or about May 18, 2007; 
6.3 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed June 5) 2007; 
6.4 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Defendant Houlels Motion for Summary Judgment - filed June 5, 2007; 
6.5 Defendant Houle's Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Houle's 
Motion for Summary Judgment - filed on or about June ll~ 2007; 
6.6 Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Standley's Motion 
for Summary Judgment - filed February 15,2005; 
6.7 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Standley Trenching~ Inc. d/b/a Standley & Co.'s Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Complaint and Counterclaim - filed February 15,2005; 
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6.8 Memorandum in Oppos:ition tl' Third Party Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment - filed March 7, 2007; 
6.9 Affidavit of Jill S. Holinka in S pport of Memorandum in Opposition to 
Third Party Defendant's Motion for Summary JUdgme~ - filed March 7~ 2007; , 
i 
6.10 Motion to Recons:ider Order Gr~ ting Defendant~s (Standley) Motion for 
Summary Judgment Entered on March 18, 2005 - filed 
6.11 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in upport of Motion to Reconsider Order 
Granting Defendant' S [Standley] Motion for summary\ udgment Entered on March 18, 2005 -
, 
I 
filed April 27, 2007; I 
6.12 April 30, 2007 Order on Summar' Judgment; 
6.13 Order Determining Predominate ' etor of Contract; 
I 
I 
6.14 Third Party Defendant Standley r renching, Inc. d/b/a Standley and Co. 's 
Motion to Reconsider Order Partially Denying Motion "r Summary Judgment; 
6.15 Third Party Defendant Standle' 's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider Order Granting Defendant's [Standley] M~ 'on for Summary Judgment entered on 
! 
March 18,2005 and Request for Rule 11 Sanctions; I I 
i 
6,16 Third-Party Defendant Standley' renching, Inc. d/b/a Standley & CO,'s 
Supplement Motton to Reconsider Order Partially Deny g Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Limine; 
6.17 Memorandum and Response tol Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion in 
I 
i 
6.18 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius i' Support of Plaintiffs' Objection and 
Response to Standley Trenching Inc. 's Motion in Limin ' 
6.19 Memorandum in Opposition to fendant Houle's Motion for Summary 
Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
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6.20 Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius I:n Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
I 
Defendant Houle's Motion for Summary Judgment in , e No. CV 01-7777; 
6.21 Reply Memorandum in Supp ,rt of Defendant Houle's Motion for 
Summary Judgment in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.22 Order of Dismissal of Claims. gainst Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
I 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice; 
6.23 Order of Dismissal of Claims .f gainst Third-Party Defendant Houle & 
Fils, Inc. with Prejudice in Case No. CV 01-7777; 
6.24 Standley Trenching Inc.' s Motio I for Partial Summary Judgment; 
I 
I 
6.25 Standley Trenching Inc. 's Motio I in Limine; 
6.26 Affidavit of M. Michael Sasser' Support of Standley Trenching, rnc.' s 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
i 
6.27 Plaintiff's Opposition to Defend
r 
t Standley Trenching Inc.' s Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment; I 
6.28 Affidavit of Michael J. Hanby ~ in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
I 
I 
Defendant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion for Partia1 Summary Judgment; 
I 
6.29 Plaintiffs' Objection to Defend1 t Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Motion in 
Limine; 
6,30 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Repl1' to Memorandum in Support of Motion 
I 
! for Partial Summary Judgment; 
6,31 Standley Trenching, Inc. 's Repl~ Memorandum in Support of its Motion 
in Limine; 
6.32 Affidavit of Michael Sasser inl upport of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
I 
Motion in Limine; \ 
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6.33 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s Notit of Amendment of its Prior Motion for 
I 
Partial Summary Judgment to Complete Motion fI Sununary Judgment Against BeItman 
I 
Construction, Inc.; 
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Briefin~ in Oppo.ition to Motion in Limine; 




Supplemental Memorandmn Regarding its Motion r Summary Judgment and Motion m 
Limine; 
6.36 Standley Trenching, Inc.'s SUPI1t mental Memorandum in Support of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine; ! 
6.37 Order Granting Standley Trenchil, g, Inc.'s Complete Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to all Claims and Causes of Action statJ in Beltman Construction, Inc. 's Third 
Party Complaint; ! 
6.38 Counterclaimant's Renewed Mo~ on for Award of Prejudgment Interest 
and Entry of Amended Judgment on Counterclaim; 
6.39 Affidavit of Robert D. Lewis in upport of Counterclaimant's Renewed 
Motion for Award of Prejudgment Interest and Entry of, ended Judgment on Counterclaim; 
I 
I 
6.40 Counterclaimanf s Second Memot dum of Attorneys Fees; 
6.41 DefendanVThird Party Deiend1 Standley Trenching, Inc.'. Motion for 
Costs and Attorney Fees; I 
6.42 Defendant/Third Party Defelldant Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 





6.43 Defendant Standley Trenching~ c.'s Supplemental Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees; I 
6.44 AffIdavit of M. Michael Sasser' Support of Standley Trenching, Inc. 's 
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Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees; 
6.45 Affidavit of Michael K.elly inl Support of Standley Trenching, Inc.'s 
I 
I 
Supplemental Memorandmn of Costs and Attorney Fe ; 
6.46 Defendant/Third Patty Defend Standley Trenching Inc.'s Memorandum 
of Law in Support of Motion for Costs and Attorney F 
6.47 Objection to Standley Trenchingl c.·s Motion for Costs & Attorney Fees; 
1 
6.48 Standley Trenching Inc.'s Sup, lemental Memorandum Supporting an 
Award of Fees; 
6.49 Objection to Defendant/Third Pi y DefendantiCounterclaimant Standley 
Trenching Inc.'s Renewed Motion for award of Prej gment Interest and Entry of Amended 
Judgment on Counterclaim; 
6.50 DefendantIThird Party Defend t Standley Trenching Inc.)s Reply 
Memorandum to Plaintiffs Objection to Motion for COj and Attorney Fees; 
6.51 AmendedJudgmentonCounterc im($64,132.81); 
6.52 Order on Costs and Attorney Fee ($180,558.78); 
6.53 Amended Judgment for Costs d Attorney Fees. 
7, I certify: 
7.1 That a copy of this notice of apper I has been served on the reporter; 
7.2 That the clerk of the district cl urt will be paid the estimated fee of 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time r uired by rule after notice to Appellants 
of the amount of the estimated fee; 
7.3 That the estimated fee for prepara on of the clerk's record will be paid 
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellan of the amount of estimated fee; 
7.4 That the appellate filing fee has b 11 paid; and 
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7.5 That service has been made upo all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this 23 rd day of January, 2012. 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method I dicated below to the following; 
M. Michael Sasser 
SASSER & INGLIS, PC 
P.O. Box 5880 
Boise, ID 83705 
William A. McCurdy 
702 W. Idaho St., Suite 1000 
Boise, 1D 83702 
Robert D. Lewis 
CANTRILL, SULLIVAN & KING 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0359 
Laura Whiting 
Court Reporter for the Honorable Gregory M. Culet 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell. ID 83605 
cm\T:\Clienls\OIDcGroot Dairy, LLCISttlndlcy &: Co.-19213\Appcul- 2011\4th A 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 



















Case No. CV-01-07777*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBIT 




J. HOULE & FILS, INC., 
Defendant-Respondent. 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following 
is being sent as an exhibit because it is very large: 
Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection and 
Response to Standley Trenching Inc.'s Motion in Limine, filed 5-9-07 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
~:J~',{ 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this day o~, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBIT 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
1160 
District of the State of Idaho, 
'-4U}j'<:,"L the County of Canyon. 
By: Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 























J. HOULE & FILS, INC, 
Defendant-Respondent. 
Case No. CV -01-07777*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including documents requested. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
S~IJ 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this day ofMaj, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State ofIdaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 



















Supreme Court No. 39406-2011 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 




J. HOULE & FILS, INC., 
Defendant-Respondent. 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each 
party as follows: 
Kevin E. Dinius and Michael J. Hanby II, DINUS LAW 
M. Michael Sasser, SASSER & INGLIS P.C. 
Robert D. Lewis, CANTRILL SKINNER SULLIVAN & KING, LLP 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
1/ 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ---'--'--_ day of~ 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
1162 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: (;)?. [~iJ Deputy 
,L.&~~~ 
